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The country’s leading experts in serious, complex and high profile cases. We have represented clients on some of the most complex and high profile crime and appeals cases in recent years including: -
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Services Offered Under Legal Aid
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R v Levi Bellfield (Milly Dowler case)



IPP and Lifer Post Tariff Reviews
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We are experts in all areas of crime including.



Independent Adjudication



Sentence Plan



Sentence Calculation



Access to Offending Behavioural Work



R v Barry George (Jill Dando case),



Rape, Robbery, Murder, Fraud, Proceeds of Crime, Drug Matters, Burglary, Assault Specialising in cases before the Court of Appeal and the CCRC.



Re-call



POCA Years of experience in Proceeds of Crime Applications
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Legal advice and assistance at any stage European Arrest Warrant (EAW) experience International extradition proceedings
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13 St John Street, Manchester, M3 4DQ
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15 Old Bailey, London, EC4M 7EF
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insidetime



a voice for prisoners since 1990



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Star Letter of the Month Congratulations and a £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter.



the national newspaper for prisoners published by Inside Time Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of The New Bridge Foundation, founded in 1956 to create links between the offender and the community. Inside Time is wholly responsible for its editorial content. Comments or complaints should be directed to the Managing Editor and not to New Bridge.
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Subscribe Inside Time is distributed free of charge throughout the UK prison estate. It is available to other readers via a postal subscription service. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION CHARGES £35 for single copies to UK addresses plus £10 p.a. for each additional copy to the same address. Charities and Volunteers (UK only) £25 p.a. for a single copy Overseas Subscriptions rates will be £48 p.a. for Europe and £58 for the Rest of the World both plus £20 p.a. for each additional copy going to the same overseas address. 



Breach of medical confidentiality



..................................................... A VERY CONCERNED PRISONER - HMP OAKWOOD



internal complaints system, which took 8 weeks and finally resulted in me having to pay a large sum of money to a solicitor for advice. The Director finally visited me to apologise in person to admit that they were at fault. I was assured I would receive written confirmation of this within 24 hours - that was 5 days ago and I have yet to receive anything. My distressed family have written letters of grave concern and complaint to the Director and have received no reply. I have not been offered any reimbursement for the money I had to pay to the solicitor for advice after the internal complaints system proved less than useless. Breach of the Data Protection Act 1998 is a CRIMINAL OFFENCE with a maximum fine of £50,000. I have written to G4S head office and the Prisons Ombudsman with no reply. I am left feeling extremely distressed and suffering immensely, as are my family and parents. It is clear that Oakwood is failing in many areas and I really believe someone will take their own life here. HMP Oakwood is a new prison and obviously has problems but there are some good staff/PCOs here. Unfortunately there is little or no support for prisoners in severe crisis, prisoners at risk of harm and prisoners with mental health issues. Complaints are dealt with very badly and ineffectively. This is alarming at a time when suicides are at an all-time high. What will it take to wake them up and act to prevent a tragedy?



I am currently incarcerated at HMP Oakwood and this is my first time in prison. I have been here over 8 months and have suffered acute clinical depression which resulted in a serious suicide attempt by overdose in June of this year. Following a long stay in the Intensive Treatment Unit at the hospital I returned to Oakwood frail and very depressed. I have had NO access to mental health services since my overdose despite 7 referrals by myself and some staff. I was put on an ACCT document for 6 weeks. During this period the prison breached the Data Protection Act 1998 by disclosing my confidential medical information to my ex-wife’s social worker who in turn disclosed Any complaints about breach of the Data this information to my ex-wife. Neither the Protection Act 1998 should be addressed social worker nor my ex-wife has any right to to;Freedom of Information and Data receive this information, which detailed my Team, Parliamentary Health overdose andNov other sensitive Dec information Blavo 2012_Blavo 2008 red borderProtection SHADOW.qxd 13/11/2012 09:42 and Page 1 Service Ombudsman, Millbank Tower, which was sent from the HMP Oakwood Millbank, London SW1P 4QP. computer system via email. I used the



‘Oakwood’s older brother’



..................................................................................................... M WILSON - HMP ALTCOURSE I am currently residing at HMP Altcourse, run by G4S. I work as a wing painter and enjoy my job. Unfortunately, I have not been paid since the beginning of August. I informed staff but they have done nothing and I am still working without pay. Is this how G4S are making money off prisoners? Thanks to G4S I am now in debt. I have also been charged £5.75 for magazines that I have never had. It seems that finances in this prison are in a big mess. It is getting beyond a joke in here and prisoners have started referring to this prison as ‘Oakwood’s older brother’!



ON YOUR SIDE Being on your side is one thing. Fighting your corner is another. We do both. • Miscarriage of Justice experts • Defending false allegations • Crown Court advocacy • CCRC applications • Prison law specialists • Parole applications • IPP and Lifer reviews • Adjudications • Recalls • Sentence progression We offer Legal Aid and Fixed Fees along with a nationwide service. For more information contact us using the details below.
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Prison rules and equality



..................................................... NAME WITHHELD - HMP ISLE OF WIGHT Prison rules clearly state that - ‘You should never take part in sexual activity’ - yet in all prisons condoms are handed out free to anyone who wishes to have homosexual sex while in prison! What is that all about? The Equality Act 2010 (UK Law) is all about fairness, balance and equal opportunity, yes? Does this mean that heterosexual prisoners in the UK can have conjugal visits with our wives and girlfriends, as this would then be fair? Of course it is never going to happen, but is the UK breaking the Equality Act?



Writes EQUALITY RIGHTS AND DECENCY GROUP The facts of custody, including the need to protect vulnerable prisoners and to maintain good order and discipline, mean that it would not be appropriate for prisons to condone sexual activity between prisoners. The Equality Act is not being contravened as we have no system or procedure that has been applied to allow any sexual activity. Anyone engaging in sexual activity will be challenged by staff. We do not facilitate the sharing of a cell by prisoners in a relationship. This applies to all prisoners, regardless of sexual orientation and marital or civil partnership status. Prison doctors can make condoms, dental dams and water-based lubricants available to any prisoner, irrespective of age, if in their clinical judgement, there is a risk of the transmission of HIV, or any other sexually transmitted disease. NOMS is committed to fair treatment for all offenders but conjugal visits are not permitted and there are no plans to change this.



19 John Street LONDON WC1N 2DL



0207 025 2020 Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



(24hrs)



Prison Law experts in: • Adjudications • IPP • Parole • Recall • Lifer Reviews • HDC • Categorisation We also have specialists in:



Changing the way you see lawyers.



01302 365374



www.qualitysolicitors.com/jordans



4 Priory Place, Doncaster, DN1 1BP Led by Mark Newby Solicitor Advocate with a relentless record of quashing convictions.



• Crime • Serious Fraud • Extradition • Immigration • Judicial Review • Housing • Family • Mental Health Law • Employment • Welfare Benefits ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Extortionate charges



..................................................... DANNY CARROLL - HMP RISLEY I would like to know if the Prison Service is allowed to charge for delivery on items bought from approved suppliers. Here at HMP Risley, Argos orders are subject to a £5.95 delivery charge on top of the 50p ‘admin charge’. Also, we are charged for newspaper deliveries, 20p for each newspaper, and 30p for a TV guide and 40p for a monthly magazine, but we are not informed about the delivery charges until after we have made the order. I have been at several other prisons and they do not charge for Argos or newspaper deliveries. Also, could you tell me the specific PSI/PSO that deals with catalogue orders as we are told that we are only allowed to order from a catalogue up to 3 times per year, and then only if Enhanced.



Writes The delivery cost charged for Argos orders is in line with advice in PSI 23/2013, chapter 7.5 as below: • A handling fee for catalogue and specialist items will be added to all orders to cover administration costs. This is separate to any carriage/postal costs charged by the catalogue supplier, which should be considered as part of the purchase price paid by the prisoner. The handling fee will be set centrally and reviewed annually.



‘Decency, dignity, respect...where is it?’ ........................................................................................................ ALEX CARR - HMP WANDSWORTH I saw a sign the other day on the wall of this prison stating - ‘Decency, dignity, respect, help us deliver these things at HMP Wandsworth’ - the blatant hypocrisy of which almost made me sick to my stomach. I’ve been in this prison for over 2 months now and I’ve not been able to get a job or on any sort of education. I haven’t been able to get to the library. It took me 4 medical applications to get to healthcare and it was only because I pressed the emergency bell and waited for 20 minutes that I managed to make it over there. The 2 times I couldn’t handle the pain I was in after lock-up and asked the night patrol officer if I could see a doctor or have a couple of painkillers, I was completely ignored. Prison clothing here is very old and tatty and there is a shortage of socks and boxer shorts. There is never enough shampoo or toothpaste for the entire wing. The showers are boiling hot and covered in dead cockroaches, though I rarely get out of my cell for a shower. This week there has been no association for 5 days. General apps get ignored. The amount of food we get is ridiculous for grown men and I am constantly hungry. The majority of staff are rude, lazy and uninterested in prisoners concerns. I have never been so angry and frustrated and so close to kicking off in my entire life. Sometimes I even hope someone will start on me so I can get into a fight and release some of my pent-up anger. This place and the way they treat prisoners is f*****g disgusting. Not once have I been shown any decency, dignity or respect in this prison so why should I show it to them. The hypocrisy of that sign would be almost amusing if it wasn’t for the fact we are human beings and deserve to be treated as such.
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Guaranteed pension credit ....................................................................................................... G H - HMP FRANKLAND I would like to draw attention to the over 65 year-olds and guaranteed pension credit. I have received the information sheet showing what was said in the February 2009 issue of Inside Time about the denial of prisoners’ pension rights, but I would like to know if anything has changed since then? Is it simply a waste of time mounting a legal challenge for it? I feel very strongly about this issue and I think it’s time this problem was approached again. Is it possible for Inside Time to put a petition in the paper so that inmates can use it to collect names in support of change, much like people outside can add their signature to government e petitions in order to bring change. Editorial note: Prisoners do not get their old age pension because governments say it is a benefit and benefits stop when they go into prison; even though they may have paid in via National Insurance. Private pensions are not affected and can be paid into a bank account and money transferred to a prisoner’s private cash. And a prisoner who earns over the tax threshold via earnings or investments still has to pay in for his old age pension even though he may never be entitled to it. We are unable to organise a petition, but you could ask your family to visit www.gov.uk/petition-government for more information on petitions.



The right to work by Bob Woffinden ....................................................... page 22



.................................... Inside Art .................... pages 27-30 .................................... Education ......................... page 31 .................................... Inside Justice ............... pages 32-33 .................................... Short Stories .................... page 34 .................................... Wellbeing ......................... page 35 .................................... Thought for the Day ............ page 36 Terry Waite’s monthly column



.................................... Family Welfare .................. page 37 .................................... Justice Select Committee pages 38-39 ................................... News from the House .... pages 40-41 ................................... Legal ......................... pages 42-45 .................................... Legal Q&A .................. pages 46-47 .................................... Reading ........................... page 48 .................................... Book Reviews ................... page 49 .................................... Inside Poetry .............. pages 50-51 .................................... Jailbreak ..................... pages 52-55 .................................... National Prison Radio ......... page 56



• Risley do not have a contract with the Newsagent which supplies the newspapers, so therefore they are able to charge the delivery fee that they want to. • The decision to allow enhanced prisoners 3 catalogue orders per year is based on advice from, and approved by, the Prison Ombudsman.



emailaprisoner The emailaprisoner service enables family, friends, solicitors and other organisations to send messages to prisoners from any computer. It’s faster than 1st class post and costs less than a 2nd class stamp! • Available in 98% of UK prisons.



> LOOKING AHEAD • November Scottish Focus



• Smartphone App coming Soon!



• December 2015 Year Planner • January Inside Poetry



If you would like to know more call:



03333 70 65 50



for further details or visit:



www.emailaprisoner.com



Mailbag
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Views expressed in Inside Time are those of the authors and not necessarily representative of those held by Inside Time or the New Bridge Foundation.
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Mailbag



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Ombudsman dragging his feet



‘Who smuggles this stuff in?’



....................................................................................................... K BENNETT - HMP PARKHURST



..................................................... GEORGIE FENDICK HMP DONCASTER On April 29th 2013 I was transferred to HMP Northumberland and upon arrival at that prison they signed the PER (Prison Escort Record) to agree that all property was present and correct. However, when I was called down to collect my property on Saturday 4th of May 2013 it came to my attention that the majority of my property was missing. I exhausted the internal complaints procedure and then took my case to the Ombudsman (May/June 2013). They have now been ‘dealing’ with my case for some 14 months, surely this delay is unacceptable? I have sent them a copy of the PER and all other relevant paperwork relating to the case. No investigation seems to have taken place and I have, on numerous occasions, written to the Ombudsman without as much as a reply. Are there other prisoners who have waited this long for their case to be investigated by the Ombudsman?



Writes Mr Fendick’s complaint is a personal matter and therefore it would not be appropriate to address it through correspondence with Inside Time, as there are established procedures for prisoners to resolve such matters. If Mr Fendick would like to escalate his complaint about the delay, he can do so by writing to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman whose role is to investigate complaints that individuals have been treated unfairly or have received poor service from government departments, other public organisations and the NHS in England. Their details are: Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman, Millbank Tower, Millbank, London SW1P 4QP. Editorial note: Mr Fendick is simply asking: What has happened to his lost property (a common complaint) and isn’t 14 months rather a long time to investigate the matter? There are indeed ‘established procedures to resolve matters’ but they clearly haven’t worked.



ABUSE CLAIMS



Medomsley Detention Centre



County Durham Contact Christine Sands and the team Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL



0 1 9 2 4 8 6 8 9 11



[email protected]
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Do you want another Raul Moat?



..................................................... MR TATTON - HMP HIGHPOINT I am writing because I hope what I have to say reaches Frances Crook, who wrote on the cover of the August issue of Inside Time - ‘I worry about the consequences for the public because people will come out of prison so bitter, so angry, so violent that they will inflict that misery on the rest of society’. I think those in Parliament and the rest of the country should pay close attention to her comments, because as a prisoner listening first hand to those in prison I have no choice but to agree with her. We all remember what happened when a man called Raul Moat got out of prison and killed his girlfriend’s new man, shot his girlfriend and then shot and blinded a police officer before killing himself. That is the kind of thing that can happen when bitter, angry and violent people are treated like animals, which is how we are now treated in prison. The prisons are now using these offending behaviour courses as ‘employment’ in prison as there are not enough jobs to go round. None of these courses are helping to get people employment or housing on the out. If you turn up to a prospective employer with an arm full of cheap certificates from offending behaviour courses in jail they will just laugh you out the door. What possible use are they? Even serving 10 or 15 years in prison you will find it impossible to save money for when you get out as the wages are no more than pocket money to spend on the over-priced privatised canteen or money-grabbing BT pin phones. Instead we should be spending our time training for real trades instead of being turfed out of prison clueless, unemployable, skint and homeless. Frances Crook is right, the public are at very real risk from the ticking time bombs prisons are now creating.



To my dying shame and desperate for something to read, I picked up a copy of The Sun to flick through a while ago, and, as usual, they were having a pop at prisoners. The headline was ‘Lifer of Riley’ (how clever of them!) and it showed photographs purportedly taken in a cell in HMP Wandsworth with several prisoners talking on mobile phones whilst nearby sat a takeaway and a birthday cake. The cake and takeaway are not damaged in any way, so they obviously have not been stuffed inside a dead pigeon or tennis ball and been thrown over the wall, or stuffed down someone’s trousers and smuggled in on a visit, so just who the hell is smuggling this stuff in? It doesn’t take Sherlock Holmes to work out that the only way prisoners can have this stuff is if prison staff smuggle it in. There is no other way. But, as usual, nobody seems to want to open that can of worms. These photos and story in The Sun prove that there are corrupt staff in HMP Wandsworth and this should be thoroughly and immediately investigated by the relevant authorities, but what we will really get is a knee-jerk reaction against what few privileges prisoners have left. Prisoners will suffer for the failings of management, the actions of some staff and the idiocy of the people in the photographs. Just business as usual in the morally bankrupt and corrupt world of HMP.



‘Climbing the ladder to greater things’



....................................................................................................... A CONCERNED PRISONER - HMP LEYHILL I recently wrote a letter to the Chief Inspector of Prisons about how HMP Leyhill is in crisis because of the attitudes of the ‘management’. But I have received no reply. I really feel that this should be out in the open. Category D prisons are supposed to allow prisoners to resettle and reintegrate back into society, re-establish community links, build support networks and, of course, maintain family ties, but here at HMP Leyhill ROTLs (Release On Temporary License) have been cut back to the bare minimum and we are regularly threatened with being sent back to closed conditions if we challenge or question this. On Wednesday 13th of August OMU (Offenders Management Unit) held a ‘drop in surgery’ in the resettlement hub on A unit and this quote was given by a senior member of staff in front of prisoners - ‘The reason the Number One governor isn’t signing off on ROTLs is because she is climbing the ladder to greater things so any failures will go against her clean record’. So the hopes of those who wish to resettle and reintegrate back into society are trampled flat by the craving for a career by the governor. What about reducing reoffending? I decline to give my name without cast iron guarantees that I will not be victimised by staff (their reputation is common knowledge on this point and they are known to be very vindictive).



Lewis Sidhu Solicitors ABUSE CLAIMS Prison & Care Homes • Leeds Criminal Law Specialists • North East Care Homes Manchester 0 2 0 8 8• 3 2 7 3 2Care 1 Homes • Wales Care Homes CCRC Applications



Mc. IVOR . FARRELL



Northern Irish Solicitors • • • • • • • • • •



Criminal Appeals against Sentence or Conviction Parole Hearings Proceeds of Crime/Confiscation Hearings Police Interviews under PACE throughout NI and in Prisons All Criminal Defence Cases Judicial Review & Human Rights Cases Family Law Injury Claims within the Prison Welfare Issues Prison Visits Arranged within 24hrs



WE’RE HERE TO HELP



Please call us on 028 9023 7053 or 028 9032 4565 or write to us at If you have suffered abuse in these Recatagorisations 129 Springfield Road Belfast BT 12 7AE Adjudications systems we may be able to help. Complaints IT’S THAT SIMPLE!! Contact Christine Sands Appeals Parole



and the team



Even as a serving prisoner you Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, still have rights and we will do Dewsbury WF13 1HL our best to protect and advance those rights. 0 1 9 2 4 8 6 8 9 11 [email protected] 11 T h e P a v e ment, Popes Lane,



Ealing,



London W5 4NG



[email protected] www.mcivorfarrell.co.uk
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



‘No legal aid, no complaint forms and an ill-informed IMB’ © prisonimage.org



Punished for helping



..................................................... PETER FEELEY - HMP PARKHURST Recently a prisoner approached me and asked if I could complete a COMP1 form on his behalf as he cannot understand the English language very well (he is a foreign national). I listened to what he had to say and interpreted onto a wing application and subsequently a COMP1 form. Later that day I was summoned to the wing office by the wing SO and she informed me that I am not allowed to write out wing applications/COMP1 forms on behalf of other prisoners and I was awarded the label ‘manipulator’. I was also told that I am not a solicitor or legal executive and as a result I was given an IEP warning. I have appealed this but at the time of writing I am awaiting a response. I accept that the complaint was presented in legal language; this is to ensure due process to any potential proceedings. Like many other prisoners we are all having to become ‘Litigants in Person’ owing to the lack of legal aid for prison cases. It seems strange that staff have adopted this unreasonable attitude as I thought I was embracing the notorious PSI 30/2013 by ‘demonstrating my willingness to support fellow prisoners less fortunate’ than me. Surely this decision raises Human Rights issues and I would like to warn others about the serious consequences if caught assisting other prisoners versus the establishment. I would welcome comments from NOMS, MoJ and other prisoners. Editorial note: In any other circumstances you would have been thanked for your trouble!



An open letter to the Director of HMP Oakwood



....................................................................................................... FROM A CONCERNED PARTNER OF A PRISONER verge of disaster. Well I challenge you to explain to me why your ‘quoted’ experienced staff can justify their disgusting behaviour towards my partner.



...................................................... JOHN PALMER - HMP CHANNINGS WOOD The rack of COMP1 forms was removed from Living Block 1 at HMP Channings Wood some weeks ago and it has not been returned. PSI 02/2012 requires that COMP1 forms must be freely available near the yellow complaints box. On raising the issue with the IMB (Independent Monitoring Board) I was told - ‘Oh well, just ask an officer for a form’. Clearly the IMB are unaware that PSI 02/2012 states that prisoners MUST NOT be required to ask officers for complaint forms (so as to avoid confrontation and discrimination). The thing is, since legal aid has been cut for prisoners we have no recourse to law and have to suffer the fact that the prison system knows this and know they can get away with practically anything. If you do succeed in making a written complaint you will receive a totally vague reply which does not in any way address the issue. PSI 02/2012 requires that the reply must: a) State if the complaint is upheld or not upheld. b) Give the reasons why it has been upheld or not upheld. Also, a poster must be displayed near the complaints box describing the complaints process, but the poster is not provided and instead we have a poster from the IMB describing a completely wrong procedure. So not only are the IMB not helpful, they are also attempting to mislead. So now we have no legal aid, no complaint forms and an ill-informed IMB.



Gurney Harden



I have just sat and read your challenge of false claims that another concerned relative made about the famous Jokewood jail. You state you do not recognise the prison as it is being described. You state that HMP Oakwood is not on the



I think it is important to let you know of an error in the article ‘Sexual Offences Treatment Orders’ written by Jan Muller of Wells-Burcombe solicitors (August issue). It states - ‘Anyone with an IPP should receive a SOPO in addition to the IPP sentence unless there is an unusual feature that means a SOPO is essential. These cases will be rare.’ I, myself, appealed against sentence and part of the appeal concerned having a SOPO as well as an IPP. R v Smith, Wayne, Hall & Dodd [2011] EWCA Crim 1772 makes it clear that unless there are special circumstances, IPP sentences should not be awarded a SOPO.



The Johnson Partnership Prison Law Service



Specialist Prison Law and Criminal Defence Solicitors



Licence Recall



Adjudications



• Appeals



Lifer Panels



Parole Applications



• Prison Law



Magistrates & Crown Court Representation



Nationwide Service For a prompt response & professional service, please contact us at: 108 High Street, Ashford, Kent TN24 8SD



01233 624488



Emergencies: 07712 815169



After this you personally visit and agree for him to go back on the wing. He was back on the wing for 3 days and your security staff decide to put him back down the block on suspicion ‘no nickings’ pending a review. This is some sort of harassment. Basically if your face don’t fit in that jail the bunch of kids who are running it want you out. And as a family we are already suffering enough. Do you ever think how all this affects those on the outside?”



....................................................................................................... CARL LESLIE - HMP FRANKLAND



• Criminal Defence



Adjudications, Recalls and Parole



After being held in the block for nearly two weeks on suspicion only with no ‘nickings’ you decide you want him to be shipped out. So he refuses to get in the van as you’re trying to take him a million miles away when he hasn’t seen us for 3 months. Your staff weren’t happy that he didn’t do as he was told! So ban him from making a call for a further 48 hours. This would obviously upset him so he keeps setting off the fire alarms. So two of your officers decide to get the fire hose, put it through the hole in his door, switch it on and soak him and his cell. He was then left in those conditions all night. May I remind you that your prisoners are not animals.



Correction



YOU NEED



JP



Specialists in



“I am the partner of the prisoner that your security team banned indefinitely for a rubber loom band bracelet. After appealing it was reduced to 3 months... let me tell you how that ban has affected us mentally as a family. I ask myself do you have children? Do you have a family? How would you feel if someone told you that you couldn’t see them for a reason as pathetic as that?



PROBLEMS FROM THE PRISON?



Criminal Solicitors
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Immediate advice and assistance from one of the largest criminal law firms in the country, available 24/7. Contact our Prison Law Department on: (0115)941 9141 at any time or write to us at FREEPOST NEA15948,NOTTINGHAM NG1 1BR Regulated by the Solicitors’ Regulation Authority Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers Criminal Defence Service



J. BENSON SOLICITORS LTD We will go the extra mile for you!! A success rate to be proud of!! • Independent Adjudications • Parole Board Hearings (Oral & Paper) • Lifer/IPP Specialist • Recalls • Sentence Calculation • Judicial Review • Appeals against Conviction • Appeals against Sentence • Magistrate Court/ Crown Court Representation • Confiscation Cases Plus all Family Law & Immigration matters Fixed fee services for areas of Prison Law not covered by Legal Aid



Please contact Juliet or David on:



0207 625 4300



J. Benson Solicitors Ltd 270 Kilburn High Road London NW6 2BY 24 hour Emergency 07903 766645 NATIONWIDE SERVICE



Mailbag



‘Demoralised workforce’



..................................................... M HUMPHRIES - HMP NORWICH I read with interest your front page ‘Prisons beyond Crisis’ (August issue). At the time of the BBC Newsnight programme I was not in custody and watched with interest. I now realise how right the commentators were. As an ISP, now back on a pointless and costly recall I have found a workforce so demoralised compared to when I left this jail six months previously. The difference in attitudes and atmosphere has shocked me! Staff who were once dedicated to a role in life are now simply paying their mortgage by drifting through the job. The Prison Service has a twin sister, the National Probation Service, and she is not coping well under the heavy hand of the Grey-thing either. My previous Offender Manager changed roles and a new one has been ‘issued’ (yes, that’s the new official word). My current OM didn’t attend a meeting whereby I was given a warning and she did not inform me of her decision to ask the Secretary of State to issue me a warning. The ugly sisters (Prison & Probation) seem to be falling apart whilst Michael Spurr hasn’t a clue as to what is happening in his service. This panto needs to end, for the sake of public protection and for the lives of those behind the walls. In a letter to Inside Time my brother behind bars - R Lewis (‘I must be dreaming’ - Mailbags August issue) also mentioned something that caught my eye. He wrote about having officers at HMP Gartree on detachment from HMP Norwich, so I wonder if he could do me a favour and send them back here as we need them because this jail is very understaffed. Thanks.



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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‘HMYOI Glen Parva going downhill fast’



It’s raining DES - HMP BRIXTON



..................................................... CHARLIE CHAPMAN - HMYOI GLEN PARVA © NLshop - Fotolia.com
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Perhaps when we feel as though we have been hard done by we should remember the words of Lord Justice Bowen; ‘The rain it raineth on the just fellow, and also on the unjust fellow. But chiefly on the just, because the unjust hath stolen the just’s umbrella’ . Just a thought lads!



‘Finally, someone gets it!’



....................................................................................................... NAME WITHHELD - HMP PETERBOROUGH I am writing concerning the comments by Frances Crook on the front page of the August issue of Inside Time - ‘People will come out of prison so bitter, so angry, and so violent that they will inflict that misery on the rest of us’. Finally, someone gets it! I myself have been in prison for the past 9 years with 3 releases in between, one for 9 weeks, one for 8 days and most recently a release that lasted 5 days. Can you see the pattern? I wonder how long I’ll last when I get out after another few years in here. Every sentence I do is making me worse. I am angry at the justice system because there is no help available, inside or out, for over 80% of us. My behaviour has seriously deteriorated in prison and I now have a record 127 adjudications. I came to prison with behavioural problems and prison has made these problems more severe and violent and I now pose a much higher risk to the public. The prison system is taking young criminals and turning them into violent, vicious and bitter animals. And I’m just one of them. There is no help, support or guidance in prison and it’s all down to a lack of money and staff.



As a prisoner here at HMYOI Glen Parva I would like to comment, as I’m sure many other prisoners here would, that this prison is very unsafe and going downhill fast. There is no work and we are banged up for 24 hours a day, sometimes with no water or electricity in the cells. For 2 consecutive days we were not allowed out on exercise and the explanation is that there are not enough staff. Legal letters are regularly opened by staff, despite being clearly stamped with ‘Rule 39, Solicitors Letter’. Other prisoners are being forced to open their legal mail in front of staff, which is surely a breach of prison regulations. A lot of the staff treat us like animals and some are openly racist. There is a significant use of force and ‘control and restraint’, and substantially high adjudications. HM Inspectors report ‘Examples of unofficial group punishments’, also the classrooms are unfit for purpose and access to the library is almost nonexistent. Lack of staff has caused all this new strict regime which was supposed to be temporary but shows no sign of changing. There have been reports from HMCIP, Frances Crook of The Howard League for Penal Reform saying that ‘This prison is dangerous for teenagers and sounds more like an extract from William Golding’s Lord of The Flies than a report on an institution that is meant to help young people turn their lives around’. Who can help? Or must we wait for a death or a riot?



INJURED IN PRISON? You could win ££££s You win for: couldcould help you wincompensation compensation for: the gym in the •Injuries Injuriesinin the gym Scalding • Scalding in kitchen the kitchen bunk Slip oor floor •Falling Fallingfrom from a bunk • on Slipwet onflwet on broken tile tile • Stabbed Stabbedby byinmate inmate Trip • Trip on broken on exercise • Injury Injuryininworkshop workshop Injury • Injury on exercise other inmates • Assaulted Assaultedbybysta stafforor other inmates



Call now on Or write to: Prison Injury Lawyers



Prison Injury Lawyers or email info@je eries-solicitors.com Ashley House, Ashley Road, Ashley House, Ashley Road, AltrinchamWA14 WA14 2DW 2DW You can alsoAltrincham write to Prison Injury Lawyers, Ashley House, Or e mail: prison- injury@jefferies- solicitors.com



Prison Injury Lawyers is a trading name of Je ff eries Solicitors Limited – authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.



IN ! W EE O F N O N



Prison Injury Lawyers



Justice for Terry Smith



..................................................... NEIL ROOT - FREELANCE CRIME WRITER AND JOURNALIST Terry Smith always signs his letters ‘Strength and Honour as always!’ The sad fact is that Terry needs both qualities in abundance, strength to get through every day, and honour to maintain dignity, for since February 2010 he has been serving an indeterminate life sentence (no fixed tariff) for a string of seven cash-in-transit robberies committed between 2006 and 2008. As Terry himself says, it is ‘a massive and deliberate miscarriage of justice.’ The robberies netted £172,000 in total. The most serious charge related to a raid on 25 May 2007, outside Rayleigh train station in Essex, when have-a-go-hero Adam Mapleson, then 25, came to the aid of a female security guard and was shot in the chest, almost definitely by accident. Mapleson was lucky to survive. Brian Wall was convicted of the shooting through DNA, and is also serving an indeterminate life sentence. Terry says that at the time of the raid at 7.13am, ‘I was in bed with my wife and 7 year-old son ten miles away in Canvey Island, Essex.’ Terry was an armed robber in the 1970’s and 1980’s, receiving fifteen years for a ‘basic cash bag snatch’ from a Brink’s Mat security guard delivering to a Lloyds bank branch in Essex in June 1983. But in November 1984, he was sprung from a prison van by associates en route from Maidstone and Parkhurst prisons, and spent 18 months on the run, before being re-arrested and receiving sixteen years in June 1986. Terry vowed to go straight, took GCSEs and Open University courses, passing with distinction. ‘Once released from prison, I decided I would never do anything again to jeopardise being close to my loving wife and family.’ Terry is still married to Tracey and they have three sons and a daughter. After release, Terry became a crime writer, publishing his first book in 2003, and TV, film and media crime consultant. ‘I was getting paid to commit crime on TV- why would I regress to commit crime inside or outside banks?’ he says. When an armed gang notoriously got away with £53million at Tonbridge in February 2006, Terry appeared on BBC’s Newsnight, and when asked to comment on the raid by Gavin Esler, said ‘Good luck’ to the robbers. ’With his past and profile, Terry was, it has to be said, a sitting target for a fingering.



trapped? trapp



Arrested on 15 May 2008, Terry underwent 26 ID parades, where he was misidentified as the wrong height, colour and creed- the witness had seen the robber from a distance of fifty metres for five seconds and had described him as a ‘black-haired, 5ft 4in Indian man’. Terry is white, with salt-and-pepper hair, handsome features, a powerful build, and about 5ft 10in tall. Terry also claims that this witness had seen him talking about crime on TV prior to the ID parade. There was also evidence at the trial that Terry had been observed by two police surveillance teams following an old Mercedes Loomis cash van in Basildon, Essex. Terry had explained that he was carrying out research for his book Blaggers, Inc but this was denounced in court by the police as ‘a big fat lie’, and Terry alleges that the police substituted the old Loomis van in the evidence for a newer Ford Iveco model. There was no independent corroboration of the Crown’s case. At his first trial in May 2009, the jury was discharged, but nine months later a second trial convicted Terry. This was based on Loomis tracking documents, and Terry is adamant that this evidence is unreliable and unsafe. Terry is certain that he has been a victim of a conspiracy between the British Transport Police, Essex Police and Loomis Management, using ‘manufactured Datatrack documents.’ In fact, Terry has learnt that the specific Loomis vehicle was being monitored by a police ANPR system elsewhere in Essex at the time of the robbery at Rayleigh station. There seem to be major discrepancies in the documentation, which give the appearance of alterations being made, even the misspelling of a place name, which an automated mainframe computer system surely would have spelt correctly. There are also numerous distance, time and speed anomalies. Additionally, on requesting CCTV footage of the relevant day for day of the Rayleigh station robbery, Terry’s team were informed that CCTV was only archived for 48 days.



An open letter to the director of HMP Thameside



..................................................................................................... A BALOGUN - HMP THAMESIDE HMP Thameside management have failed to provide statutory meals to remand prisoners under its duty of care. After having praised you and your staff in my letter to you of 3rd of July 2014 for what I considered to be an overall humane and progressive approach to imprisonment in the 21st century; I am, however, compelled to write you on this occasion in formal complaint about both you and your staff’s negligent failure to your duty of care. Whilst I am not a lawyer or a legally trained person, I am aware, however, that as the legally sanctioned custodial authority incarcerating innocent victims on remand (those who have yet to be convicted of any crime) both you and your staff have a duty of care and an obligation to provide me and all remanded persons in your care with three meals a day. I wish it formally registered with you that today (14th of August 2014) I have not been provided with an afternoon meal. I do not know how many others in your custody are being neglected and have to go without meals, but I do know it is your statutory duty to provide meals. Given that I have done nothing wrong to warrant this deprivation of food I believe this is a dereliction of duty given that I am not even a convicted person.



Starving in Preston



..................................................................................................... MR TAYLOR - HMP PRESTON I am currently serving a 30 month sentence at HMP Preston and I am writing regarding the food situation here. We are given a sandwich, a bag of crisps and an orange at tea time and I am constantly hungry. I like to go to the gym and look after myself but I am finding this extremely difficult as my belly hurts so much from hunger. We get a hot cooked meal at 12pm, so one hot meal every 24 hours! We are grown adults not children. We understand that prisons have been hit hard with budget cuts in order to pay for the mess that politicians and fat rich bankers have got us into but surely they can make savings elsewhere other than on our food budget? Something needs to be done about this, sooner rather than later.



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR YOU !!!



• Criminal Defence and Appeals For more information on Terry case, go to www.justiceforterrysmith.co.uk To contact Terry, write to: Terry Smith, A8672AQ, HM Prison Swaleside, Sheerness, Kent ME12 4AX or email [email protected]



We can offer you



• An ‘in house’ advocacy team for all prison law Hearings-Adjudication and Parole • Links to specialist barristers and QCs for Appeals Against Sentence, Wrongful Conviction & Judicial Review • An excellent track record in relation to POCA/Forfeiture matters



52 John Street, Sunderland, SR1 1QN Freephone 0800 193 0146 or 0191 567 6667 emmersons-solicitors.co.uk



• A well respected criminal department, solicitor with Crown Court Rights of Audience and a team of police station representatives.



Specialising in all areas of criminal law, from minor offences to serious crimes - Murder, Fraud, Conspiracy to Defraud, Confiscation Proceedings Appeals, Variation and Discharge of Restraint Order and Money Laundering



• Immigration and Nationality Law Comprehensive solutions to immigration and British nationality issues.



• Family Law Divorce - sound advice about your rights and the options available



Please contact Anthony Mordi or Michael Okogwu



>> Registered with EMAP<<  



24 Hour Emergency: 07904 953 427



 



 



4 All Criminal Courts Proceedings & Appeals 4 Parole Hearings 4 Contested Recall 4 Judicial Reviews 4 Sentence Calculation 4 Lifer Panel and Adjudication Representation 4 Appeals Against Deportation 4Inadequate Medication for your Illness 4Inadequate Mobility Equipment for a Disability 4 Unlawful Detention/Bail Applications



Prison Injury, Medical & Dental Negligence Experts



If you are injured in prison you can win thousands of pounds. Prison injuries could be caused in the gym, scalding in the kitchen, falling from a bunk, slip on wet floor, stabbed by inmates, trip on broken tile, injury in workshop, injury on excercise, assaulted by staff or other inmates.



-Nationwide Service-



Mordi & Co Solicitors First Floor 402 Holloway Road London, N7 6PZ Tel: (020) 7619 96 66



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters
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We cover the London area and all of the UK on serious matters.



• Parole Hearings • Adjudications • Recalls • Criminal Appeals • SOPO Variations 
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© prisonimage.org



Terry Smith needs a legal expert to get behind his case, to take it to the Court of Appeal. How many more years must he spend behind bars? Terry Smith is no George Davis - Terry went straight years ago.



Need Help? Contact Michael Robinson



emmersonssolicitors



 



Mailbag



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234 or write to:



Rodman Pearce Solicitors Ltd 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH
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Mailbag



‘Innocent Public Protection prisoner’



..................................................... DON S - HMP ALBANY I am a lifer with a tariff of three and a half years. I am now coming up to twelve years and have maintained my innocence from day one. I have never been IEP’d in all of my sentence, I have been a red band in two prisons and hold a trusted job in this prison. On 6th July 2014 I had my enhanced reduced to basic! I appealed this and two, two hour sessions with a governor who must have rehearsed his words as he opened both times saying, with his hands held up, his palms facing me and said, ‘It’s your sentence, do it the way you want to!’ The governor then spent a long time trying to coerce me into doing the TSP, I proved that I had already got a place offered me on the course, I told him that I would do the course. He then went onto the SOTP course, I told him that I am innocent and that from 2010 the SOTP had been shelved! I also told the governor that PSO4700, PSI36/2010 (New Chapter 4 serving the Indeterminate Sentence) says that a lifer maintaining their innocence can prove their risk is safe by (Interventions are not limited to accredited programmes or specific providers and can include); Prison regime, Education, Training/work skills, Offending behaviour/substance misuse programmes and services, Individual therapeutic interventions, psychiatric in-reach, personality disorder services, therapeutic communities. The offender’s sentence plan will be managed and sequenced through the sentence, with actions aimed at their individual needs rather than interventions available at an establishment, so as to assist the offender to reduce their risk. Well the governor said I am not familiar with that one! He said if you are not going to do the SOTP then I am sorry you will remain on basic, so in return I said that I will not do the TSP. This comes under torture (great suffering or anxiety) as we cannot go into the Criminal Appeal Court after doing the SOTP & CALM course as you must discuss the offence that you are convicted of and play role the SOTP. I also read in the Offender Implementation Manual Phase III Offender Management and Indeterminate Sentence Prisoners (this is part of PSO4700) that a lifer sentence is in three parts. The first part is the tariff - this is the part a lifer is punished. The second part is for public protection (not punishment). So why



am I being tortured by loss of TV, DVD and all the films that I have saved my prison pay to purchase, loss of pay £10.50, I am over 60 and have been locked behind my door as a punishment. But my tariff ended on 28th October 2006. That makes me an Innocent Public Protection prisoner.



Writes On 30 April 2013 Ministers announced the outcome of a review of the IEP scheme and made it clear that, in order to earn privileges, prisoners must work towards their own rehabilitation, behave well and help others. The absence of bad behaviour alone is no longer sufficient to progress through the scheme. In line with this approach Prison Service Instruction (PSI) 30/2013 Incentives and Earned Privileges was published and came into effect on 1 November 2013. The new instruction introduced clearly defined criteria for each Incentive level and set out behavioural expectations in Annex B of PSI 30/2013. To reduce the impact of implementation the decision was taken to introduce the new scheme gradually and therefore prisoners are being reviewed a year after their previous review under the old IEP scheme. Of particular relevance to this case are two of the requirements highlighted for prisoners to attain Standard level: • Engage with the requirements of their sentence plans; • Demonstrate a willingness to attend and engage in identified offending behaviour programmes. PSI 30/2013 also states “Where the offender is not ready due to denial, and there are no other relevant objectives, the SOTP target should remain. In this case, the prisoner’s refusal to undertake SOTP will prevent him from obtaining Enhanced regime status as the prisoner will not be engaging with their rehabilitation or reducing the risk of their reoffending. Depending on the outcome of a full review taking account of the prisoner’s performance and behaviour, it may also prevent them obtaining Standard regime status”. HMPS fully understands the correspondent’s position is difficult given that he is maintaining innocence. However we must accept the decision of the court and do all that we can to reduce the risk convicted prisoners pose to the public through the employment of accredited offender behaviour programmes, designed to enhance successful rehabilitation.



simon bethel solicitors Criminal Defence & Prison Law Specialists



Licence & Parole Hearings HDC & Recalls Adjudications Re-categorisation & Transfers Appeals & CCRC Referrals



plus all Family Law and Immigration Matters



Please contact Dapo, David or Kay



Simon Bethel Solicitors
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



58/60 Lewisham High Street London SE13 5JH 0208 297 7933 [email protected]



VX for prisons



..................................................... KAREN BRUIN AND PAUL HILDRETH - HMP WEALSTUN I wonder how many of your readers saw VX featured on a Look North programme in July. For those of you who didn’t, VX is a team game: 5 players on each team with 5 low-impact tennis balls in play. The balls are arranged into a ‘V’ formation and the ‘X’ is also the Roman numeral for 10, hence the name. The players line up on the far ends of the gym and the referee kicks the 5 balls in from the centre. A full game consists of 4 quarters of 4 minutes with a minute break between the first and last quarters and 2 minutes between the second and third. Players have a VStix, which is a cylindrical tube with 2 catchers at either end. They use this to pick up, throw, catch and block the balls from other players and the aim of the game is for your team to obtain the most points. A point is obtained by hitting another player anywhere other than the head or the hand holding the VStix. The player who has been hit has to stop, raise his hand and look at the referee until told to play on. Two points are awarded for catching a ball coming off another player and 3 for penalties. Penalties include swearing, not putting up your hand when hit, assaulting another player, unsportsmanlike behaviour etc. But what this doesn’t tell you is that VX is great fun. Where else can you hit other prisoners and not get put on report? Where else can you hit a member of staff and get rewarded for doing so? What you probably don’t realise, of course, is that while you are having all this fun, you are also having



a great work out, relieving stress and learning life skills. It was agreed that a trial session followed by 3 sessions carried out over 3 consecutive Mondays could be funded. Everyone who attended the Taster Session completed an anonymous evaluation form and the response was unanimous - everyone had enjoyed it and wanted to play again. We were very impressed with the core group who came each week, with their game play, how quickly they picked up the skills, how quickly they started to work like a team, the intelligent questions they asked and also how they responded to other players. We saw things happening (i.e. in terms of teamwork) relatively quickly compared to other sessions that we run. Also impressive was the help at the end - hanging the bibs up, collecting the equipment in, bringing the benches in - all without being asked. What was really great was that four of the men were particularly motivated and wanted to help deliver the sessions. Two of them asked about the possibilities of starting their own community clubs and I have agreed to find out if any enlightened organisations would be willing to consider funding in terms of set up costs or providing coaching qualifications. In addition to his many other roles, one of which is Senior Coach for the England squad, Dr Paul Hildreth has also become a cover tutor for TMC so if there is funding available in your prison and you want to make the most of this valuable opportunity, please get in touch.



Don’t take Chances with Your Freedom !



Inside Time is proud to publish the 2014/15 EDITION of the most comprehensive guide to prisons and prison related services.



Here are 5 good reasons to call us FIRST: 1. One of the UK’s biggest specialist defence firms 2. Led by lawyer previously shortlisted for criminal defence lawyer of the year 3. Proven, specialist expertise in Appeal work 4. Our Advocates are always ready to represent you 5. We don’t give up!



Supplied free of charge to every UK prison - it’s even bigger and better!



Appeals • Adjudications • Parole Hearings Recall • Categorisation • Lifer Tariffs Crime • Housing • Family



“The lawyers here are not just going through the motions; as a barrister you have to be at your best at all times to satisfy the high standards set by them” (Chambers & Partners 2009)



gts



GT Stewart Solicitors



21-22 Camberwell Green London SE5 7AA



Freephone 0800 999 3399 or 020 8299 6000



Leeds • London • Kent



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



To order your copy contact: Inside Time, PO Box 251, Hedge End, Hampshire SO30 4XJ. £35 from all good bookshops or online at www.insidetime.org for £25 +£7.50p&p



Tel: 0844 335 6483 www.insidetime.org
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Pro-jihadist says: ‘enough is enough’



..................................................... M KHAN - HMP GARTH I’ve often read letters and statements by individuals who, according to their understanding, write on issues relating to Islam. The most recent one was ‘I am not a racist’ by ‘Greenpen’ HMP Bure (September issue - Mailbags), hence I thought ‘enough is enough’ and someone needs to give a frank and honest response to these writings that are based on limited and/or false information. Firstly, I am a pro-jihadist. At this point, after you have read this, what opinion of me have you formed already? What is jihad? Some say it means to fight and kill people, but some will tell you that it is the inner struggle with oneself. In actual fact, it is both. Jihad means ‘to struggle’. The greater jihad is to struggle with one’s own ego, to fight one’s own inner desires to attain inner cleanliness and piety. The lesser jihad is to struggle against oppression, unlawful invasion and to defend and protect one’s family and property, all things that would be applicable to any person. Using jihad to inflict terror, to oppress and commit atrocities is not Islamic and most Muslims are totally against this, because Islam is against this. Greenpen starts his letter by saying ‘I am a counter jihadist’ then goes on to comment on the Quaran, Hadith and other books as ‘pretty grim reading’. What he should bear in mind is that Islam, like other faiths, has sects and denominations and you cannot use the



“ARC LAW”



Mailbag



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (including your name, number and prison) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. theology or interpretation of a minor sect to paint the whole religion with the same brush. For a better example, you cannot take something from the Mormons or Jehovah’s Witnesses and apply it to the Catholics, yet they all come under the umbrella of Christianity. No offence intended to any faith or denomination.



APOLOGY In the September issue of Inside Time Dr Peter Pratt, Consultant Clinical and Forensic Psychologist wrote an article: ‘Tell us why you did it?’ The article was co-authored by Sara-Jayne Pritt, a lawyer at Swain & Co Solicitors. We apologise for unintentionally omitting Sara-Jayne’s name from the article.



DEFENCE
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.....................................................



MINOR (armed struggle)



AGGRESSION
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I doubt if Greenpen HAS read the Quaran (though he may have read a translation of it), and he has certainly not read the Books of Hadith as there are over 350 volumes. His letter sadly reeks of Islamaphobia. Religion is protected by equality law and although everyone is entitled to an opinion, to treat someone unfairly based upon prejudices is discrimination. Discrimination itself is behaviour and behaviour is what someone says or does, so in the context of equality law if you say or do something to treat someone unfairly based upon prejudice this will constitute discrimination. Greenpen draws a great and grave conclusion regarding Islamic texts! Please, in future, make informed comments based on fact, not portraying a minority view and certainly not based on ill-informed conclusions or assumptions.



ASSET RECOVERY, RESTRAINT & CONFISCATION LAWYERS



As the asset recovery and confiscation arm of Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, a leading nationwide niche practice, ARC offers expertise, proactive and forceful representation together with a track record of success.



CONFISCATION



As an example, we sucessfully challanged one of the UK’s largest ever confiscation orders following years of fighting; reducing the relevant amounts by over £10 million. In recent years, our unique approach has helped our clients retain assets worth tens of millions of pounds. Responding tactically to a Prosecutor’s ‘Statement of Information’ is the way to strike back in the assets battle. In our experience, these documents are vital in setting the scene and letting the other side know that that a battle can be expected Hidden assets, tainted gifts, rights of spouses, third parties, business interests, reciever’s costs; these are among the multitude of issues that can arise in modern confiscation litigation. In fact, each one of these areas requires specialist expertise, skil and knowledge. In our experience, the Crown will often assert that their demands are harsh but will then say that it is because POCA is ‘draconian’. Too often this is accepted. The truth is that these issues can be fought, either with good case law, solid factual argument, good negotiation skills or a combination of all three. That approach though requires work, dedication expertise and belief. Whther it is under POCA 2002, the CJA 1988 or the DTA 1994, and whether it involves restraint or confiscation orders, applications to vary or certificates of inadequacy, our POCA Department can assist.



ARC Law, Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, Roma House, 59 Pellon Lane, Halifax HX1 5BE Telephone: 01422 346666



NOTICE BOARD



JIHAD (struggle)



MAJOR (spiritual)
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‘Worship of Isis is satanic promotion’



..................................................... ROY SAWYERS - HMP LOWDHAM GRANGE I would like to comment on the recent mailbag ‘Isis is not a terror group’ (September issue) and to elaborate about Isis the God. Firstly, I am a Muslim and I do not condone terrorism or anything that the Islamic State are doing, but I would like to say that they are only doing these things because they have suffered from oppression due to certain political factors and they are only following orders. I would like to state that Islam is a peaceful religion and we are not all terrorists or radicals. If we go back in time we can see that all religions have had problems resulting in violence and genocide, etc. Now, as to the mailbag about Isis the God, they have changed their name to IS (Islamic State) because Isis is the mother of the sun god, worshipped by the Egyptians during Babylonian times and is also worshipped by cults for Satanic promotion of worldly goods and evil things, but I won’t go into too much detail. It is plain that Islamic State did not think too deeply at the start of their campaign about their name. If anyone has done anything wrong then it is the cults that are using the pagan god Isis for worldly gain, not a bunch of people without much knowledge or education - but they have now changed their name so they must be learning from somewhere.



ZOE - WILL YOU MARRY ME? 5’1” with hazel eyes Smile like the sunshine Now back to your eyes They are like stars in the skies at night Shining so bright I’m so glad that you’re here Or thinking about me from somewhere near You are my everything Zoe my dear Do angels get to marry? Could I become We I guess what I’m trying to say is Will you marry me?



Daniel Hodges - HMP Whitemoor



.....................................................



R.I.P. RAY HOOK I’m writing to let everybody who knew Ray Hook, particularly the officers and inmates at HMP Maidstone, the sad news that after a long illness Ray passed away at HMP Whatton in the early hours of 4th August 2014 at the age of 73. Whilst having to live with his own demons, Ray was always a kind, trusted and caring man; he made many friends. He was always ready to make time for others and had sincere empathy for their struggling to cope with life inside. He was a respected listener at both HMP Elmley and Maidstone. A very special memorial service was held at HMP Whatton and Ray would have been proud to see a full chapel and humbled by the sorrow. Our love and thoughts go to his partner Kathy, friends and family. Mark Williams - HMP Whatton



beesleyandcompanysolicitors Personal Injury and Civil Action against the Police and other authorities • • • • • • •



Please contact us for a no obligation assesment. Offices in Halifax & London with nationwide coverage



www.rahmanravelli.co.uk



Personal Injury (accidents both in and out of custody) Police Assault False imprisonment or Malicious Prosecution Negligence Compensation for Childhood Abuse in Care Mistreatment or Assault by Inmates or Prison Staff Inadequate Opiate Detox



Contact: Mark Lees at, 736-740 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2DW



0800 975 5454 (FREEPHONE)



[email protected] Nationwide service available in certain cases



www.beesleysolicitors.co.uk Legal Aid available
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Newsround



Insidetime October 2014 www.insidetime.org each month. Its last inspection in 2011 found that the prison had many of the basics right and was improving. This inspection found that the prison had declined significantly in almost every aspect: but it was ‘not safe enough’, said the Chief Inspector.



THE INSPECTOR CALLS ... Nick Hardwick - HM Chief Inspector of Prisons



Too few prisoners felt safe on their first night and there was a backlog of Inductions. In 2013 five prisoners took their own life and the Prisons Ombudsman had made ‘repeated recommendations’ concerning suicide and self-harm but these had ‘yet to be implemented’.



Inside Time highlights areas of good and bad practice, along with a summary of prisoner survey responses at HMP/YOI Chelmsford and HMP Wormwood Scrubs. These extracts are taken from the most recent reports published by HM Inspectorate of Prisons.



HMP/YOI Chelmsford



Cat B local and YOI Managed by HMPS CNA: 462 Population: 589 Unannounced Full Inspection: 27 May-6 June 2014 Published: 9 Sept 2014 Last inspection: May 2011



‘A decent, well led prison, but more to do’



31% Not sentenced 14% Number of foreign nationals 7% Number on recall 17% Lost property on arrival 62% Treated well in Reception 38% Had legal letters opened 59% Food is bad or very bad 43% Don’t know who IMB are 81% Treated with respect by staff 43% Number who have felt unsafe 29% Victimised by staff 63% Difficult to see dentist 31% Easy to get drugs 42% Not engaged in any purposeful activities 49% Less than 4 hours out of cell



HMP Chelmsford is a medium-sized prison holding just under 730 prisoners, a small number of whom are young adults. It has expanded in recent years from the original Victorian prison to incorporate a number of modern wings. As a local prison serving an Essex catchment, it has a clearly defined role and is connected to the community it serves. Its last inspection in 2011 showed evident improvements. This inspection found a prison that continued to provide mostly reasonable outcomes despite the challenges it faced.



HMP Wormwood Scrubs



Adults & young adults on remand, short sentences, immigration enforcement Managed by HMPS CNA: 1,171 Population: 1,254 Unannounced Full Inspection: 6-16 May 2014 Published: 3rd Sept 2014 Last inspection: June 2011



Recently published HMCIP reports Bedford - June 2014, Birmingham - July 2014, Chelmsford - September 2014, Doncaster - August 2014, Dover IRC - July 2014, Durham - May 2014, Gartree - July 2014, Glen Parva - August 2014, Haslar IRC - July 2014, Haverigg - May 2014, Hindley - August 2014, Isis - August 2014, Parc Juvenile Unit - August 2014, Preston - August 2014, Ranby - July 2014, Send June 2014, Springhill - September 2014, Swaleside - September 2014, Whitemoor - May 2014, Winchester - June 2014, Woodhill - May 2014, Wormwood Scrubs - September 2014



‘Disappointing’



The First Night Centre was in poor condition and also held existing and problematic prisoners which was a distraction for new prisoners. Since the last inspection in 2011 seven prisoners had taken their own lives.



Wormwood Scrubs holds nearly 1,300 remand and convicted adult prisoners. It receives prisoners from the streets of the capital and faces a tough operational challenge. About 2,500 prisoners move in and out of the prison



We offer legal advice and representation on:· • Independent Adjudications • Recall - written representations and oral hearings • Parole - written representations and oral hearings



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty Escape the technicalities and let us fight your case - call us now and ask for our Specialist Prison Law team.



Copies of the most recent report for your prison are available in the library. New address for HMCIP Victory House, 6th floor, 30-34 Kingsway London WC2B 6EX



Subject to Confiscation Proceedings? Need advice concerning the Variation or Enforcement of a Confiscation Order?



We are specialists in Serious Fraud work, enjoying close links with the country’s top financial experts. “Sources respect IK&P for its high profile caseload covering serious fraud...” Chambers & Partners 2013 Leading Firm



Contact James O’Hara or Balvinder Gill on 0207 404 3004 or freephone 0800 012 4498 We specialise in all prison law matters including: Parole Hearings, (IA) Adjudications, Recalls & Appeals.



If your matter no longer falls under legal aid, we can still assist you for a small fixed fee. If you feel that you have been treated unfairly within the prison system or have been the subject of an irrational decision made against you, call us now to discuss your possible claim in judicial review.



Established 1982 - Top ten provider of Criminal Defence services 2009, 2010, 2011 & 2012.



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Inspectors did comment that security was generally well managed and the prison had a good partnership with JobCentre Plus.



Conditions in the Segregation were poor but staff supervision was described as ‘good with high levels of care’; however use of force and planned interventions with force were ‘poorly supervised’.



David Phillips and Partners can help out.



Nationwide Service



The standard of cells was ‘unacceptably poor’, and many prisoners (up to 40%) were locked up during the working day.



30% Not sentenced 31% Number of foreign nationals 6% Number on recall 18% Lost property on arrival 43% Treated well in Reception 41% Had legal letters opened 70% Food is bad or very bad 48% Don’t know who IMB are 65% Treated with respect by staff 49% Number who have felt unsafe 35% Victimised by staff 70% Difficult to see dentist 25% Easy to get drugs 46% Not engaged in any purposeful activities 69% Less than 4 hours out of cell



Inspectors were impressed with the calm atmosphere where most prisoners said they felt safe. There was a good prisoner/staff relationship and Inspectors found assessments were up to date and prisoners were given regular support from Offender Supervisors.



Need Inside Advice?



David Phillips and Partners Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates 1st Floor, Oriel Chambers, 14 Castle Street, Liverpool L2 8TD



Use of force had doubled and was used ‘disproportionately’ against young adults and ‘nothing had been done to address this’.



47 Theobalds Road London WC1X 8SP www.ikandp.co.uk



Contact Niall Brooks or Kirsty Neill



Almy & Thomas Solicitors 71 Abbey Road Torquay TQ2 5NL



01803 299 131 or Freephone 0808 178 9060
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Ministers urged to investigate sex crimes in prison The government has been urged to take the problem of sexual abuse in prison more seriously as figures suggested that hundreds of prisoners may have been sexually abused during their prison sentence. The warning follows a survey of evidence by the Commission on Sex in Prison, which discovered research showing broadly similar rates of sex crimes in prisons in England and Wales and in the United States. The Ministry of Justice has blocked an attempt by the Commission to study the issue in more detail.



People on probation in the European Union are free to come to work in the UK It has emerged that hundreds of people from within the European Union are able to move to the UK while still on probation. Some Eastern European countries allow former prisoners who have been released early to travel because of the free movement between member states. In the case of Latvia, one of their citizens who was released from prison in 2003 after serving time for murdering his wife, has been named a suspect in the case of the missing teenager Alice Gross. The country’s probation service now allows about 600 people convicted of crimes a year to move abroad to work. At any given time an estimated 30 to 40 Latvians in Britain are thought to be on probation and are being supervised only via email by probation in Latvia.



The Commission, which comprises eminent academics, former prison governors and health experts, was established by the Howard League for Penal Reform. It is the first-ever independent review of sex behind bars in England and Wales. Frances Crook, Chief Executive of the Howard League for Penal Reform, said: “Prisons are meant to be safe places where the law is enforced, not places where people are under threat of sexual violence and rape. It is therefore particularly disappointing that the Ministry of Justice refused to allow the Commission to interview prisoners directly. We hope that all the political parties consider the lessons from the US and do more to recognise and combat this problem.”



Dave Lee Travis guilty The former Radio 1 DJ Dave Lee Travis has been found guilty of groping a female celebrity’s breast on the BBC’s Mrs Merton Show 20 years ago. He was given a three month suspended prison sentence. A Podcast of a conversation between the woman in question and comedian Richard Herring at the Edinburgh Fringe in 2012 is heard discussing the subject of Jimmy Savile and perverts known to them. She describes, strangely enough, an event to that which DLT was found guilty. Female: “My only story on that line is about DLT and I don’t know whether it was intentional or accidental but he grabbed my boob.” Richard Herring: “That was intentional?” Female: “Who knows, I don’t like to besmirch his good character, he seems such a lovely man.” So if the podcast had been heard by the Jury perhaps they may well have reached a different verdict!



Home Office admit errors in DNA evidence solicitors



Locked up?



...we hold the key. Give our experienced Prison Law Team a call on 0151 200 4071 to find out how we can help you. Email: [email protected] Web: www.rmnj.co.uk 63 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, Wirral CH41 5JF



The Home Office has admitted that potentially misleading DNA evidence has been presented to juries. Professor Peter Gill, the so called Godfather of forensics who raised the issue with the Home Office in April, said the recognition that personal interpretations of DNA evidence were potentially biased and unscientific. “Evidence given by a scientist is not the same as scientific evidence”, said Professor Gill, who pioneered DNA profiling in Britain. A number of cases involving complex DNA samples led the Court of Appeal to rule last year that there are instances where it is helpful for experts to give juries a personal view based on their professional experience. David Balding, a statistician at University College London who was an expert witness in several high profile cases, said “the trouble is that the Court of Appeal licensed all this ad hocery in the first place. Nobody in the system seems prepared to directly criticise the Court of Appeal! The new guidance, which has been issued for consultation, highlights six nameless cases in which personal views gave Courts inaccurate evaluations or misleading descriptions of complex DNS mixtures, all biased in favour of the prosecution’s case.



fisher meredith



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



Award winning firm offering specialist advice on prisoners’ rights • Lifer panels • Adjudications • Parole review and early release



• • • •



Inquest Judicial review Human rights Compassionate release



Contact solicitor Andrew Arthur Fisher Meredith LLP, Blue Sky House, 405 Kennington Road, London SE11 4PT Telephone: 020 7091 2700 Fax: 020 7091 2800 O r v i s i t o u r w e b s i t e w w w. f i s h e r m e r e d i t h . c o . u k
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More teenagers adopting healthier lifestyles “We think one factor is demographic change,” said a government source. “For example, there are now more Muslim girls who don’t drink and have sex. They may be more socially conservative and having an influence on their peers.” Social media are also playing a role with many teenagers more likely to communicate via Twitter and Facebook than meet in pubs to drink or congregate on street corners to smoke or take drugs. Richard de Visser, a specialist at Sussex University in young people’s health and behaviour, said: “More socialising can now happen at a distance… You can do social things that don’t involve going out in the park drinking or trying to get into the pub.”



© Kotangens - Fotolia.com



Today’s teenagers are the most socially conservative for a decade, according to the latest statistics, with fewer smoking, drinking or taking drugs. Figures released by the Department of Health show there has also been a sharp drop in teenage pregnancies and abortions compared with 10-15 years ago. Officials in Whitehall believe the new generation of socially conservative teenagers has in part been created by more young people from ethnic and religious backgrounds who often shun alcohol, cigarettes and having sex at an early age. Proportion of pupils who had ever taken drugs



Those that had consumed alcohol in the previous week



According to a survey of more than 5,000 pupils at 174 schools by the Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) last year, one in six pupils admitted taking drugs compared with a third in 2003. The fall was particularly pronounced for drugs such as heroin and crack cocaine. Alcohol consumption is also falling. Only 9% of those questioned said they had drunk alcohol during the preceding week compared with a quarter of pupils a decade earlier. For those under 18, the number who said they had ever tried alcohol has fallen from 61% to 39% over the same period. Smoking among youngsters is now at its lowest rate since official surveys began in 1982. According to the survey by the HSCIC, which was set up last year to provide authoritative health data, less than a quarter of



Number who described themselves as regular smokers



30%



The things people say…



pupils had tried cigarettes, compared with 42% in 2001. Less than 3% were regular smokers, a third of the proportion a decade earlier. Experts say restrictions on smoking and on tobacco advertising have helped. The era of “gymslip mums” also seems to be over. Teenage pregnancy rates are at their lowest since the 1970s and abortion rates fell from 3 in every 1,000 girls under 16 in 2012 to 2.6 in 2013. For those under 18, the rate dropped from 12.8 to 11.7 over the same period. Alison Hadley, Director of the Teenage Pregnancy Knowledge Exchange at Bedfordshire University, said most young people were not delaying having sex but taking better precautions when doing so. “Levels of sexual activity seem to be pretty consistent. There was a lot of work by the previous government on young people’s health and targeted youth support… We should welcome the fact that if you give young people the right kind of support they will look after themselves,” she said. Jane Ellison, the Public Health Minister, said: “Trends in drinking, smoking and teenage pregnancy rates for young people are very encouraging. Figures show pregnancy in under - 18s is at its lowest rate for 40 years and the number of young people drinking and smoking is also falling. “Young people who adopt healthy lifestyles early on can use them as a building block for success, using that resilience to get on in life.”



Total pregnancies to girls under 18



Under 18 abortion rate (per 1,000 women)



“There really will be no second chance if the UK breaks up” David Cameron speaking in Scotland just days before the independence vote. The sentiment was echoed by the former Labour Chancellor Alistair Darling, former Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Nick Clegg who said a ‘yes’ vote was ‘a decision forever’. The unionist politicians seem very sure that the decision for independence is irreversible. But that is not the view shared by many eminent historians and academics. There doesn’t appear to be any cast-iron legal rule that says Scotland cannot rejoin the United Kingdom at some point after deciding to leave it. Professor Christine Bell from the University of Edinburgh Law School said: “There is no legal, constitutional or international legal reason why the Union could not be put back together if both populations wanted - only political ones.” “A clear vote either way is in practice not likely to be reversed within a generation (counting that as 15 years). After that, all bets are on: according to the latest constitutional research - the average lifespan of a constitution globally is 19 years”.



45,495



25% 31,051 16%
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17.8 2003



2003



9%



9%



3%
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12.8 2013



Source: Office for National Statistics



CLARKE KIERNAN SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE SOUTH EAST WE ARE A RESPECTED ‘LEGAL 500’ FIRM FRANCHISED BY THE LEGAL SERVICES COMMISSION AND OUR DEDICATED AND EXPERIENCED TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU IN ANY AREA OF LITIGATION



PRISON LAW DEPARTMENT Catherine McCarthy All aspects of criminal law, including Appeals/CCRC/Confiscation Orders.



All aspects of prison law, including adjudications, parole, DLP, categorisation, Judicial Review



CIVIL DEPARTMENT Tafadzwa Chigudu



Legal aid available for Housing problems, due to your remand or looking forwards towards release. Including threat of possession of your home and advice on eligibility for local authority housing following release.



FAMILY DEPARTMENT Jennifer Mundy



All aspects of matrimonial and children disputes, including proceedings involving the Local authority. Divorce, domestic violence, cohabitation and Civil partnerships. All aspects of financial disputes.



2-4 Bradford Street Tonbridge Kent TN9 1DU Tel: 01732 360999



“President Putin is more effective than the press he gets ... he’s restored a substantial part of Russian pride and that must be a good thing” The former First Minister of Scotland, Alex Salmond, speaking in March 2014 Professor Niall Ferguson, Professor of History at Harvard, speaking at Glasgow University (the city in which he was born and educated but had no vote ) said: “The Scottish Nationalists like to pretend that they are the heroes of William Wallace. But Alex Salmond’s vision of Scotland’s future is more Bonehead than Braveheart.”
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1,000 child deaths a year ‘could be prevented’
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NEWS IN BRIEF



One in five child deaths is preventable, according to experts who have called for urgent action to save 1,000 lives a year from accidents, illness and neglect. Doctors must be trained to explain to parents when a child’s illness becomes life-threatening while tougher safety standards are needed on furniture and home appliances, the researchers said. Better road safety and improved mental health services to stop children taking their own lives are also needed, according to a series of papers published in the medical journal: The Lancet. Although younger children and babies are more likely to die, a bigger proportion of teenage deaths could have been avoided, they said.



Social workers’ sinister use of Interpol to chase families across Europe Parents have followed with sympathy the plight of the King family after they had been tracked down by police across Europe, bent on seizing their sick son Ashya, even though at the time there was no court order to make such a heavy-handed response legal. Ashya was reunited with his parents after they had been released from prison, thanks not least to the way his parents and brother were free to speak so eloquently about his plight that press coverage triggered a wave of public support. Parents on the turn from social workers are usually so tightly gagged that their ordeals remain unreported. But a mystery that remains is how our public authorities seem able to call automatically on the services of Interpol when no crime has been committed and even though no court has authorised them to do so.



About 5,000 children a year die in England and Wales but the researchers found “modifiable factors” in 20 per cent of them. Two thirds of fatal accidents and suicides were found to be avoidable, compared with 29 per cent of deaths from infections and 7 per cent caused by genetic abnormalities. “There’s a lot more that we could do to reduce the risk to children,” said Peter Sidebotham, Associate Professor of Child Health at the University of Warwick and lead author of the papers.



London Fashion Week in its 30th year shows what everyone will be wearing next year.



Previous research has concluded that 2,000 fewer children would die every year if Britain’s death rate was as low as Sweden’s. Deaths have fallen hugely from 17,000 a year in the 1970s but improvements were still needed said Professor Sidebotham.



One third of siblings separated in care A third of children taken into care in the past year were separated from their brothers and sisters. Figures obtained by Freedom of Information requests found that in some areas it was now the norm for siblings to be split up. In Blackburn, 80 per cent of children were separated from their siblings in foster care, while in Brent, north London, it was two thirds.



are struggling to find enough suitable foster carers for the surge in children being removed from their parents that began after the Baby P tragedy in 2007. Peter Connelly died from injuries inflicted at home despite many visits from social services and other professionals.



Following the news that more elephants are now being killed by poachers in Africa than are being born, one elephant decides to take matters into her own hands. 



The charity Action for Children, which made the FOI requests, found that more than half the children said they felt angry and upset by the separation. The figures, for the year to March, 2014, suggest that local authorities



DOES THE TAXMAN OWE YOU MONEY? Were you employed or self employed before going into Prison? Did you enter prison after 6th April 2010? If the answer is ‘yes’, you need to contact The Tax Academy TM The Tax Academy C . I . C .



Unit 4 Ffordd Yr Onnen Lon Parcwr Business Park Ruthin Denbighshire LL15 1NJ



Telephone: 01824 704535 | E m a i l : [email protected] Include as much information as possible including your name, prison and prison number, release date and national insurance number. The Tax Academy™ is a Social Enterprise created by Paul Retout, a Tax Specialist to help Prisoners with their tax affairs in Prison and on the outside. He was recently profiled in ‘The Times’



‘ tax rebates for cellmates’



having run tax seminars for inmates in ‘HMP Wandsworth’.



© BlueOrange Studio - Fotolia.com



It’s widely believed to be beneficial for children removed into care to remain with their siblings. Often they have supported one another during bad times at home and the relationship helps to alleviate the distress of being separated from their parents. Courts usually make it a condition of a care order that separated siblings see each other regularly but often foster carers struggle to keep it up with all the demands placed on them, meaning that siblings drift apart.



FMW Law Solicitors and Advocates



3.6 million people who live in Scotland voted in the Scottish Referendum. 7.8 million Scots however living abroad were unable to vote but people from EU countries living in Scotland could! The question now being asked is: why does Scotland require three sets of MPs - SMPs, Westminster MPs, European MEP’s - on top of Local Government when more people live in Essex than voted ‘Yes’ in the Scottish referendum?



Formerly Farrell Matthews & Weir



Make the right choice MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE Choose FMW Law and you are choosing effective and quality representation for your Criminal / Prison Law matters before:



l all criminal courts in England & Wales for all criminal matters Choose FMW Lawor and you choosing l the Independent Adjudicator Governor for all are adjudication (nicking) matters l the Parole Board for all recall and parole review matters effective andtoquality representation for your l the prison authority challange a Sentence Calculation review decision. For a prompt response, contact: Neville Gray, Peter McGovern or Patrick Hassan-Morlai Criminal / Prison Law matters before: FMW Law Solicitors & Advocates, 020 3012 1482 150 King Street, Hammersmith London W6 0QU



• all criminal courts in England & Wales for all criminal matters • the Independent Adjudicator or Governor for all adjudication
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NEWSBITES ›››› NET MIGRATION INCREASE Net migration into the UK increased by 38% in 2013-14, according to figures from the Office for National Statistics. In the 12 months up to March 2014, 243,000 more people arrived in the UK than left - an increase of 68,000 on the year before. Some 560,000 settled in the UK, the figure for emigration remained relatively stable, on 316,000. Two-thirds of the net increase was attributable to immigrants from EU countries - the majority from Eastern Europe. However, for the first time in almost three years, the number of non-EU migrants also rose, to 260,000. The Government has promised to reduce net migration to below 100,000 by next May’s election.



›››› DIY POLICING Police are increasingly expecting victims of burglaries and car thefts to do their own investigations, inspectors have warned. Householders are being asked to look for fingerprint evidence, search online for their missing property, and find witnesses. Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary also found that most forces are now dealing with cases over the phone, and closing them without even meeting the victims. As a result says the report, certain crimes are effectively being decriminalised.



›››› SAVILE ‘MISCONDUCT’ Two Sussex police officers who dealt with an allegation of a sex attack by Jimmy Savile are being investigated for possible gross misconduct. The Detective Sergeant



Insidetime October 2014 www.insidetime.org and Detective Constable became involved in the case in March 2008, when the woman alleged that the DJ and television presenter had indecently assaulted her in 1970. The Independent Police Complaints Commission’s deputy chairwoman, Sarah Green, said: “The investigation is examining… whether all lines of inquiry were properly pursued.”



›››› MP’S EXPENSES The bill for MP’s expenses and costs rose to £103m last year - an increase of £5m on the previous year, and £1m more than the total



in 2009, when the expenses scandal took place. Staff salaries accounted for 78% of claims. 168 MPs (a quarter of the total) employed relatives or partners as secretaries, researchers and caseworkers last year, up from 155 the year before. However, the Independent Parliamentary Standards Authority said that the system of regulation introduced after the scandal had saved £58m since 2009, and that the most recent figures are lower than those for 2008/2009 when inflation is taken into account.



NEWS IN BRIEF



In Westminster, as part of their induction course, the new batch of Conservative interns are sent to find out how ordinary people travel to work.



STRANGE BUT TRUE l An Australian man woke up from a coma and found that he was fluent in Mandarin, Ben McMahon, 22 wrote: “I love my mum, I love my dad, I will recover” in Chinese script, and thereupon found he could also speak the language. “It was just what came out and what was most natural to me,” he said. McMahon learnt Mandarin at school, but claims he was never very good at it. He has since moved to Shanghai. l When a Great Dane was rushed to an animal hospital with terrible retching it didn’t take the surgeon long to work out the problem: 43 socks in the dog’s stomach. X-ray images printed in a veterinary journal show the stomach crammed full of “foreign material”, which took two hours to remove. l A Hampshire man has been fined £75 for saying “Woooooo” in a cemetery. Anthony Stallard, 24, was found guilty of “behaviour likely to cause distress”, after he



pretended to be a ghost in Portsmouth’s Kingston cemetery. The court heard that witnesses reported “a group engaging in rowdy behaviour, and one of them throwing their arms in the air and saying: Wooooooo.” l A GP refused to help an 88-year-old pensioner who fell and knocked herself unconscious outside his surgery, because he was not trained in first aid. Iris Henderson had got off in confusion at the wrong bus stop in Stevenage, fell over and banged her head. She was knocked unconscious for five or ten minutes. A woman who saw the accident, ran into Marymead Medical Practice opposite and asked a receptionist for help. The receptionist went to ask one of the doctors for assistance, but returned and said that he was unable to because he was not trained in first aid. The practice also refused to provide any blankets. When the 999 operator told Mrs Batchelor to go into the surgery and get a defibrillator because the elderly lady had a pacemaker, the surgery refused.



At the Conservative Party Conference after desperately trying to find a lavatory Eric Pickles picks an opportune moment to relieve himself on a heckler from an upper balcony.



where are you heading?



Sometimes you just need an expert........



Ward’s Building 31-39, High Bridge Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 1EW 0191 2321006



Michael Purdon Solicitor Advising prisoners nationwide since 1994



Criminal Appeals, CCRC, SOPO & Judicial Review Challenges



National firm strengthens linksofwith Barristers We have successfully challenged the imposition IPP sentences, led the Chambers... way in the review of mandatory tariffs as well as being central to the development of prisoner challengers to delays in progression and the timing of parole reviews. chambers of Michael Mansfield Tooks, the London based barristers



and Patrick Roche has developed a close working relationship with Michael Purdon Solicitor,for supplementing theand wealth of experience in Parole Representation all Lifer, Recall IPP Clients our ‘inspecialist house’advocacy specialist teams all our criminal prison law Obtain at your parole across hearing from in houseand advocacy team backed up areas. by handpicked prison law barristers. We provide a national service.



Number 10



Fixed fees for Prison Law where Legal Aid is no longer available Parole the Representation all Lifer, Recall andareas IPP of clients... Following removal of Legal for Aid from so many important prison law Michael Purdon Solicitor is introducing a number of fixed fee options to enable clients to specialist get advice advocacy and protectattheir interests an earlyfrom stage. Obtain your paroleathearing our in house advocacy team backed up by handpicked prison law barristers to



PAPER REPS PAROLE NATIONWIDE enable us to provide a nationwide service.



PRE TARIFF PAPER PAROLE, PAPER RECALL REPS & GUITTARD APPLICATIONS..... £150 INC VAT*



PAROLE ORAL HEARING PRE TARIFF Crime and Cold Case Reviews... NORTH EAST PRISONS ............................………………………………………………….£950 INC VAT*



NORTH WEST and YORKSHIRE/ HUMBERSIDEPRISONS .….................................….... £1050 INC VAT*



New relationship Crown Courtbrings and Cold Casetwo Reviews This together highly regarded organisations RECALL HEARING We have ORAL a particular interest in clients facing allegations relating to We have a particularfor interest in clients facing further allegations where new evidence has come NORTH EAST PRISONS …...............................………………………….....………………….. £750 INC VAT* with a passion human rights. old unsolved offences especially those where new evidence has to light due to forensic science advances as well as new charges relating to serious violence, NORTH WEST and YORKSHIRE/ HUMBERSIDE PRISONS ….…………………………….. £850 INC VAT* come to light due to forensic science advances. sexual offences and fraud. Our expert knowledge of both crime and prison law puts us in a Criminal Appeals, CCRC and Judicial Review challenges... strong position to protect clients interests both at court and at the Parole Board.



ADJUDICATIONS PAPER ADVICE NATIONWIDE



We have an arsenal counsel We have represented clientsofinexperienced criminal Crown Court matterswho as farhave afield worked as Chester,with us for a number years in Birmingham, High Court and Court of Appeal Liverpool, Preston,ofChelmsford, Guildford, Basildon, Cambridgecases. and Ipswich.



PROGRESSION/ £150 INC VAT* as ChairRECATEGORISATION and Deputy/GENERAL ChairADVICE…….............................…….. of CAT A PAPER REPS…………………………………………………...........................……….. £350 INC VAT*



We look forward to hearing from you. To date we have successfully challenged the imposition of IPP



sentences, led the way in the review of mandatory as well as Nationwide Service - Video Link also tariffs available being central to the development of 3prisoner to delays in Founding members, serving for first years aschallenges Chair and Deputy progression and the timing of parole reviews.



Chair of The Association of Prison LawyersMembers of the Association of Prison Lawyers



GOVERNORS/INDEPENDENT ADJUDICATOR ADVICE…................................………...... £150 INC VAT*



Founding serving for first 3 years PAPER REPSmembers, NON PAROLE NATIONWIDE The Association of Prison Lawyers



Fees for other geographical areas and other types of advice are available on request.



Nationwide Service



Legal Aid still available in some cases including:



Post Tariff Parole Oral Hearings



Video Link also available



*sadly there has to be some conditions.
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320m



Users of Apple’s iCloud whose private data is potentially at risk.



£42,857



£6,000



Daily earnings of the Colombian striker Radamel Falcao at his new club, Manchester United.



Amount a Soviet dog’s spacesuit is expected to fetch at a Berlin auction.



76%
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Of children play a musical instrument, up from 41% 15 years ago. image © Jürgen Fälchle - Fotolia.com



image © cityanimal - Fotolia.com



Bottles of wine the actor Gerard Depardieu says he drinks daily, despite having had a quintuple heart bypass.



74%



People who believe a terrorist attack on Britain is ‘likely’ in the near future.



5bn
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Odds on the name Victoria if the next royal baby is a girl.



560,000



Number of plastic bottles dumped as landfill instead of being recycled every. year in the UK. image © photka - Fotolia.com



Number of foreigners who settled in Britain in the year to March, a jump of 68,000.



£212bn



77%



Annual economic value of bees pollination worldwide. image © Ludmila Smite - Fotolia.com



image © Rawpixel - Fotolia.com



Of men in Britain pay less than £10 for a haircut. image © AlexOakenman - Fotolia.com



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help?



£1m



Sum donated to Manchester Dogs Home within 24 hours of it being wrecked in a suspected arson attack.



100,000



People will be allowed to view London’s New Year’s Eve fireworks this year, because the event will be ticketed (half a million attended last year). image © Becky Stares - Fotolia.com



Parole? Recall? Adjudication?



OLLIERS SOLICITORS CAN HELP Life Sentences



IPP, MANDATORY, DISCRETIONARY, AUTOMATIC LIFE SENTENCE PRISONERS - ORAL & WRITTEN REPRESENTATION



Recall



PAROLE BOARD REPRESENTATION



Adjudications CONTACT: JEREMY PINSON or TOM CAWLEY FREEPOST NEA 13621, MANCHESTER M3 9ZL



0161 834 1515



If the answer is yes, you may be eligible for advice and support from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance.



Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide support to you and your family. Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice.



If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to talk about the support that is available please write to: TRBL / SSAFA (Ref Inside Time) Freepost SW1345, 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA



Or tell your partner to telephone The Royal British Legion Contact Centre on 0808 802 8080 (Mon - Sun 8am - 8 pm) or SSAFA on 0207 403 8783 or they can log on to



w w w. b r i t i s h l e g i o n . o r g . u k



or



w w w. s s a f a . o r g . u k
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Newsround



m Do you know...? l Social media is killing off graffiti and other forms of vandalism, according to one of Scotland’s top policemen. Stephen House believes that rather than venting their anger on the streets, modern youths are doing so online. Today, he says, police are called in to deal with abusive messages posted on Twitter. “Ten to 15 years ago, that would have been sprayed on the side of a building.” Besides, he argues, today’s teenagers are so busy playing video games inside, that they no longer have the time or inclination to join gangs and make trouble outside. Between April and June this year, there were 13,453 instances of graffiti and other forms of vandalism in Scotland - less than half of the total for an equivalent period in 2009 - 2010. l Estate agents report that wealthy students - the offspring of oligarchs, Middle Eastern royalty and Asian businesspeople - have replaced bankers as the most common tenants of London’s most expensive flats. Peter Watherell, who runs an agency in Mayfair, says that 35% of his flats in the £750 to £1,000-a-week tracker were now rented by students.
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according to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). The HSE has also been informed of a dog show in Cumbria where officials outlawed Frisbee catching, and a café in Bedfordshire where staff refused to pour hot strawberry sauce on a customer’s ice cream, citing health and safety concerns. l After threading and dyeing, the latest eyebrow trend is for brow transplants. As a result of over-plucking, some women’s hairs stop growing when they reach their 30s hence the demand. In 2012, there were almost 3,000 transplants in the EU, using follicles removed from the head. l MP’s are to get a 10% pay rise, taking their salaries to £74,000pa. The new head of the parliamentary expenses watchdog, Marcia Boo, said that MPs did important work and that their pay shouldn’t be “miserly”. l Tehran is to host, for the first time, an international conference on the works of



William Shakespeare to celebrate his 450th birthday. l Kate Bush made a triumphant return to live performance after a 35-year absence. “Accompanied by music ranging from polyphonic choral harmonies to folksy minstrels, it’s quite stunning - undoubtedly the most ambitious and genuinely moving piece of theatrical pop, even on a British stage”, said the Independent. l 58% of doctors are opposed to legalising assisted suicide, an increase of 13 points since 2004. Just 29% support a change in the law. If the service were to be legalised only 19% of doctors would be prepared to offer it - although 37% believe their colleagues already do so. l 72% of voters believe the UK needs tougher laws to tackle terrorism. 58% think the Government should focus on preventing radicalisation inside the country rather than



l Nearly one in five Britons aged 65 to 69 is still in employment. In France, just over one in 20 is. Across the EU, the average employment rate among over-65s is 11%. l The lucky dip is a staple diet of summer fetes across the country. But some schools have banned the activity in case people cut their hands on the shredded paper,



A live debate at the House of Commons (September 10) on the serious conflicts in Ukraine, Middle East and North Africa attracts a massive 23 MPs. It is not entirely clear though what happened to the other 600 and more MPs. Don’t forget, of course, there are more than 600 so called All-Party Groups - often described as ‘pointless talking-shops at Westminster’, in subjects ranging from Jazz Appreciation to Rugby League and Scotch Whisky and Spirits. There are also groups to look into most overseas countries, including Sun-drenched holiday destinations such as Anguilla, Bermuda and St Lucia, who might offer free air tickets from promoters, wishing to bend the ears of MPs and Peers. There is even an All-Party Group on ‘Mindfulness.’ It has been suggested on more than one occasion that MPs might start to consider being more mindful of how very questionable this all looks to British taxpayers.



We take pride in providing a full range of criminal and prison law services. Prison Law services include: • Parole Reviews • Life Sentence Reviews • IPP Reviews • Recall • Sentence Planning



l 65% of Scots view the English favourably, while 52% of the English and Welsh have positive feelings about Scottish people. l In 79% of accidents involving bicycles in the UK, the cyclist is hit by a vehicle turning left when the cyclist is going straight ahead. l Light-fingered parents have spoilt Gatwick Airport’s latest family-friendly initiative, by making off with all but five of 150 pushchairs the airport had laid on to help travellers with children get from their flight to the baggage reclaim area. l Three million women in the UK - equivalent to one in four working women - earn less than £7.44 an hour. Of them, 22% have a degree-level qualification. l Britons are getting so large they can no longer fit themselves into standard deckchairs. Responding to complaints that it’s 22-inch chairs were “a bit of a squeeze”, Southsea Deckchairs is bringing out a new line that’s an inch wider. It also reports that its “Wideboy” model, designed for couples, is increasingly popular with individuals. l Overweight children are being paid gold to lose weight if they live in Dubai. The Emirate, famed for its glitzy shopping malls, has one of the worst child obesity rates in the world. to combat the problem rulers are offering parents 2g of gold (worth around £55) for every kilo their children lose.



l Brooks Newmark, the new Minister for Civil Society, was criticised for advising charities to “stick to their knitting”, and keep out of politics. Frances Crook, CEO of the Howard League for Penal reform, described the remark as “incredibly insulting”, and “sexist” to boot. l Rupert Murdoch - owner of The Sun described page 3 girls as “old fashioned” in an exchange on Twitter, raising speculation that the feature might be dropped.



engaging in Iraq or Syria.



• Re-categorisation • Category A Reviews • Adjudications • Home Detention Curfew • Judicial Review



If you require assistance with any Prison Law issues, whether or not listed above, please contact our specialist Prison Law Solicitor - Hannah Rumgay



At Tates we never use unqualified caseworkers. All prison law work is undertaken by a qualified solicitor who specialises in Prison Law.



Tates 2 Park Square East Leeds West Yorkshire LS1 2NE 0113 242 2290



l 9% of Britons have no good friends. When asked how often they’d felt loved in the past two weeks, 19% said never or rarely, 81% of women describe their friendships as good or very good, only 72% of men do. l The rate at which pubs are closing has accelerated to 31 a week. There are now 54, 490 pubs left in the UK, down from 66,690 in 2003. l A survey suggests that 59% of students in English universities are working at least part-time to fund their studies. 13% are holding down a full-time job.



Website Comments
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probation hostel taking his discharge grant and having nothing to live on for 6 weeks



Website comments via www.insidetime.org about career advancement in politics. The House of Commons is stuffed full of self-serving parasites, who think of themselves first and foremost, their two homes, expenses, charging for cycling into work, etc.



There is no crisis!



Eric McGraw wrote about Chris Grayling’s radio 4 comment ‘I am absolutely clear there is not a crisis in our prisons’ L - They say there is no issues or crisis in our prisons but clearly there are or why would he keep defending the fact … some of the issues would not be evident if the officers were not so stretched in their jobs and were able to carry out the required checks they need.



W - Well as long as Chris Grayling says so, it must be true. Is that why they’re turning single cells into doubles? It’s pathetic, and worst of all, the public actually believe his crap that life inside is too easy! They seem to forget that the punishment in the first place is being sent to to jail, it’s not to be punished while you’re there, it’s supposedly to REHABILITATE offenders, but how can that happen when the jail is so full, there aren’t any spaces for courses, jobs or education. So people sit in their cells, just waiting to be released, while the “management” make up lies about how people have spent “meaningful” time out of their cells.



.....................................................



A - Chris Grayling is a man in total denial. This bears all the hallmarks of a classic prison psychology report: “He refuses to acknowledge or accept responsibility for the consequences of his actions” and “He lacks empathy with his victims.” He better hope he never ends up in the nick! Psychology would have a field day. S - There is no crisis for Grayling, he retains his job after the reshuffle, will probably be heading for the Lords at some stage, where’s the crisis he’s wondering. Grayling couldn’t give a toss, in my opinion, if suicides increase as a result of his repressive policies, it’s all
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criminals, who manipulate the system to feather their own nests. Until penal policy is independent of these self-serving parasites and managed by a symposium of experts mandated to make prisons work for the good of society, then prisons will only ever be a plaything for politicians and a system where social criminals can feather their own nests, at everyone’s expense. J - I attended my first ever visit and I can’t even describe how I was made to feel. I came out feeling like I had committed a crime myself … The turning point actually came when my partner was in hospital for a couple of weeks; The prison officers shocked me, they were the kindest, most outgoing people I’d probably ever met in my life. They made me feel human and I have never been so thankful in my life … A few weeks later I was back at the prison for a visit and back to the aggression and sarcastic comments from the officers who quite clearly can’t be bothered to do their job and make it as hard as possible for you.



E I was released and forced into an AP 200 yards from my house and wife. They wanted £8 a week and I spent most of the time at home. When it was time to leave they owed me the £20 ‘Key money’ they demanded upon my arrival and tried to deduct the £15 from that saying I was in arrears. I said, fine, you don’t get your keys back unless you pay me the £20 key money - that would entail them changing front door and room locks. I was half-way out the door when they summoned up the £20, which they returned to me. I smiled and told them that they were thieving bastards but they had picked on the wrong one, tossed the keys on the floor and left.



2014 Inside Time website by numbers Unique visitors last month



394,694



So far in 2014... Number of visits to site



6,861,343



.....................................................



Number of ‘hits’



65,431,235 Website comments posted



1,596



Number of Factsheet downloads



Treated like cattle!



252,705



A prisoner’s mother asks why there is no clear information on prisons B - Unfortunately, prison is there for those who work in the so-called ‘justice system’. You and your son are victims of these social



Facebook ‘Likes’



1,745



Money-grabbing hostels



A Mailbag from Nick Howdle, a HMP Stafford resident worried about the



Twitter Followers



4,891



FIGHTING FOR YOU and for your family FIRSTDEFENCE



WRONGLY CONVICTED IS YOUR SENTENCE TOO LONG



?



CALL OUR DEDICATED APPEALS TEAM IS US AVAILABLE TO ADVISE YOU NATIONWIDE



• • • • • • • • •



Parole Applications Recall Appeals Lifer/Cat ‘A’ Reviews Sentence Planning/Progression Adjudications Home Detention Curfew Recategorisation Sentence Calculations Appeals against Sentence and Conviction



FIRSTFAMILY • • • • •



Divorce Care Proceedings Contact with Children Custody Ancillary Relief



FIRSTIMMIGRATION • • • •



Asylum Representation at Tribunal Overstayer Judicial Reviews



020 8688 2573 | 07709 431 885 (Emergency 24 hr Number) www.amosurobinshaw.co.uk Suite 25, Suffolk House, George [email protected] Street, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 1PE SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE | LEGAL AID MAY BE AVAILABLE (subject to specific criteria set down by the Legal Aid Agency)



LAW The First Law Partnership 30-32 Bromham Road Bedford MK40 2QD



01234 263 263
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Month by Month



greater role than objective judgement. Fine, if you’re called Dave! The exhibition is called, incidentally, ‘Catching Dreams’.



by Rachel Billington



Rachel is dazzled by the Koestler Awards and impressed by a Childrens’ Charter put out by PACT Simon and one of the exhibition hosts Cookham Wood in Kent, and pictures a man, rather insubstantial, painted like the background, in mottled pale greens. It is both understated and powerful. Simon told me, ‘I like the simplicity and the institutional colour.’ All the curators had several days training before being let loose on the over 81,000 entries in the Koestler Awards headquarters at Wormwood Scrubs.



Tim Robertson, Director of Koestler Trust



© Jonathan Goldberg



T



his year the Koestler Awards have a punchy introduction to their exhibition in London’s Royal Festival Hall. Two giant men face up to each other, fists raised. (pictured above) Even if they’re only made of cardboard, they set the tone for a strong collection of artwork from prisoners, offenders on community sentences, secure psychiatric patients and immigration detainees all over the country. They’re cleverly called ‘Forgotten Fun’, another pointer to these paintings, sculptors and writing which are often witty and entertaining as well as filled with the sense of loss felt by men and women locked behind bars.



This reflects the attitudes of the curators, eight ex-prisoners who are past Koestler prize-winners and mentees of the Trust. As Tim Robertson, Director of the Trust, told me, ‘They came already with a good idea of prison art while external curators need to get their heads round it before they can choose. These present curators know that each artwork is trying to reach out to the outside world.’ However not all the curators based their choices on conventional criteria. For example Many decided to only show work by men called Dave or David (or a woman called Davina - except there wasn’t one). This reflected his belief that chance should play a



The Independent Criminal & Prison Law Specialist



I talked to Tim standing in front of a portrait named, appropriately enough, Author, Koestler (pictured above). It was made by Stephen in HMP Peterborough out of recycled paper and wood and brilliantly creates a man’s face. When I looked closer I noticed the paper was in fact books, many stamped with ‘Peterborough Library Book’. Peering closer, I read one heading, ‘Chapter One Hundred and Six’. Perhaps so many chapters explains the decision to recycle. In a change to the usual habit of one unified exhibition, this year each curator had his own space in the hall, painted different colours to signify a particular area. Simon, one of the curators who is now at university in the North of England, took me around his patch. I photographed him by his favourite picture, Up to my knees in Tears - and Rising’. This came from the the young offenders prison,



USP Group



An independent group of providers of Useful Services for Prisoners and their Families.



Two more of Simon’s choices I particularly liked for their humour and strong painting technique. Storm in a Teacup by Anthony in HMP Wakefield shows a man rising out of a cup while a threatening face blows windily at him. In The Milkman by Keith at HMP Barlinnie, a desperate looking man, halfdressed staggers towards us. The comment from the painter notes succinctly, ‘My job within the prison.’ Leaving Simon, my eye was caught by a row of six ceramic, glazed and decorated skulls. Both beautiful objects in themselves and a dour comment on life, they were made by Marcus in HMP Pentonville. He called them Per Liberam Mortem. One of the pleasures of the Koestler exhibition is the range of work on display. One minute I was staring at a minutely detailed drawing of a scrapyard by Richard at HMP Gartree with smashed cars, lorries, tankers, wheels, cranes piled on top of each other and into the frame, the next I’m looking at three Tweet Boxes, in other words a blue, a pink and a yellow bird box with swirls of printed tweets coming out of their holes. This is an exhibition



R U S S E L L- CO O K E SO L I CI TO R S



Inside Time provides free or subsidised advertising for the USP Group. The money they save funds an exclusive range of money saving offers for all who register online.



• Appeals of Conviction/Sentence • Judicial Review • Parole Board Representation • Re-Categorisation • Adjudications • Licence Recall • Lifer Panels • HDC/ROTL



Prisoners’ family and friends, solicitors, barristers and others who are involved with prisons are invited to register and start saving money today. Prisoners can benefit from money saving offers when families register.



Dedicated department of Prison Law solicitors with specific expertise in:



Full details and registration form can be found at



NATIONWIDE SERVICE AVAILABLE



CRIMINAL DEFENCE SOLICITORS FREEPOST: RSJS - SHTS - HHGB 227/228 STRAND, LONDON, WC2R 1BE



0800 051 1069 0207 353 7000



Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers T



www.insidetime.org No catches, no strings - just savings from the USP Group E Mail A Prisoner, Fonesavvy, Gema Records, Inside Time, Jailmate Cards, Prison Chat UK, Prison Images, SIS Insurance and Thinkin of U.



Where you see the USP logo on an advert you will know they share the Unique Selling Point of all USP members. They will not be motivated by profit and are committed to providing fair and honest services that are Useful Services for Prisoners and their families. GROUP MEMBERSHIP IS BY ‘INVITATION ONLY’



USP Group Member



n Lifer & IPP Parole Reviews n Recall Representation n Adjudications



n Re-categorisation



n Judicial Reviews



n Sentence Progression



020 7440 4840 8 Bedford Row London WC1R 4BX



www.russell-cooke.co.uk



Prison Law Supervisor appointed by the Legal Services Commission
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Insidetime October 2014 www.insidetime.org which I’d recommend to children as well as adults. In fact I was pleased to hear the Koestler does arrange for school tours.



listen to music and song and a video to show video entries. Also as always, I eventually headed off to the shop to make my purchase. This time I chose a beautiful pot, decorated with an impressionist style painting. It was made in HMP/YOI Holloway and I shall treasure it. Yet again these Koestler awards, in their fifty-second year and the eighth to be shown at the Royal Festival Hall, make the point of the extraordinary talent locked up in our jails. They underline the importance of creating a space where men and women can create a more hopeful way of thinking about themselves and really believe in the possibility of change. Making art is hard work so I salute all the entrants and all the teachers and mentors who helped them to these outstanding results.



.....................................................



Sometimes it is the sheer artistry of the work that catches the attention. Skeleton Chair by Guy at HMP/YOI Parc is a real work of art (pictured above). Unbelievably, it is made of scraps of plywood which I certainly wouldn’t have realised had I not found myself talking to Guy’s mother, Jennifer, and friend, Sarah. They told me that the chair can be flat-packed and the design is such that it could be mass-produced. ‘Of course Guy would love to make one in solid wood,’ Jennifer commented. Guy has been trained in furniture design and restoration and has now become a real craftsman. I can only pick out a few works, sadly, but I enjoyed Why do we do Time? Composed of about fifty watches, it is a mixture of collage and paint made by Stanley from Brighton Probation. I also admired Ypres by Barry from HMP Frankland which is a striking portrayal of war with the union jack slashing dramatically across the scene. From HMP Long Lartin came a portrait of Saint Bernadette, definitely an unusual choice of subject for the Koestler but all the better for that.



n Children are often at the sharp end when a parent goes into prison but very seldom have their voice heard. According to the Ministry of Justice, 200,000 children will experience the imprisonment of a parent this year. PACT, the charity that helps prisoners and their families, have had the good idea of asking children how they would like to be treated. The result is ‘Our Voice: The Charter for Children and Young People with a Family Member in Prison.’ I went along to The Clink in Brixton to celebrate its launch. The event was hosted by Kevin McGrath who has for a long time been a supporter of prison projects, is chairman of the trustees of The Clink and is now High Sheriff of Greater London. He introduced Andy Keene-Downs, who has been director of PACT for ten years and has been one of Inside Time’s regular correspondents. In the course of his speech explaining the work that PACT do in bringing and keeping families together, he told the audience that in the last year the charity has supported 162,000 family members to visit loved ones in prison. Of these 31,000 were children. He then introduced Ebony Brown, one of the five young authors of ‘Our Voice’. Ebony pointed to the seven important headings of the charter:



Jessica with a copy of Dartmoor’s magazine The Koestler Awards have a much wider scope than the visual arts but it is invariably a problem how to exhibit the written word. This year, artist Janetka Platun created a room which allowed poetry and prose to be projected onto the walls, changing as the lights went off and came on every two minutes. The display was introduced by the information that two hundred and thirty two people are entering and leaving secure settings every day. During this exhibition that’s one person every two minutes and thirty two seconds. I found my friend, Jessica, writer in residence at HMP Dartmoor studying the walls (pictured above). As always, head-phones were available to



• For homes to be respected e.g. We don’t want force to be used in front of us; • To be Informed e.g. We want to know more about the visits process; • To be heard e.g. We want an advocate/ adult who can ensure we are heard; • To have a choice e.g. We want to be considered when the prison location is agreed; • Not to be judged e.g. We don’t want to be punished for standing by our family; • To be offered emotional support e.g. We want schools to be supportive; • To be respected. All these demands struck me as absolutely reasonable so let’s hope PACT’s initiative will be taken up.
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Police visit National Prison Radio



N



ational Prison Radio’s dedicated programme for Gypsy, Traveller and Roma prisoners, ‘Open Road’, has had a visit from Jim Davies, who is Chair of the Gypsy Roma Traveller Police Association (GRTPA). The GRTPA is a support network for police personnel who are from a Gypsy, Traveller or Roma background. Davies told the ‘Open Road’ presenters about the discrimination he has suffered from within the police force, and the work the GRTPA is doing to break down barriers and form good relationships between the police and Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities. There are currently 62 full GRTPA members from the UK and 6 Slovak members. Jim says there are probably many more Gypsy, Roma and Traveller police officers and staff nationwide who may not feel comfortable disclosing their ethnicity due to the prejudice that still exists towards these groups. If you are from a Gypsy, Traveller or Roma background, we want to hear from you. Please write in and tell us your experiences of interactions with the police - both good and bad. We want to hear how your background has affected your dealings with the criminal justice system. Write to Open Road, National Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF Remember - if you are from a Gypsy, Traveller or Roma background and have not



Crown



solicitors



Expert advice is only a phone call away…



THE Experts in Prison and Detention Law perfectly based in the Midlands with a 24/7 Nationwide Service • Adjudication hearings / appeals • Parole hearings – paper / oral • Licence conditions / recall • Re-categorisation / transfers • IPP Sentence issues / accessing courses • HDC / ROTL / MDT • Foreign National Prisoners • Lifer panels / reviews • Terrorism / SIAC representation • All Judicial Review work ALSO • Criminal Defence - Magistrates, Crown, SIAC & Appeals • Immigration - Tribunals, Asylum, Deportation prevention, Human Rights - “WE get Bail” • Family and Child Care - Child contact/custody, Social Services care, divorce, separation, ancillary relief - “Know your rights” * Legal Aid unavailable? Free initial assessment offered



Contact: Shiva Misra LLB (Hons) Crown Solicitors, 36 Church Street, Bilston, Wolverhampton, WV14 0AH 01902 353 300 (24hr) [email protected] Legal Aid work undertaken. Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



disclosed your ethnicity as W3 (Gypsy, Irish Traveller or Roma) with your prison, you can ask your personal officer to help you change your ethnicity records, or put in an app asking for it to be changed. This helps your prison to provide the services you may need - from help arranging visits to allowing more phone credit for calling mobiles. ‘Open Road’ is National Prison Radio’s monthly programme for Gypsy, Traveller and Roma prisoners, broadcast on the second Monday of every month at 8am and 8pm. The next edition will be broadcast on Monday 13 October.



Sigma, Smith or Script? Sometimes in prison it’s difficult to keep up to date with what’s going on in the outside world. If you’re into music, National Prison Radio can help you keep on top of what’s going on in the charts. During Friday afternoon lockdown at 3pm, tune into our very own chart rundown, Hot 20, presented by prisoners at HMPs Brixton and Coldingley. We’ll play you the UK’s biggest tunes, and let you know what sounds to look out for over the coming weeks in our regular feature, Future Heat. ‘Hot 20’ is on National Prison Radio every Friday afternoon from 3pm. It’s repeated on Sunday evening from 6pm.



D AV I E S & J O N E S SOLICITORS



Specialising in



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Offering



Nationwide Service • All Criminal Court Proceedings • Parole Applications • Licence Recall • Appeals • Adjudications Contact



David Rees or Simon Palmer Davies & Jones 32 The Parade, Roath, C a r d i ff , C F 2 4 3 A D



Tel: 029 2046 5296 or 24 Hour Emergency Number: 079 7096 9357
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the PAROLE BOARD



Parole Board’s policy on open conditions



M



any of you will be aware that the Secretary of State for Justice has announced that some prisoners will no longer be considered eligible for open conditions. The Parole Board has been informed that the Secretary of State is reviewing all cases currently before the Parole Board and is in the process of writing to affected prisoners to inform them that they are not eligible for open conditions. The letter from the Secretary of State will explain what you need to do if you disagree with the facts, or you think you meet the exceptional circumstances criteria. As each affected prisoner is informed that he is not eligible for open conditions, the Secretary of State is also writing to the Parole Board amending the terms of referral for that case. He will no longer be asking us to provide advice on suitability for open conditions in those cases where the policy dictates you are not eligible and where he would not be considering you for open conditions. While these cases are all worked through, the Parole Board is still being asked to consider a prisoner’s suitability for open conditions in most lifer and IPP reviews, although the Board is starting to receive amended referrals. There has been no change to the matters which the Parole Board has to take into account when considering someone’s suitability for open conditions. These are set out in the Secretary of State’s Directions to the Parole Board issued



in 2004 and include whether the risk to the public is manageable in open conditions, whether you are likely to comply with ROTL conditions, your risk of absconding and the benefits of a transfer to open conditions. When the Parole Board continues to be asked to advise the Secretary of State about someone’s suitability for open conditions, we are considering these cases in the same way as we have always done, by applying the Directions and providing the advice requested. You may be wondering how this affects your chances of eventual release. The Parole Board’s policy on open conditions, which states that it expects most lifers to spend a period of testing in open conditions before being considered for release has not changed, but we will keep it under review once it is clear how many prisoners this open conditions policy is likely to affect and once it is clear what the new progressive regime in closed conditions will look like. The Parole Board has never said that all lifers and IPP prisoners need to spend time in open conditions and there can be no automatic barrier to release if a lifer or IPP prisoner has not been able to go to open conditions due to this policy. As with all of our reviews, the important factors will be your individual circumstances and the risks that you present to the public. If you are concerned about your position, speak to your lawyer or ask for advice from prison staff.



COMPENSATION



FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE We specialise in helping adults who were abused as children in the care system. If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you achieve justice call Christine Sands confidentially on 01924 868911 or write to:-



Neil Jordan House, Wellington Road, Dewsbury WF13 1HL [email protected]



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



I



n last month’s issue the results of a survey of prisoners’ views about proposed changes to the parole process were discussed. The purpose of this article is to explain some of the things which the Parole Board is doing about the concerns which were raised by a number of prisoners and also to explain a couple of other changes.



the confidentiality of recordings. If we decide that this plan should be rolled out, we will develop clear guidance setting out how recordings will be used and who will be able to access them and in what circumstances. It is very unlikely that we will simply be able to provide copies of transcripts on request.



Member Case Assessment



The Osborn, Booth and Reilly case has meant that we now need to provide far more oral hearings than we have become used to. We know that we have a backlog of cases and that some prisoners are waiting too long for their hearings. We are changing some of our procedures to tackle this problem but we are aware that this may take a while to have an effect. We realise that we have to do whatever we reasonably can to reduce the backlog of cases as quickly as possible. There are several steps we are taking to list and complete more cases within our current resources. As a result, we are already hearing 45% more cases at oral hearing than we did this time last year. We need to balance our efforts to do this with the need to ensure that people get fair hearings and that we retain public confidence in the decisions we make.



The Parole Board will be moving away from its current intensive case management (‘ICM’) model and will be implementing a new system of Member Case Assessment (‘MCA’). This will improve the ways in which prisoners’ cases are reviewed and managed to reduce the chance of delays. Issues which are important will be highlighted before an oral hearing begins and prisoners and their legal representatives will be encouraged to contribute to this. It is always important that a new system is carefully thought through and planned to give it the best chance of working well. A programme is underway to develop this and to introduce it gradually. We will be issuing guidance and more information over the next few months.



Dossier Improvement and Deferrals Alongside this change, we will take action to ensure that the dossiers prepared for parole cases provide the information that Parole Board panels need to make fair decisions in each case. A Dossier Improvement Project has begun jointly between the Parole Board and the Public Protection Casework Section (PPCS). Prisoners’ legal representatives, prison and probation staff and others involved in preparing parole dossiers will also contribute to this. We are determined to do what we can to reduce the number of hearings which end up not going ahead. We are looking closely at the data we have to identify the parts of the system where action can be taken to improve compliance with directions for witnesses and additional reports. We will continue to strive to engage those who play a part in parole hearings and to encourage good practice.



Recordings During July we carried out a small pilot of recording parole hearings. We will be extending this during October and November. A High Court case earlier this year found that the Parole Board’s procedures for taking and retaining notes of parole hearings needed to be improved. We are looking at whether recording hearings will help to address this. We hope that it will help to resolve significant disputes about evidence given at hearings. We also hope that it will mean that the flow of hearings will be easier because members will not need to take detailed notes. This could also reduce the length of hearings. We already have in place systems to protect



Backlog



The Parole Board is moving



© Trueffelpix - Fotolia.com



We are leaving our current home at Grenadier House into a newly designed office in central London. The office will be a self-contained part of the main Ministry Of Justice building. A number of different organisations (including Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal Service and the Youth Justice Board) already reside here. It allows significant savings to be made without cuts to service and is part of plans for a single Ministry of Justice building in London. We will remain self-contained and independent and will have a separate postal address: The Parole Board, 52 Queen Anne’s Gate, London, SW1H 9AG We will move in on 6th October. We will be closing our existing offices on Friday 3 October in preparation. The move may cause some small disruption to our working and we apologise in advance if there are any difficulties you encounter during this short period. We hope to keep these to a minimum. Our staff will have new telephone numbers and we will publish these on our website (www.gov.uk/government/organisations/parole-board) as soon as our new provider has confirmed these.



IMB
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P Regan - HMP Bullingdon
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Sometimes it can be difficult for IMBs to find out what really happens in prison. They could organise focus groups where prisoners are invited to attend a group run by two IMB members. The IMB members can have a list of topics and prisoners love to complain so once the ice is broken and one prisoner gives his views the rest join in and a lively discussion ensues.



The prison’s population generally thinks that IMBs are a waste of time and space, have no teeth and do what the governors ask of them. I have met IMBs touring the prison -Birmingham mainly, never here at Stafford. On one occasion I had need to speak to the IMB here at Stafford. I had my app back stating I had to go through the complaints Comp 1 and 1A then Ombudsman before they can get involved. This time I did not think highly of IMBs. I do understand IMBs volunteer their time for nothing but why do they always seem like MPs up for election when they visit us, being escorted round the prison like visiting rock stars?



M C Dawud - HMP Oakwood



My toilet stopped working and I have reported it every day and still no one, not even the house block manager has done anything. This has been nearly a week and they wonder why some inmates flip. I think owing to their inexperience 90% of prison officers should be sacked and employ ex-army due to them knowing routine and time as well as what is urgent and what is not. The staff here do not know if they are coming or going. If you need to go for medication you queue up for over half an hour and it seems to get worse daily. Owen Barclay - HMP Chelmsford As an Afro-Caribbean inmate, I have experienced the zenith of what the IMB can do, and have done, could not do, could not know; and what was, and is impossible for the IMB to uncover - therefore what they did not find out and cannot find out. The IMB system requires the prisoner to go through the complaints process and within days or weeks or months of not getting a response, or getting an inadequate response, the prisoner can ask the IMB to intervene. But usually, the time waited means that the evidence is automatically destroyed (CCTV evidence expired or witnesses moved on to other prisons or released) and the allegation then cannot be proven. Therefore the IMB’s



time for a more proactive stance by means of a brief introductory video and a 30 second audio input on Prison Radio. Terry Wolley - HMP Stafford



It is also an opportunity for the group to find out what the IMB does. IMB needs to promote itself more and tell prisoners how it has helped prisoners. IMB needs to blow its own trumpet and highlight to prisoners examples of their successes and how they have achieved change. Articles written by serving IMB members could be published in Inside Time to shine a light on what IMB does. I haven’t seen any literature from IMB in prisons except a small poster advertising its service. Prisoners like leaflets to read.



Since coming here I decided to join in on the Eureka [business skills] programme. We are supposed to be trusted inmates where we work without a tutor. Where we find just to get an officer to let us into our office it can take up to 45 minutes, and to get out of the office it still takes over half an hour of banging the gate. One day in June when an officer finally came they had the gall to say if you bang the gate again we will issue you with an IP warning. And yet when you ask them to do anything they ignore you or say they’re busy watching tv or just sitting doing nothing but still say they’re busy.
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Prisoner voices In July the Independent Monitor magazine invited Inside Time readers to write what they thought about the work of the Independent Monitoring Boards. Here are extracts from some of the responses intervention is futile, the allegation cannot be proved without evidence. The IMB does not always know that all the information they need is on NOMIS, and they have no choice but to be spoon fed information chosen by the prison to support their position. It was after a Freedom of Information request made by myself was responded to by the Ministry of Justice that I was able to access the correct information which corroborated my allegation, shared it with the IMB, then and only then the IMB was able to ask further questions and challenged the prison position. Without access to independent information the IMB cannot properly objectively differentiate between the truth and lies. With the evidence of a conviction, the prison apologised for many failings, they use the term ‘…with hindsight’. Of course the IMB knew I was telling the truth and they asked many questions on my behalf. At the point where it was proven beyond doubt that I was telling the truth, the IMB was able to require the prison to implement specific training for staff and other changes within the prison. The IMB is often the only other organization that is present, on the spot, at your door, on the wing. The IMB is in a unique position to effect change, assist both the prison and the prisoners, averting feelings of helplessness and hopelessness before these feelings manifest



themselves in the form of suicide and violence. The IMB needs to be further developed in such a way that they are not the helpless shouting bystanders watching a car crash in slow motion, then helping clean up. Ricky Valens - HMP Swinfen Hall From my experience I found the IMB here very reluctant to help. They are so tightly tied to the prison’s apron strings that it becomes a chore to call on them for help. I have been so put off by the IMB’s absence of independence that I no longer use them in times of distress. I think they should be made defunct. Note: Ricky Valens is an IPP prisoner, some five years beyond his tariff. He has moved from Swinfen Hall. Andrew Duncan - HMP Bure In eight years I have been in four different prisons, each with its own distinct induction arrangements and I cannot recall the IMB being rolled out as were listeners, insiders, safe custody and so on. Perhaps the awareness of IMB was simply absorbed - a sort of osmosis. The HMIP Report on Brinsford YOI stated that 50% of prisoners were unaware of the IMB. Perhaps a benign presence is not enough. A



In comparison to our church visitor who is here every week, purely a volunteer, has her own keys, goes where she wants unescorted, been coming here over 20 years, apparently, and always comes into our visits to meet our families and talks to everyone. Now I think IMBs should talk to this old lady. In Denial - Mike I have been astonished by the number of people who are claiming innocence of their charges. Or are innocent but were persuaded by their legal team to plead guilty. It is impossible for me to put an exact figure on it, but I wouldn’t be surprised if 25% of us are indeed completely innocent. Published figures say that around a third of sex offenders currently in prison are in denial. Rarely a day goes by when you don’t hear someone claiming to have been stitched up by the police or badly let down by their legal team. I am in no doubt that there are lawyers, barristers and police officers who have failed to do their jobs properly thus many innocent men have been sent to prison. I have heard stories of barristers not even bothering to turn up for a trial, sending a junior whose first knowledge of the case was the judge’s opening address. For the vast majority of alleged sex offences, there is no DNA evidence, no witnesses and only the word of the alleged victim against that of the defendant. Is it right that a victim can be completely anonymous - even as an adult, be put behind screens in court and not face the person they are accusing? Accusers can change their stories and communicate with each other. Why are there so many male sex offenders in English prisons? Why are there so many cases currently going through the courts? Is it a witch-hunt that has grown momentum through media hype? The abuse of a child is abhorrent and, quite rightly, perpetrators should be appropriately dealt with. But consider the damage to the life, career and reputation of an innocent person, their family and friends. Published courtesy of the Association of Members of Independent Monitoring Boards (AMIMB) August 2014.
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The right to work The protest against the re-employment of footballer Ched Evans by his former club when he is released from prison is the stuff of lynch mob justice Bob Woffinden



A



couple of months back, I did a remarkably foolish thing. I was emailed a petition protesting against one or other of the government’s prison “initiatives” and, being totally in sympathy with its objectives, I gladly added my name. But never again.



I have never before been asked to play a part, however minuscule, in preventing someone from obtaining gainful employment. Isn’t the right to work one of the most fundamental rights? The idea that we should deliberately prevent someone from applying his skills in his particular vocation is astonishing. There is a second point. These petition-organisers were seeking not just to interfere with someone’s natural employment rights; they are also seeking to usurp the criminal justice process. There has been a trial and conviction and the judge has imposed sentence. That is what happens; criminal justice is resolved in the courts by judges and juries. The process, in its purest form, is equally independent of influence whether from on high (by the government or State media) or from below (by rabble-rousers). Yet we now have a caucus that is seeking to impose an additional punishment to that



In the wake of Evans’ conviction, a number of local people - nine, altogether - were so appalled that they revealed the identity of the previously-anonymous complainant through social media. They then had to face prosecution themselves, with the result that this case now encompasses ten miscarriages of justice rather than just the one. Those who sought to ‘out’ the complainant may have displayed a more deep-seated concern for the public interest in the administration of justice than the Crown Prosecution Service. Certainly, their instincts (they believed that the woman was an opportunist money-grabber) soon appeared to be confirmed. It was subsequently revealed that the woman had written social media messages, not disclosed by the prosecution, in which she betrayed a preoccupation with compensation monies, telling a friend that she’ll be able to ‘get us matching pink Mini Coopers’, ‘treat us to an amazing holiday’ and ‘make all your dreams come true’.



Leading investigative journalist



Ever since, I have received a regular flow of petitions, all of which their organisers seem to feel I will be wildly enthusiastic about signing. Some, indeed, I did approve of; others I would never have dreamed of endorsing. However, none of these unsolicited petitions was as unsettling as the one asking me to protest against the re-employment of the footballer Ched Evans by his former club, Sheffield United, when he is released. Evans was convicted of rape at Caernarfon Crown Court in April 2012.



successful of the two footballers, was discriminated against because of his higher profile.)



Ched Evans handed down by the judge, a punishment that was never even contemplated in the trial process. It is the stuff of lynch-mob justice. (For clarification, it should be pointed out that those of us who believe that the system is riddled with miscarriages of justice are not seeking to set it aside in any way, but merely to ensure that it functions efficiently.) The third point about the petition, and one of which the organisers are surely aware, is that the conviction of Evans is massively contentious. Indeed, it demonstrates just how error-prone the UK criminal justice process can be. The incident that led to the conviction occurred in Rhyl in the small hours of a Bank Holiday weekend in May 2011. A young woman approached Clayton McDonald, who is also a footballer. She then hailed a taxi, which drove them both to the inexpensive hotel that Evans had previously booked for McDonald. Evans joined them there, and everything that ensued would appear to have been entirely consensual. However, after spending the next day at work, the woman went to police to complain that her handbag had been stolen and her drink



Parole Board Hearing? IPP, Lifer, Standard, Licence Recalls. Independent Adjudication? Sentence Wrongly Calculated? Exceptional Case - Human Rights breached? Appeal against Sentence or Conviction? Second Appeal through the CCRC? The above issues are still covered under Legal Aid! So if you need help get it from dedicated London based Prison Lawyers, helping prisoners fight for their rights throughout England and Wales.



Write to Manoj Sharda, Office 226, 4 Spring Road, Ealing, London W5 2AA



spiked at a night-club (at which time Evans and McDonald were not with her). It turned out that she was wrong on both counts: she herself had left her handbag behind and, although she had consumed a great deal of alcohol, there was no evidence that it was in any way contaminated. So it is important to clarify that there was no forensic evidence of anything, that the woman suffered no injury and indeed did not even make a complaint of sexual assault. One of those supporting the petitioners’ aim of ensuring that Evans should not be allowed to resume his occupation is a Guardian writer whose argument is that Evans ‘has never even acknowledged that he raped his victim… pretending that he never committed a crime just isn’t good enough’. On the contrary, it seems that there is every justification for him to plead his innocence especially in view of the fact that the jury appeared to reach incompatible verdicts, with McDonald having been acquitted on just about the same evidence as that on which Evans was convicted. (This raises the possibility that Evans, who was much the more



In fact it is the real character of this disgraceful case which one suspects that petition-organisers and bloggers are so keen to cover up. It used to be a Fleet Street joke that news stories would begin “Outrage as such-and-such happens”, even though logically there couldn’t be any outrage because the story hadn’t been printed yet. So the paper would need to generate the outrage artificially - usually by ringing up half-witted MPs (of whom there was always a copious supply). These days, of course, the outrage arrives by the Twitter-load almost instantaneously. There are millions of people who hold considered views that are not fractious or hysterical, millions of people who would not dream of preventing Ched Evans from resuming his lawful occupation - particularly in view of the actual circumstances of the case - but whose voices are not being heard because the eatenup-with-hatred-bile-and-bitterness bullies are making the biggest din on social media sites. Despite their efforts, this shocking injustice has fortunately generated significant assistance, including from barristers at one of the most reputable sets of defence chambers in the country.



ShannonTrust



Do you, or anyone you know, struggle with reading?



Tel: 020 8123 3404 or Mob: 07508 136 797



The Shannon Trust Reading Plan (Toe by Toe) is a simple & efficient way of helping people to learn to read. Prisoners who can read teach prisoners who can’t.



ADJUDICATION & PAROLE SPECIALISTS



If you would like more information on how to become involved, as either a Mentor or a Learner , contact the Reading Plan Lead in your prison (ask a Shannon Trust Mentor who this is) or write to: Shannon Trust, Freepost RSXC - RUBB-JGRG, 2nd Floor, 89 Embankment, Vauxhall, London SE1 7TP.



Email: [email protected] www.prisonlawsolicitors.org.uk Prison Law Consultant at Duncan Lewis Solicitors



Now, imagine a situation where trial witnesses had to make declarations of interest (as they certainly should). She would either have had to admit to these comments, in which case the jury would have been able to take them into account; or she would have forsworn them and committed perjury.



Unfortunately, however, the poor performance of the Crown Prosecution Service in this case is just being mirrored in other parts of the system. “Justice delayed is justice denied” is one of the key mantras of any criminal justice process; oblivious of this, the Criminal Cases Review Commission has told the Yorkshire Post that they will be able to start considering the case in 2017. In the meantime, let’s hope that Evans is able to resume his football career in the very near future. I’m sure that he’ll be able to count on widespread public support.
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Our own version of Islam is being blocked, fettered and stonewalled Sheikh Abu Dira Nasrullah, HMP Risley I and many of my companions are Salafists. Yet we find a great number of prison service Imams are Sufi’s. NOMS states it has no data regarding these statistics so; I rely on my personal experiences having been in prison for the last decade.
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Inside without Faith Sue Falder, British Humanist Association accredited celebrant and pastoral worker, puts the case for Humanists



I



t’s a well-known fact that a large proportion of people nowadays live their lives without being involved in organised religion. This may mean they’re atheists or that they have some vague beliefs which don’t really need to be tested until something life-changing occurs: a death, a wedding, a baby, perhaps a prison sentence. These are times when questions are raised about the place of faith in our lives. And then it may be that the religious ceremony or the chat with a chaplain or priest is exactly the thing that meets our needs. But for some, that’s not the case. For those who want a non-religious funeral, wedding or naming ceremony, there’s a network of humanist celebrants as well as independent providers to help them organise one. For prisoners who don’t believe in a god, there are now some non-religious pastoral visitors to talk to, including humanist ones. So what does it mean to be a humanist? It means you don’t think there’s a supernatural being of any sort controlling what goes on on earth. It’s just human beings, living in communities of various kinds and finding ways of getting on (or not getting on) together.



In the first of the articles in `Inside Faith’ in `Inside Time’, Doug Heming has written that prisoners may be seeking `forgiveness, redemption, reconciliation and peace’. He



There are three main English translations of the Qur’an: The Noble Qur’an, The Holy Qur’an and The Glorious Qur’an and most Salafists regard the translation within the Noble Qur’an to be the most accurate and informative, yet the Sufi Imams refuse to stock or hand out this version.



For non-believers, it’s both easier and harder to try and resolve things. It’s easier, because there are no such rules to fall foul of and no eternal punishment awaiting wrong-doers. But it’s also harder. The answers will come not from outside the individual but from within. Humanists say it’s up to the individual to seek a way to make sense of things and that to make decisions we must use reason, evidence and empathy... Use our own minds to balance competing views... Look for the evidence ... Respect other people and learn to understand and value their points of view.... Talking things through within this framework with a humanist or other non-religious pastoral visitor may well be useful for prisoners trying to resolve the anxieties and challenges of their situation.



Any questions we ask, we receive a Sufi answer - so our own version of Islam is being blocked, fettered and stonewalled. All religious books, DVDs CDs are banned from being posted in, we are told we can only order from Amazon (the renowned supplier of Islamic literature!) The books on offer are Sufi orientated and those held in the prison chaplaincy and therefore we are unable to further our Islamic duty to research and study our Deen (religion).



The Chaplaincy Team reply...



The British Humanist Association work on behalf of non-religious people who seek to live ethical lives on the basis of reason and humanity. We promote Humanism, a secular state, and equal treatment of everyone regardless of religion or belief. Our celebrants provide non-religious funerals, weddings, and naming ceremonies.



It is true that all Imams and Chaplains of other faiths have been vetted and should be inclusive in their support for religious expression. It is also true that this cannot mean every manifestation of religious practice is catered for in prison... it is simply not possible. The question then is how we avoid feeling ‘blocked, fettered and stonewalled’ in the context of not being able to attend to our religious practice? A person of faith obviously sees religious practice as a very profound expression of something at the heart of their very being. It is not simply an issue of freedom of rights but a matter of the life and death of our soul. The absence of freedom to perform religious duties which we feel are vital to our relationship with our maker can leave us without peace. The case for prison being a place which leads to finding peace is strong. Should the opposite be true then prison fails in its very reason for existence. So how can we offer constructive advice when we know that the experience of a Salafist is one of frustration, sometimes over entire decades? We must ask whether it is possible for someone to grow in their faith in the absence of freedom to study and practice their religion. Clearly everything possible must be done to alleviate such inhibitions in order that the human soul might flourish. But in the absence of Chaplains and services which will cater for a particular form of religion can people of faith still hope to grow in the practice of patience, tolerance and understanding which all true religion points towards. Where there is frustration and alienation we must find opportunity for finding strength and courage and wisdom.



suggests that these qualities may be sought with the help of a religious chaplain. If you believe, then there’s comfort in the structure of religious rules and the idea of a caring god.



So far that’s the same as being an atheist. But humanism goes further... A humanist believes that because we only have one life we should aim to make it a good one, and help others do the same, and that we’ll find meaning and purpose by setting worthwhile goals. Many people will be `humanists’ who’ve probably never even heard the word, because they live according to these principles already.



Our Friday prayers led by these Sufi Imams contain a large array of Sufi manifestations that Salafists regard as Bid’ah (innovation). When we complain, we are told that the Imam will not deliver a generic service catering to Salafists, Wahabis, moderate Sunnis etc, as the Imam must remain ‘true to his own personal beliefs’. But many of us feel alienated by this non-inclusive stance.



whilst incarcerated?



The alienation felt due to the experience of non-inclusivism which our Salafist contributor expresses are far from unique and are felt by many minority religions and denominations. The problem presents itself largely around matters of religious custom such as how and when to pray, which religious ceremonies to celebrate, even religious dress but it extends to deeper matters of theology and scriptural interpretation such as which translations of Holy Books to use and where revelation comes from. What do we say then about the inability to practice a set of personal beliefs



All religions tell us that behind the practices of our faith is a more vibrant law of love and truth which is not fettered or bound by the limitations of our bodies. Indeed we might say that in being forced to move beyond the practices we would normally partake in whilst in this world, we begin to partake in and function through laws that are more eternal. Perhaps any prayer in this world calls us to a higher kind of prayer to which we must turn when we are restricted in our current place. Perhaps any limits in our access to Holy Books can lead us to a more direct and pure understanding of the One to whom scripture points. What if prison might be a place which is nearer rather than further from heaven is some strange way? This might be our best advice for anyone who finds their religious practice hindered or distorted in prison. To seek out a means for praise and worship which is beyond mere form? Whether this is possible or not we offer courage and strength to all who seek light in a dark place. May the strength needed to lift your spiritual head lead you to stronger faith and deeper devotion. May prison be more like heaven than hell as you find answers to the questions raised in frustration and despair.
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Dying Inside?



For the love of cooking



PRISON REFORM TRUST



Ross Bell’s first impression of life on the inside



M



ost prisons have some sort of unique selling point. Some may specialise in making clothing for the rest of the prison population, some may fix televisions, others focus on construction skills. The USP of HMP Wandsworth as far as I could tell was to squeeze in as many people as possible without them killing each other, the staff or themselves. At the Mount, one of its quirks is to let prisoners use cooking facilities at the weekend to allow them to cook whatever they like (within reason). These facilities are combined with an extended canteen list that contains fresh and frozen meat and veg, eggs, spices and the like. I wasn’t terribly interested at first. I know I posted about the cookery course at Wandsworth and the joy of expressing myself in that way, but that was months ago and since then, I’ve slipped into the prison equivalent of the meal for one. You get your food dispensed to you at the servery and then you amble back to your cell to eat it in front of the television or a newspaper. Seeing as you’re all in the same boat you don’t have the soul crushing experience of purchasing compartmentalised sustenance at a supermarket under the knowing / pitying glare of a checkout harridan. Then you trudge home to eat it in front of a television or a newspaper. Luckily a fellow prisoner named Gary recognised that I was a keen cook in a state of apathy, bought a load of stuff and made me active in the kitchen this weekend. The short story is that we produced a lovely roasted chicken on a bed of caramelised onions, tomatoes, bacon and black eyed beans followed by a sumptuous plum tart made with home-made puff pastry for pud-pud. The longer story is one of rekindled passion and the diversity of this great country. I’ll do the longer one for the sake of padding out this post a bit. Myself and Gary arrived at the kitchen on Saturday morning to find it in full swing already. The small kitchen was packed and I know how contrived this is going to sound but there really, honestly were 2 Asian guys making chicken pakoras and a vegetable curry, a large West Indian gentleman making jerk chicken in a Dutch pot and a Turkish chap finishing off some flatbreads with lamb and peppers. This is Britain, and we’re all banged up in here making our own food from the motherlands. This kind of multiculturalism would be risible if it wasn’t so damned tasty. The mood is fairly intense due to the cramped conditions, lung sucking heat and preparation is challenging.



It is time for the prison service to review the regulations on compassionate release



Francesca Cooney



© vglinka - Fotolia.com



There is 1 small paring knife chained to the wall with a thick metal cable (for obvious reasons) and limited space on the surfaces, hob and oven. The amount of respect and cooperation in the room was as surprising as it was heartening, with people offering implements, space and tips in a genuine display of humanity. One amazing example happened after I’d been in there about ½ an hour and a big, young red headed chap came in to make a breakfast for him and his mates and asked me if it was ok for him to cook pork sausages next to me. I responded that of course it was, and it only dawned on me then that he thought I might be Muslim. Get past the comedic effect that I’ve only got a bushy beard because I can’t be arsed shaving and nothing to do with religious observance. We get to the fact that someone was that aware and considerate of anothers cultural sensitivities. Quite frankly someone who didn’t look that sensitive. Shows what I know, yet again.



Advice & Information Manager Prison Reform Trust



S



o far this year there have been 40 natural deaths in custody. There is an ageing population on the outside and inside prisons, so we can expect that in future more people will die naturally in prison. In addition, sentences are getting longer, meaning people are growing older in prison too. End of life (palliative) care is getting better in prisons. The NHS End of Life Care Strategy stated that high quality services should be available in all locations, including prisons. Many prisons have increased their support for palliative care patients alongside the health service offering more specialist resources. Figures about how many people in prison need end of life care have not been made available and it is probably larger than we expect.



We got through all the challenges, created our meals and sated ourselves with the results. Deep satisfaction and straining guts pervaded the atmosphere as we delighted in the soporific effects of a really good meal. I love cooking, why the hell did I forget that?



However, although provision is increasing, end of life care services are not universal in prisons. And we would question whether we should plan for people to die in prison without looking at alternative options. The prison environment makes it very difficult to create equality of care. It is not possible to offer everything someone could have in the community in a secure environment. End of life care in prisons has a role, but should be developed alongside less risk averse compassionate release regulations.



The point is that it’s so easy to forget. We do it all the time. We stop doing what we love for many and varied reasons, not just my own aforementioned apathy. We let things slip that are so essential to us, to our very core. Time goes by and we lose the resonance that activity has with our soul and it fades away like a dream upon waking.



Compassionate release numbers are still low, with around ten people released very year. At the moment, this will usually only be considered when someone is given three months or less to live. The rules should change, so that a decision can be looked at when someone has been given a year to live. This would help the prisoners and their family to



Remember what you love(d) doing and do it again. Don’t let anyone stop you, especially not yourselves and when you find that joy once more and ask yourselves ‘why on earth did I stop doing that?’ never forget again because time is so pathetically short.



About The Man



I was born in Broadstairs, Kent 42 years ago. Punctuating my career as an Army Officer and working for the family business (booze), I committed VAT fraud in 2005. For this crime, I was sentenced to 8 years in 2014. This blog is an attempt to communicate with my friends and family about how I am feeling and what’s happening inside (and ‘inside’). If you’re reading this and I haven’t met you before, you are most welcome and I hope your liberty finds you well.



AB MACKENZIE



SOLICITORS



We specialize in



• Representations to Home Office Prior to Deportation Decisions • Appeals Against Deportation • Bail Applications • Representation at Police stations, Magistrates and Crown Courts Please contact Hakeem, Billa or Raphael



AB Mackenzie Solicitors



Unit 3, 99-103 Lomond Grove Camberwell London SE5 7HN



020 77011900



Emergencies 07442 505012 [email protected]



plan for the time they have left. An earlier review would also mean that if compassionate release wasn’t possible, other options could be considered. This could include a temporary or permanent move to a hospice, special purpose release on temporary licence or an early move to a category D prison. Of course, there will be circumstances when someone dies unexpectedly, or becomes very ill too quickly for decisions to be made about release and transfer. But in many cases, decisions are made too late after diagnosis and care plans are not put in place early enough. Compassionate release can also be considered for people who are bedridden or severely disabled. However, we do not know of any situations where this has happened. There are some prisoners who are so ill, and who will not get better and keeping them in prison is unnecessary. New guidance should be issued to increase the time people can apply for compassionate release from when they have been given a year to live. We would also like to see exceptional compassionate release used for people who are bedridden or very disabled and who can be released safely. The risk assessment should be updated to take more account of health and social care needs and how they impact on risk of reoffending. Part of the decision should be a realistic assessment of whether the prison service is able to provide equivalent care to the community. If you have any questions or need advice please contact us. You can contact us at Prison Reform Trust, FREEPOST ND6125 London EC1B 1PN. Our free information line is open Mondays 3.30-5.30 and Tuesday and Thursday 3.30-5.30. The number is 0808 802 0060 and does not need to be put on your pin. Our new Human Rights Information Booklet for prisoners is also now available, free of charge from our office.



PURCELL PARKER Solicitors



BIRMINGHAM’S TOP PRISON LAWYERS Licence Recalls Prisoner Adjudications IPP & Lifer Parole HDC Sentence Calculations Re - Categorisation



Call now to speak with:



Tiernan Davis, Sadie Daniels or Anthony Cartin



Purcell Parker Solicitors



204 - 206 Corporation Street Birmingham B4 6QB



0121 236 9781
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Prison compensation unfair?



C



oncern has be raised at the publication of figures indicating that the Ministry of Justice has paid out £20million in the last year in compensation to prisoners, visitors and wardens; equating to £53,000 per day. Naturally there has been outrage in the press at the alleged waste of public money and the blame placed on the fabled compensation culture. The compensation culture is worth some early comment in this article. It is a hackneyed slogan of the tabloid press and is often used as justification by politicians for the introduction of legislation restricting our rights. Simply it suggests that compensation claims are bad and that those that pursue or fight them should be criticised. There is no factual evidence to support this claim, indeed the total number of claims being made tends to drop year on year and even Lord Dyson, one of the most senior judges in the country, has dismissed its existence as a, “media-created myth”. Further evidence against a compensation culture comes from a recent YouGov survey, which suggests that personal injury marketing has little impact on whether people make claims or not. The survey suggests that 67% of adults have been approached by marketing firms about claims in the last twelve months, but only 5% were encouraged to claim as a result. Chris Grayling, Justice Secretary and a forceful voice against the compensation culture, has defended compensation figures paid to prisoners, suggesting that each claim is robustly scrutinised. My concern is whether the real cause of these claims has been similarly considered. Surely any business incurring that level of compensation against them would ask why and review the cause of these claims? The answer would certainly come back loud and clear that these payments are being made because prisoners are being failed and the prison service, in some key areas, is not fit for purpose. However, if it is that the cost of providing an adequate health care service and safe working systems in prisons exceeds the cost of paying compensation, I can understand
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of work and equipment were seriously diminished in favour of employers. Not satisfied with this, Mr Grayling has now introduced his legislation to further limit the rights of employees, all in the name of protecting us from a compensation culture that seems unlikely to exist. Presumably this will equally apply to prisoners injured whilst working in prisons, so will help limit compensation claims in prison as well.



John Farrow of Attwood Solicitors looks at the ‘media-created myth’ of ‘compensation culture’ that doing nothing and blaming a compensation culture instead would make economic sense. Mr Grayling has promised enquiries into, “ridiculous” claims and has suggested a review to ensure that cases are defended sufficiently. He also intends to explore schemes to restrict payments to prisoners, to ensure that any compensation paid is used to satisfy outstanding court fines or to compensate victims. I for one feel that using compensation payments awarded to prisoners, to pay reparations to their victims, is fair and reasonable. However, surely the emphasis is very one sided? Is it really the case that prisoners acting in cahoots with the vile compensation culture are taking advantage of the system? Is it to be believed that greedy claimants alone are to blame for high pay-outs, rather than failures of the system accepting responsibility and offering them payments? Surely no case is settled and compensation paid, unless there is a real risk that a court would find the Ministry of Justice to blame? Mr Grayling has recently declared himself almost a latter day St. George, who will face and, “slay health and safety culture”, through his proposed Social Action, Responsibility and
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Heroism Act. Presumably this health and safety culture is the evil twin of the compensation culture and equally as fictional as St. George’s famous victim. The fact is that health and safety legislation in the UK has developed through precedents established in UK courts over 120 years; not as a result of European Union membership, as is often suggested. These well-established rights have already faced a major attack from the Enterprise Act, where the rights of employees to safe places



Mr Grayling calls for common sense to be applied and bemoans the fact that people have, “too little inclination to say ‘it was me that messed that up’.” I would suggest that the MoJ apply this sage reasoning to claims made against them and consider whether it is reasonable for prisoners to wait in pain for weeks for basic dental treatment, to be denied medication and to be denied the same rights as other members of society. It should be of concern to us as a society that we condone the inhumane treatment of prisoners for the sake of saving public money. Our society is based on the rule of law, with all members of our society being entitled to the same rights and judged by the same rules. However, it appears that a financial crisis is sufficient reason to remove rights from the most vulnerable for the greater good. It seems we are all in it together, unless you are in prison or work for someone else.
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Quote of the Month



His doctor affirmed that in neither case had this happened, but it is impossible to believe that the women came up with the idea separately. This matters greatly. Many sex cases revolve around the accused having behaved the same way more than once. If collusions between accusers, even accidental collusion, is routine, then so are prejudiced trials.



The Merchant of Venice Robert Pettigrew gives an insight into working for a prison cooperative in Venice Robert Pettigrew Released Potential CIC



V



enice inspires thoughts of theatrical masks, gondolas, and canals. Few think of a prison enterprise producing printed t-shirts, conference folders, bags, vegetables, soap and cosmetics. For twenty years, hundreds of prisoners in the city have worked for a co-operative set up by an early-retired Venetian businessman to counter the boredom of his recently-imprisoned friend. Rio Tera’ Dei Pensieri supplies products to local markets - including its own kiosk on one of the most prominent public squares in Venice, and cosmetics for a seven-star hotel there.



separation between operational imprisonment and purposeful activity had a potent effect on the atmosphere: not once did I hear belt chains jangling, doors slamming or the incessant shouting so typical of our wings. Relaxed may be a strange word to describe prison life, but things seemed remarkably calm, requiring only minimal supervision. Transported by boat (of course), prisoners walk through the same front door that all visitors use. At the female prison, in an old convent, open access operates most of the day - the only shut gate to obstruct the garden’s four cats from straying into places forbidden to moggies. A handwritten note on the doorbell, subtle external cameras and the Italian flag flying from the front the only indications that this is not another ordinary residence on a typical Venetian street. Venetian prisons may not be typical of Italian custody: but the absence of ‘in-your-face’ security infrastructure enables these buildings to sit remarkably within a conventional civilian urban landscape - even the pigeons showed no additional interest. I was told that prisoners can apply for up to 45 days’ temporary release each year (for activities related to family relationships or work), and are able to express a preference about where they will serve their sentence. Additionally, some can be considered for ‘semi-liberta’, providing part-time imprisonment to support family and workplace links.



Italian prisoners are paid wages comparable to those in any other job, and have similar contractual working conditions, including annual leave. Securing work is highly competitive, and commercial survival depends on employee productivity. Some production lines fail: shoe-making struggled to compete with the price of Romanian labour. Prison workshops felt less institutional - and more occupational - than here. The apparent



I doubt whether what I saw would translate comfortably into our prisons. Major prison reform in Italy took place in 1975. Nearly forty years on, we could well benefit from some of what they have experienced.



Yet I think the most important aspect of the Davidson case is just how long the whole thing took. He spent the best part of a year waiting for the allegations to be dismissed.



Why Jim Davidson’s ordeal matters to us all The arrest of celebrities is shining a light on a flaw in our legal system that leaves thousands of suspects in limbo Daniel Finkelstein



The Times, September 11th 2014



Perhaps the most fascinating part of the book, No Further Action, by comedian Jim Davidson, was to read detailed accusations put to Davidson that couldn’t possibly be true: someone who claimed to have been assaulted in an upstairs bar of a place that doesn’t have an upstairs bar , or to have travelled with him in a gold-coloured Bentley that Davidson didn’t possess. Someone who said that they were assaulted at the London Palladium stage door and then, when that was disproved, said it was at the Slough Pavilion, which couldn’t have been right either. And so on. And then there were accusations that showed signs of newspaper or police involvement. The two earliest ones both contained the suggestion that each woman had, on different occasions, inflicted the same bite mark on Mr Davidson’s body.



It is hard not to warm to him as he tells of the strain he was under. The whole thing cost him hundreds of thousands of pounds in lost income and more in legal fees. His reputation suffered. His invitation to Margaret Thatcher’s funeral was withdrawn. He was right to conclude that he suffered because the police were covering their backs and not because they were trying to help wronged women. At times the police officers put off scheduled bail hearings for weeks saying that they were ‘busy’. They didn’t even appear to be investigating the accusations assiduously. If they had, they might have appreciated their weakness earlier. The police are allowed, effectively, to keep people on police bail for as long as they wish. Paul Gambaccini, for instance, was arrested in October 2013 and is still on bail. What on earth is going on? How can they possibly still be investigating a case nearly a year later? It is a gross infringement of his civil liberties. There are thousands more like him. Police bail of more than six months should not be allowed. And that’s at the outside. The government said it was going to do something about this. It is time that it did.



LATE NEWS



Police could be forced to seek permission from the Courts before keeping suspects on bail in ‘legal limbo’ while investigations drag on for months or even years.
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As a social entrepreneur, Robert Pettigrew has set up Released Potential CIC, which brokers commercial projects in custody and supports employability coaching to assist imprisoned ex-offenders improve their prospects in the labour market upon release.
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Koestler Awards 2014



Visual Art, Writing, Events, Music & Performance



Catching Dreams The UK’s annual national showcase of arts by prisoners, offenders on community sentences, secure psychiatric patients and immigration detainees. This year’s themed category is ‘Dreams’ chosen by Olympic rowing champion Katherine Grainger CBE (pictured). This year’s show is curated by ex-offenders who have completed a year’s programme of mentoring with the Koestler Trust’s specially trained and supported artist mentors. The Trust received a record-breaking number of entries to the Koestler Awards 2014 - 8,789 pieces of writing, music, film, fine art and design from 311 prisons, special hospitals and other establishments. There were 1,086 paintings, 804 drawings and 1,336 poems from approximately 3,000 unique entrants. The Exhibition is open daily from 24th September to the 30th November 2014 at Southbank Centre on the Spirit Level of the Royal Festival Hall. Images courtesy of the Koestler Trust’



My Dream, HMP Shotts, The Frederick Davies Highly Commended Award for Painting



Chopper Bike, HMP Frankland, Silver Award for Furniture
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Koestler Awards 2014



The Seasons, Kneesworth House Hospital, Platinum Award for Soft Furnishings



Letters and Numbers, HMP Oakwood, Gold Award for Mixed Media



Listening To A Bad Dream, HMP Whatton, The Maggi Hambling Highly Commended Award for Painting



Steak Dinner, HMP Bure, Gold Award for Sculpture



Headcases, HMP Pentonville, Pat & Bill Gordon Bronze Award for Ceramics
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Koestler Awards 2014



Ce N’est Pas Possible, HMP Shotts, Painting



Burning Down My Cell, Life’s Too Hard, Ryan Broomhead, HMYOI Thorn Cross, Gold Award for Printmaking



Prison Shoe, HMP Lewes, Inside Time Highly Commended Award for Mixed Media



Untitled, Stephen, HMP Peterborough, Caro Millington Highly Commended Award for Mixed Media.
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Koestler Awards 2014



Break Out of Art, HMP Whatton, Evelyn Plesch Scholarship Award and Commended Award for Theme: Dreams



Stained Glass Window, Robert Harvey, HMP Maghaberry, Silver Award for Watercolour



Fruity Designs, HMP Spring Hill, Gold Award for Craft



Dreamzzz, HMP & Young Offenders Institution Forest Bank, Theme: Dreams



River, HMP Grendon, Ed King Silver Award for Portraits
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Raising learners’ voices Susannah Henty PET Media and Public Affairs Manager



T



he Prisoners’ Education Trust (PET) is launching a new project training eight prisons to give learners a greater say in the education and rehabilitation on offer in their prisons. Empowering prisoners in this way through ‘learner voice’ is an integral part of the project. The ‘Rehabilitative Cultures’ project, which is supported by the National Offender Management Service (NOMS), will see PET help prisons to hold a learner voice inspired event.



shaped by different peoples’ opinions and ideas. When your voice is heard, you can create more opportunities for yourself and others to learn.



Why does learner voice matter? You should have a say in decisions that affect you. You are the real experts about what works and what happens day to day in your prison. Learning is more interesting and exciting when



Becoming responsible for and taking part in such activities develops skills in public speaking, decision-making and project management; all of which can help people resettle back into their lives after release.



Involve, Improve, Inspire The project will use PET’s learner voice toolkit, ‘Involve, Improve, Inspire’ to train a variety of prison staff in how to involve people in learning. For example, at some prisons, prisoners can elect a representative to sit on student forums or councils where they can raise issues with senior staff members.



Sheffield Hallam University Hallam Criminal Appeals Clinic Are you innocent? If you have been convicted of a crime you have not committed then Hallam Criminal Appeals Clinic may be able to help investigate your case for FREE. Initial enquiries can be made to us via: Telephone: 0114 225 2504 Email: [email protected]



Write to us at: Hallam Criminal Appeals Clinic, Faculty of Development and Society, Sheffield Hallam University, Clinical Skills Suite, Heart of the Campus Building, 42 Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield S10 2BQ



The toolkit showed benefits for prisons as well as individuals, by involving prisoners and ex-prisoners, staff are better equipped to remove barriers to learning and improve the quality of education and training opportunities. The Rehabilitative Culture project will refer to the toolkit to guide prison staff in how to establish and improve learner voice activities. Inspiring more prisoners to speak about their experiences will contribute towards a rehabilitative culture and also develop positive relationships between staff and prisoners. Creating a Rehabilitative Culture PET researchers will start visits later this month giving out questionnaires to a sample of prisoners and prison staff to find out peoples’ views about the prison environment, relationships, education and the daily regime. You might have the chance to be involved in the research, so look out for us if we visit your prison.
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A mix of wing officers, education managers, heads of Learning and Skills and the gym will be invited to attend all three training sessions. Key community organisations such as the National Careers Service, probation and local charities will also be invited to train. Two prisoners from each prison will have the opportunity to attend the second session to make sure learners’ voices are represented in discussions about how to create a rehabilitative culture that involves everyone. During training the groups will work together to design and develop an approach that works for them, culminating in the final session; a chance for each prison to showcase what they have learned by hosting an event embracing the key themes from the project. Prisons involved in the project HMP Preston, HMP Risley, HMP Altcourse, HMP/ YOI Eastwood Park, HMP Wealstun, HMP/YOI Stoke Heath, HMP Holme House, HMP Sudbury



My graduation day Carl, a life-sentenced prisoner writes about the experience of having a graduation celebration award me an Adult Learners Week Certificate. Another first, a judge giving me something that was not imprisonment or a fine, or both, instead I was being recognised for something positive.



Today was one of the best days of my life, and definitely one of my proudest moments. When I’m old and grey and looking back at my life, this is a memory that will stick with me. I had all these people making a fuss over me and for once it was for the right reasons. I was not being arrested, or being carted off down the ‘SEG’, I was being awarded my degree, a BSc in Mathematics. It was a long bumpy ride; countless hours of studying, reading and writing assignments, being moved from prison to prison, trying to get access to a computer, not to mention all the general dramas of prison life. But all the years of struggling and perseverance have paid off. I started this journey back in 2006 when the Open University (OU) had an open day at HMP YOI Swinfen Hall. I met a man called Nigel Gibson who advised me on what path to take in studying with the OU. Now, eight years down the line it was only right he was there amongst others from the OU to present me with my degree. The ceremony consisted of seven people from the OU, all wearing their smart graduate gowns with various colours representing their field and level of study. My mum, dad and two sisters (who I have not spent time with together in nearly a decade) were there. Some prison staff including the IMB and the governor who helped arrange the day, two of my fellow inmates, and three members of Prisoners’ Education Trust, including the charity’s President John Samuels (pictured), a former Judge were also there. To my surprise I wasn’t only being awarded my Bachelor’s of Science, Mr Samuels was also there to



The feelings I felt today are some I have never felt before. The look on my mum’s face when I walked in the room with my gown on was an expression I have never really seen before. All these years of hard work have finally given me something to be proud of and to see that look on my mum’s face made it all worthwhile if nothing else. I sat in silence in this room and listened to all the things that were said about me, and not one point was negative, not one. They recalled every module I undertook since 2006, reminding me that I passed each and every one. They praised me for my achievements, stating I was the first prisoner to graduate in 2014 with the OU. They highlighted how difficult it is to study a mathematics degree in normal circumstances, and that I had made a huge achievement to do this in the prison environment. Everyone wished me well for my future. Words I have not heard in many, many years. I then got to eat and mingle with everyone - the simplest of things, but having all of my family in one room celebrating something I had done is something I never thought I would experience. I need to thank everyone at PET for their help, support and encouragement, because without them I would not have even started this course in the first place. Thank you to the OU who have made it all possible and thank you to the staff who helped and allowed the day to go ahead. Finally to anyone in prison reading this, please do something constructive with your time like education, because the day will come when you look back and ask yourself “what have I got out of all of this?”. At least you’ll be able to say I’ve done something I would never have done outside - made the most of a bad situation.
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investigating alleged miscarriages of justice



The longest Journey A trial is a harrowing time for the defendant and family, especially if they’re innocent. Here the trial of Roger Kearney is told from his daughter’s personal heartbreaking perspective learning about the affair. It was almost like they were blinkered and were trying to make everything fit around my father being guilty rather than exploring more than one avenue.



Louisa Wiggington



Paula Poolton had been missing for 11 days when her body was found - stabbed to death and placed in the boot of her car, yet there was no forensic evidence linking my father to her or the crime. Now, I am not a forensic expert but I have enough knowledge and have seen enough CSI programmes to know that a crime of that physical violence would or should leave a trail of some kind to the person who carried out the murder.



I



am writing this 4 years to the day of 10th June 2010. The day I heard that dreadful word, the word that brought my family’s world crashing down around us. Guilty. I didn’t believe it then and I certainly do not believe it now. My father, Roger Kearney, had just been found guilty of the murder of Paula Poolton, a woman with whom he had been having an affair. I sat in the public gallery with my father’s then partner, my father’s sister and two of his friends. We all sat and held hands. As the verdict was read out, I thought I was going to faint, there were gasps around the courtroom - all I could do was let out this terrible noise. Trying to breathe and hold in all the emotion and panic I was feeling but failing. At that point I had to run out of the courtroom fearing I would lose control altogether if I stayed. There is all this support around for victims and victims’ families but what about us? We had nothing, no support from anyone and it is one of the scariest and loneliest feelings in the world. My nightmares started around this time, I would often wake up screaming and crying, replaying everything I had heard over and over.



Roger Kearney



My father was first arrested in October 2008 and then released on bail pending further enquiries. Every time Dad had to report for bail it was a nerve-wracking time for everyone except for Dad who was always so calm about it. I remember asking him how he could be so calm. His answer was simple: “Because I didn’t do it.” And I believed him and still do. My Dad is so laid-back, he hates confrontation. As I heard more of the case against him and lack of actual physical evidence I was really rather shocked things had got this far. What really bothered me was the way the police had focused on Dad so much after
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The police had taken every item of clothing including shoes that my father owned, they had searched the house he had shared with his partner - they had access to the house for 2 weeks. They had even been to his place of work and searched there - yet they still didn’t have a shred of forensic evidence. On the 30th June 2009 Dad was re-arrested and, after two days, was charged. I still had faith in the legal system that everything would turn out OK because he was not guilty and the court would see that - surely. Dad was remanded in custody at first and that was awful. I visited him at Winchester Prison. What really struck me was that in that short period of time he looked so small and old.



A difficult



situation needs a lawyer who



will



fight Humanity, Expertise and a Fighting Mentality



There was the plea hearing a few weeks later and I went along. It was heart-wrenching because, the way the court is set out, the public gallery is above the dock so I never actually got to see him and he didn’t know I was there. Dad’s legal team applied for bail. Dad was granted bail and the relief I felt was overwhelming. When he was released at court he came out a different way and we were upstairs. I recall running down the stairs towards him and launching myself at him nearly knocking him over, I hugged him so tight with tears streaming down my face, not wanting to let go. Unfortunately, Dad had to go to Spalding where his brother lived so that he was not near any potential witnesses but at least he wasn’t in prison. Christmas 2009 and we had asked the court for Dad to have permission from the court to come to Southampton to spend Christmas with us. It was a Christmas I shall always cherish. Dad had to drive from Spalding on Christmas Day, he was allowed to stay that night and then had to return on Boxing Day. The day itself was perfect. I got to cook for my Dad, and the children had their granddad to play with on Christmas Day. Dad brought a bottle of champagne with him but I refused to drink it. I put it away in the cupboard and said I will drink this at the end of the trial when this is all over. It is still in the same cupboard waiting to be drunk. The trial started in May 2010 and was due to last for 6 weeks, we all thought then this was the last hurdle and that would be the end of it - how wrong we were. I spent as much time as I could at court with him. I sat outside for days on end, not allowed in as I was to be called as a witness. The day I was called to be a witness was awful. I was so nervous. Dad’s legal team took me into the court at lunchtime so I knew what it looked like and wasn’t too overwhelmed. My Dad’s partner was called before me and she seemed to be in there for ages. When she came out of the courtroom in tears
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investigating alleged miscarriages of justice



I felt so useless. I was desperate to see Dad to talk to him but didn’t know where he was or how the system worked to be able to visit. No one tells you these things and, if you don’t know, it’s so difficult to find out because, as we have found over time, each prison operates in different ways. It took 6 very long weeks before I was to see my Dad again.



The jury retired to make their decision on Wednesday afternoon. By Friday I was beginning to feel increasingly angry and frustrated. Had they heard what had been said? No forensic evidence, no witnesses, the whole case based on poor circumstantial evidence, my father’s partner had even alibied him… what on earth was taking them so long?



As soon as we walked through to the public gallery we knew something was different.
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myself not to lose control with the anger I was also feeling. We all had made sure that Dad’s legal team told Dad that we loved him and we were supporting him and that we were with him in spirit.



my stomach churned and I thought I was going to be sick. What on earth had they said to her? What were they going to say to me? I had chosen to take my oath on the bible, if there was a time I needed God, it was now. I was so nervous, I shake when I am nervous and, if I am aware of the shaking, the more I try to make it stop, the more I shake. The guilt that maybe I could have done or said something differently eats away at me all of the time.



It was Friday afternoon and the judge, after the lunchtime break, had said that it was concerning him how long the jury were taking to come to a unanimous verdict and he would ask for a majority verdict later that afternoon. So there we were, sat outside court number 1, still waiting for the jury. Thinking about it now it was a surreal moment. We were discussing getting together over the weekend and having a BBQ, talking about what we were going to have for dinner that night and Dad was saying that they had to go to a supermarket on the way home, when the PA system announced all those involved in the case of Roger Kearney to return to court 1. We all stared at Dad’s solicitor who looked at his watch and said I think they are just going to adjourn for the weekend, because of the time. We all got up; we had to go upstairs to the public gallery, and Dad through the main entrance to the dock. Because we all thought this was an adjournment we all just said “see you in a minute” and, as I did so, I put my hand on Dad’s back as he walked through the doors.



Insidejustice



I felt as if the walls were closing in on me. It’s like a really long, dark tunnel and, just when you think you can see a tiny speck of light, you blink and it’s gone again, yet you know you must keep going There were security guards in the public gallery and around the court. The fear and uncertainty of what was about to happen hit us like a train. We all held hands and cried in sheer fear, knowing that this was it.



were extremely fortunate that no one ever said anything and to this day I have not had a bad word said to my face about it all.



When my father’s legal team left the courtroom they went and saw Dad straight away, they then came and spoke to us. They explained how shocked and sorry they were and that they would launch an appeal as soon as they could.



Later I watched the news report, the journalist reporting had been there every day and had approached Dad on a number of occasions; he had asked Dad for an interview when it was all over. The journalist said that, when the verdict was read, Dad rocked back on his feet looking like he was going to faint. I know exactly how he felt.



I remember leaving the court, trying to dodge the photographers who were desperate to get a picture of us. We were all terrified of any backlash we might receive from members of the public, my fear for the safety and protection of my children was indescribable but we



My father was sentenced on the 17th of June - the day after my birthday - to at least 15 years before being eligible for parole. I did not go to the sentencing as it was held in London; I wanted to, it broke my heart not to go but I just didn’t feel strong enough and didn’t trust



The appeal was lodged on the last day of the 28 days available. It took six months for the appeal court to decide my Dad’s fate: the appeal was turned down flat. All the panic and confusion and distress of the verdict came back. It was then I was to be told that, because the appeal had been turned down, Legal Aid stopped and so we no longer had a legal team. I felt as if the walls were closing in on me. It’s like a really long, dark tunnel and, just when you think you can see a tiny speck of light, you blink and it’s gone again, yet you know you must keep going. I will never give up but I can’t help but feel incredibly sad about all that Dad has missed out on and still will before justice is finally done.



Inside Justice, part of Inside Time, is funded by charitable donations from the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation, Inside Time and the Roddick Foundation. Website: www.insidejusticeuk.com Facebook: insidejusticeUK Twitter: @insidejusticeUK
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Painting by Dean Stalham of the Koestler Trust.
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Second Chance! 1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance



AWARD WINNING COVER FOR MOTOR – HOME - PUBLIC LIABILITY Existing policies may be invalid!



Prisoners, former prisoners, and their families at home should always seek specialist advice.



Contact a member of our friendly team
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Why not let your loved one know how much you care and appreciate them? Select from our catalogue one of the many tasteful gifts available to be sent directly to them.



To place an order ask your wing officer or librarian for a the new ‘thinking of u’ catalogue and complete an order form.
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To obtain your own personal catalogue please send your details, together with two 1st class stamps to: now r ‘Thinkin of U’, Suite 236, Kemp House, And n orde a c m 152 - 160 City Road, London EC1V 2NX you ds fro car s! u Greetings cards for any occasion now available!



State the type of card you require, send your details & £1 cheque (payable to ‘Thinkin of U’) and we will send you a tasteful blank card for to you to write out and post on to your loved one.



CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS FOR THE MIDLANDS AND WORCESTERSHIRE AREA We represent prisoners in all aspects of prison law including:



4 Recall Hearings 4 Challenging Recall Proceedings 4 Parole & Licence Reviews 4 IPP Hearings 4 Adjudications & MDTs 4 Recategorisation 4 Transfers 4 HDC and ROTL 4 Proceeds of Crime Act Proceedings Thomas Horton LLP is a recognised firm of leading criminal defence solicitors, committed to quality with a friendly, personalised service and high standard of client care. For immediate assistance please contact:



Kate Oliver or Sharon Simkiss



Thomas Horton LLP 14 Sansome Walk, Worcester, Worcestershire, WR1 1LP



01905 330066
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Ryan’s Prehistoric Pet One This poetic story was written by an imprisoned father for his son who suffers with ADHD and loves dinosaurs. Perfect reading for parents with small children waiting to gain access to prison visiting rooms



word



short stories



The next shelf was sausage and a spicy pork chop And a fresh creamy trifle with strawberries on top The sausage was tasty but the spice was too hot The baby wasn’t sure if he liked it or not He tasted the trifle but that seemed too sweet But then he had spotted a shelf full of meat



CURIOSITY



DETERMINATION



A chicken, a turkey, burgers and pork Which Ryan fed him slowly by using a fork In the door was an egg, milk and some coke The milk he enjoyed, but the egg made him choke



TRUE LOVE



Ryan’s a boy you’d love to meet If ever you wondered what dinosaurs eat He’s fearless and brave and extremely bold A cute little fella with a heart of gold His story began one day after school He found a large egg that looked really cool So he wrapped it up warm in a sock and two scarves Until one morning it cracked in two halves The creature inside was helpless and sweet With razor sharp teeth and claws on his feet Ryan knew then from books that he checks That this little fella was a baby T Rex Ryan’s new pet then gave him a shock The baby had eaten the scarves and the sock But before he could say ‘you gluttonous tyke’ He’d eaten the seat and a wheel of his bike



HOPE



Many weeks passed, Ryan’s pet had grown tall Almost as big as the garden wall So Ryan decided to take him for strolls With a picnic of sausage and chocolate rolls The months went quite quickly and people could see His dinosaur pet grew as tall as a tree Ryan knew then that his pet had grown soft With his feet in the lounge and his head in the loft



So if ever you wondered what dinosaurs eat My Ryan’s the lad you really must meet He knows how to feed them their favourite food And to keep your T Rex in a really good mood



The baby was sad from the pains in his belly From chewing the wire and the plug from the telly So Ryan said ‘Hey! Let’s both have a look To see what you eat, in my dinosaur book’ But to check what they eat just after they’re born The pages they wanted were missing or torn ‘I know’ said Ryan ‘I have an idea’ ‘Let’s open this fridge and see what’s in here’ On the top shelf was chocolate, cake and some cheese Ryan fed him the chocolate, but the cake made him sneeze



So if ever you find an egg large and round You might think to leave it alone on the ground But try to remember they do not like spice But meat, milk and chocolate they think is so nice Much can be said and what you have read The ferociousness lives in a dinosaur’s head But bring him up softly with all that they need My Ryan will show you how to succeed



Charlie Winterton - HMP Leyhill Illustrations © Thodoris Tibilis & julien tromeur - Fotolia.com
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De-stress with YOGA



Cat



The Prison Phoenix Trust



Forward Bend



Breathe in



Stress can really get on top of you, making you irritable, sleepless and unable to focus on anything. When you’re feeling stressed out and just can’t relax or get your head together, try this yoga routine. You will feel better and more at ease. As you do the postures, really pay attention to your breathing. Take slow, deep breaths, and focus on the way the air feels as it flows in and out of you. Your breath is always there for you, giving you life and calming you down when you pay attention to it. After you finish the routine, sit still for a couple of minutes and just notice how you feel as you continue to observe your breath coming in and out. Know that you can always come back to this place of calm whenever you need to.



10 breaths - Let your head hang heavy, and don’t strain to touch the ground. Let everything relax.



Cow



Dog Breathe out- - Move between these two poses with your breath. Do 10 of each.



Wide Leg Forward Bend



Bum on Pillow
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5 breaths



Cow Face 20 breaths



Lifted Knee 5 breaths each side. If your hands don’t reach, use a sock.



5 breaths - Interlace your fingers behind you and get them as far away from your back as you can as you lean forward.



5 breaths each side



Tree



HE PRISON THE PHOENIX PRISON TRUST Head doingTRUST you in? PHOENIX Stressed out? Head doing you in? Can’t sleep?



Child



Stressed out? Can’t sleep? mple yoga and meditation



ractice, working Simple yogawith and silence nd the breath, meditationmight practice, working withyour silence and the st transform breath, might just transform If you want a free book and CD to help you e in more ways set up a regular yoga and meditation your life in more ways than practice write to: The Prison Phoenix Trust, an youyou think... think ... Interested? PO Box 328, Oxford OX2 7HF. The Prison Write to The Prison Phoenix Trust P.O.Box 328, Oxford, OX2 7HF.



Interested?



Phoenix Trust supports prisoners and prison officers in their spiritual lives through meditation and yoga, working with silence and the breath. The Trust supports people of any religion or none. We also run weekly yoga classes for inmates and prison staff.



Write We’d to love The Prison Phoenix to hear from you anytime and have Trust several 328, free books,Oxford, which could help you 7HF P.O.Box OX2 build and maintain a daily practice.



e’d love to hear from you anytime and e several free books, which could help



10 breaths



5 breaths each side Focus your eyes on a fixed point ahead of you to help you balance.



Rest



20 breaths
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From over the wall Terry Waite writes his monthly column for Inside Time



Terry Waite CBE



I



t was late at night and I was packing, ready to leave for the annual residential conference of Emmaus for the homeless. Each year representatives from the various communities around the country get together and together plan for the future. Suddenly the news that I had been dreading came through. David Haines, the hostage held for several months in Syria, had been murdered. The news was followed by the video of this horrific act. The video showed David kneeling by the side of a figure dressed from head to toe in black with his face completely covered, and holding a short dagger. David Haines made a statement, which had clearly been prepared for him, and this was followed by a statement from his captor saying that Haines was now to pay the price for the activities of America and the UK against followers of Islam. The dagger was then placed across the throat of the victim and the picture faded. When it resumed the decapitated body lay on the ground. It was clearly intended to shock, and it did. This was not the first time I have seen such



an act committed and I never fail to be horrified by it. Afterwards I was able to say to his family that David spoke with amazing calmness as he faced his end. I was also able to say that when I faced a mock execution, by having a gun put to my head, I too experienced calmness. It wasn’t bravery as such in my case. I didn’t want to die of course, but my experience, and the experience of many others, is that when you are on the point of death the body has its own way of giving you strength. One of the things that is so upsetting about videos of this kind is that they personalise the act of execution. It isn’t a remote death. It is there before your eyes and most people are horrified by it. Now, without justifying this crime for one moment, let me look at the other side. When bombs rain down on innocent men, women and children, it is frequently dismissed as ‘collateral damage’. Most people do not see the decapitated child, the wounded father and the shattered family. It is remote and not immediate but it is equally terrible in its brutality. How many thousands of innocent people, not only muslims but people of all faiths and none, have been killed in the Middle East in recent years? I said at the time Mr Blair and Mr Bush decided to remove Saddam Hussain that if they removed a dictator, who had held people



together by force, they would release forces they could not control. That is exactly what happened. Of course I hold no brief for dictators but there are times in this complex world when a choice has to be made between the lesser of two evils. There are many who believe that the invasion of Iraq had little, or nothing, to do with making life more tolerable for those who suffered. They would claim it was done to protect the economic interests of the West. What a terrible cost that has proved to be. Now the whole of the region is in turmoil, and psychopathic individuals have a field day in slaughtering innocent people such as David Haines as a way of getting revenge. The next morning, feeling exhausted, I drove a hundred miles or so to the Emmaus Conference and joined with a couple of hundred men and women who, but a few years ago, had been on the streets. Naturally,the events of the past 24 hours were in the minds of most people there. Pretty well everyone at the conference has known real suffering in their life. Rob had been abandoned as a child and spent all his early life in foster care. Sian had been in and out of most of the main prisons in this country. Some of the women present had been forced into prostitution or drug dealing. Now they had taken hold



of their lives and through Emmaus were working constructively to change both themselves and the communities in which they worked. There are degrees of suffering. The families of hostages suffer appallingly. The victims of crime suffer, and prisoners suffer also. This is a hard world and it’s understandable if a minority of the followers of Islam on the one hand, or on the other, men and women in this country who have had a tough life, want to seek revenge by killing or engaging in anti-social behaviour. It’s understandable, but crazy. Why increase suffering in this world? As I listened to my friends in Emmaus, my faith in human nature was restored once again. I saw people who had been truly down and out springing back into life and beginning to work constructively. This is not a fair or equal world and it is certainly true that some people do suffer more than others. But, I firmly believe that in the majority of cases we can rise above it. Suffering need not destroy. However, urgent action is required to deal with some of the gross inequalities in this world, and the men and women of Emmaus are trying to do just that. The witnessing of the violent death of David Haines has convinced me absolutely that I want no truck with violence whatsoever. If it brings out that response in others, his death will not have been in vain. Terry Waite was a successful hostage negotiator before he himself was held captive in Beirut between 1987 and 1991 (more than 20 years ago). He was held captive for 1763 days; the first four years of which were spent in solitary confinement.
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Can’t do right for doing wrong By Kira



Prisoners Families Voices prisonersfamiliesvoices.blogspot.com The day I became a criminal



The day my Husband was sent to prison was the day I too became a criminal.



“That’s the woman over there whose husband was on the front of the newspaper yesterday!” I heard all the Mothers in the school yard talking about me yet no one came over and asked me my side of the story. There’s always two sides to a story isn’t there? Not according to the press and definitely not according to the public.



A criminal not in the sense that I have broken the law, but a criminal because I am married to one. Mothers in the school yard don’t speak to me anymore. I have lost friends and the social outings we used to go on with other married couples. My family have even stopped being their bubbly selves around me. It is almost as if they are walking on egg-shells when I am in their company. And I feel ‘different’ too. I feel very different indeed.



By a prisoners wife



‘John’ was sent to prison in 2011. I’d rather not say what for, but he will be spending a rather long time at Her Majesty’s Pleasure. The first time I visited ‘John’ I was absolutely petrified and the prison officers didn’t make my daunting experience any easier. One of them scanned my passport and scrutinised my face like I was a drug smuggler. I felt like I was stood in front of a Custom’s officer at the airport ready to be hauled off and locked into a room to be interrogated. After the prison officer was happy with my passport photo, he told me to take off my rings and watch and put everything I had in my hand with them in a grey plastic tray. Other family visitors watched on as I struggled to yank off my wedding ring. They may as well have asked me to take all my clothes off too because there was no dignity stood there having piercing eyes looking you up and down like a prostitute stood in a shop window. I didn’t know what to expect on my first prison visit but I didn’t expect this. Sure I knew that there would be some sort of security measures in place for prison visitors, but I did not think that I would be labelled a criminal.



I still visit my husband in prison. He is not the same man - and I am not the same woman.



My dad in prison By Anonymous



My Dad is in prison and I go visiting him a lot and write to him every day. I miss him loads. My Mum and Dad are still together but I have just found out that my Mum is seeing someone which has just broke my heart completely. She said that she can no longer put her life on hold and that she is going to write to Dad and tell him that it is over between them. My Dad doesn’t get released from prison until 2019. I am dreading going visiting Dad once he gets the letter from Mum. I don’t know what to do. PFV COMMENT - PFV has sent the young lady a list of support groups within her area.



Going to prison because we have to By Michael



I know he is still my husband, but the man and wife thing is so much different now. One cannot continue the way you were. Everything changes.



In 2009 I was homeless and living on the streets. I felt ashamed having to beg for money but it was my only way of survival. In summer I would sleep in the graveyard and in shop doorways. Winter was another story. I am very ashamed to say that in winter I would become a local nuisance and shoplift in order to get myself arrested and hopefully get sent to prison. Prison was a shelter for me and although I deeply regret what I did, I had to survive. I am back on my feet now and have a job and my own place but I often talk to those on the streets in the same situation I was once in. I ask them what they do in winter and many of them say that they intentionally get themselves in prison either for shoplifting or breach of the peace.



Yes there are phone calls, letters and visits and what? My husband doesn’t bring a wage home anymore nor does he sleep by my side, nor can he contribute to the ever flowing bills that pop through my letter-box.



Years ago people wouldn’t dare pinch a penny sweet in case they got hauled off into a police van but nowadays human beings are deliberately thieving so that they can experience the warmth of a police or prison cell. I often



I was scum wasn’t I? Scum because I was visiting a prisoner who I happened to be married to and needed answers from him myself. He gave his ‘story’ to the Judge and I wanted mine. After 13 years of marriage, he owed me that at least. One day he was my husband - the next day he was a prisoner.



My other half recently got a job as labourer on a building site. Probation did all they could and sent him via other agencies so that he could get his pin so he could work on building sites. He was doing really well until last week when a builder recognized him and told the gaffer that he knew he had been in prison for robbery. The gaffer then turned around and told my other half that they were short of work and haven’t rang him since. You can’t do right for doing wrong in this country! He didn’t tell his gaffer about his criminal record which I suppose he should have done but every time he disclosed it on interviews employers just didn’t wanna know. He is trying so hard to turn his life around but keeps on getting knock backs after knock backs. What is wrong with people these days?



She wants to go back in prison By Kate



My daughter WANTS to go back to prison, so what advice can you give me Sir? I am mortified of course and tonight she said that she was going to breach her licence so that she can go back inside! What fantastic rehabilitation the UK system has! In my daughters head, the pressure outside is too much for her so she says and she feels much safer in prison. What more can I say other than I am absolutely devastated. She is 23 years of age and I cannot physically drag her to her probation appointment. If this is her mind-set, which I honestly think it is because she is a changed girl since being released from prison, I would rather her breach her licence than commit another crime. I just despair because I am powerless to do anything. I have tried talking to her and it is not as though we have fallen out, we haven’t, she just says that she does not feel safe out here and there are no jobs or prospects for her, which is in fact fibs because she is a clever girl. Some of you may not like what I have to say, but when she was released, she had false nails on, a new stylish hair-cut and a fixed tooth. She said that there is much more to do inside than there is out here! But what about her liberty? Doesn’t she understand this? She has however spoke of a ‘friend’ she met in prison and I have an inkling that this ‘friend’ is her girlfriend. Any advice please?



Lovin’ prison? By Janley



My sister passed away when my nephew was 10 and I was given full custody of him. He was a really bright kid and enjoyed studying. When he reached 13 he got involved with a crowd at high school and ever since has led a life of crime. He is now 17 and in a YOI. I went to visit him at the weekend and he told me that he was doing OK and that he was lovin’ prison. Jesus Christ, he isn’t supposed to ‘love’ prison, it should be somewhere he doesn’t want to go back in but according to him, it’s pretty damn cool in there and he has met ‘a load of new mates!’ Brilliant! What chance do I stand when he is released? Yes he has had a bad time of it when he lost his Mum and me and my husband supported him all we could. We even got him
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some support from a counsellor and at one point he seemed to be doing alright. But please tell me why someone would ‘love’ prison? Is it because he is putting a front on or does he really like the place? We are so very concerned about all this! Any advice anyone?



Advice for Janley By An Ex-Con



I think there could be several possible reasons for your nephew’s current attitude. Maybe he is full of teenage bravado. At that age, many lads think they are invincible and indestructible. They feel the need to ‘big it up’ and play the man, particularly in front of family. That doesn’t mean that in their pads (cells) at night they don’t feel fear, regret, sadness and the pain of separation from loved ones and friends. In a locked pad, on their own, believe me some of these lads cry like little kids, but they’d never admit it. The second possibility is that your nephew is trying to put a brave face on it. We’ve all done that, believe me. As a prisoner you feel guilty about what’s happened, and for all the stress this is causing the family, so the last thing you want to do is make them feel even more worried for you. “Everything’s fine, mum. It’s great here!” Take it with a pinch of salt. If he is doing well, then great, but don’t really believe that being in a YOI is “cool”. It’s not. The third possibility is that he really has made friends inside. YOIs tend to be very tribal and lads from the same hometown or area often group together for mutual support and protection. Maybe he’s met someone he knew from outside. Lads of his age are also looking for male role models - he’s still a kid and still has to finish growing up. As long as this group isn’t some kind of gang, he’s probably going to be OK. I’ve worked in adult prisons with loads of young lads who’ve come up from YOIs and those who were popular and had mates around them seem to have come through it without too much trouble or bullying. My advice is you know him best. Don’t judge him on how he seems at the moment. Hopefully you have a strong enough relationship that he’d let you know if anything really is going badly wrong inside. I would advise holding off judgement until he gets back home. Then he can tell you the full story, good and bad.



APPEAL FOR HELP I wrote in a couple of months ago with a call for volunteers to participate in a research study on the impact long-term imprisonment has on partners of prisoners. I would like to thank everyone who responded, and Inside Time for publishing my plea! I now need another 7-8 participants to complete the study. If you are the wife, partner or fiancée of someone who has spent, or is expected to spend, at least 5 years in prison (including IPP and life sentences), I would really like to hear from you. All interviews will be confidential and all information anonymised so you and your family won’t be recognised. For further info I can contacted at: anna. [email protected] and 07884060023



Anna Kotova
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Justice Select Committee Prisons: planning and policies Tuesday 9th September 2014



Chairman of the Justice Select Committee: We’re very grateful to you for coming in this morning to help us with the work we are doing on prison planning and policies. We have with us this morning Angela Levin, formerly chairwomen of the Wormwood Scrubs Independent Monitoring Board; Jonathan Robinson, who is a former prisoner and has written extensively; Paula Harriott, Head of Programmes for User Voice and Deborah Russo, joint Managing Solicitor for the Prisoners’ Advice Service. I wonder if I could start by asking you what has been the key impact on prisoners of implementing the efficiency savings in public sector prisons? Angela Levin: (Speaking about Wormwood Scrubs) I’m very grateful to be able to air my thoughts that I’ve had for a very long time and have often been ignored. I think it’s



affected the prison throughout, it’s meant that prisoners have been locked up up to 23 hours a day on a regular basis and there is an increase in violence of over 50%. This is from the time that the cuts came into effect from October 2013. Last year there were five suicides, there’s been one so far this year; they can’t monitor the people who are very depressed so there’s been a huge increase in self-harm, thousands of prisoners are self-harming.



It’s also affected so-called attempts to rehabilitate prisoners because there’s not enough staff to take prisoners to education or workshops. We’ve got a case of five prison officers looking after a wing of perhaps 300 and the only way to keep them safe is to keep them locked up. Prisoners have had to decided whether they would like to take a shower or go to education and some of them are reduced to one shower a week - it’s affected the whole range of activities in prison.



Criminal Appeals Criminal Appeals



ledgisters



Ledgisters Solicitors Offices in London and Manchester
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An exclusively criminal practice offering a An exclusively criminal practice offering a nationwide service to those wishing to have nationwide serviceor tosentence those wishing to have their conviction reviewed. their conviction or sentence reviewed.



IfIfyou a miscarriage miscarriage of of you feel feel there there has has been been a justice, /or justice ,are areconsidering consideringan anappeal appealand and/or require require a a second second opinion opinion on on your your appeal appeal prospects, call Ledgister now on:on: prospects, call ourRoy Appeals Department



01618746 920 1122 9727 020 35 Warple Way London W3 0RX



4, The Lanchesters, 162-164 Fulham Palace Hammersmith, London W6M1 9ER 40Road, Princess Street, Manchester 6DE



“Together, “Together, we shall pursue justice” justice” Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority Contracted with the Legal Aid Agency



Chairman of the Justice Select Committee: Have you seen any examples of sensible efficiency savings, given that in any organisation there are things you can do more efficiently and economically? Angela Levin: Well, I haven’t since October, no. It’s been total and utter chaos I’m afraid. There are sensible ways of saving but I haven’t actually seen them. One of the ways they have been saving is that they’ve used staff from security who’ve never really worked on a wing and have no idea of the difficulties of dealing with prisoners to come and stand in so as to give the impression that they have more staff than they in fact have. They also have cut down on safer custody reports whereby they mark the number of incidents but they don’t go into the detail so in a year to come when these are released officially I suspect they won’t look nearly as bad as they actually have been. Chairman of the Select Committee: And does the reduction in staff numbers make it more difficult to deal with the drugs problem? Angela Levin: It’s hugely difficult to deal with the drug problems. You can divide that into two really; you’ve got the addicts who come into the prison and then you’ve got the drug dealing that’s within the prison. As far as the addicts are concerned, my view is that the prison is colluding with the prisoners by keeping them highly dosed up on Methadone, which is more addictive than heroin, because of a case in 2006 when prisoners claimed it was their human rights to take drugs and the then Home Office paid them each £11,000 compensation and so they dose them up high so, when they go out, they don’t overdose and kill themselves. So this is a big problem. It’s taken a lot of time since the cutbacks in October for prison staff to administer this. Because it’s dangerous it has to be administered by a nurse and a prison officer so this takes a lot of the time that could be spent doing other things. Some wings have got 200 drug addicts within the wing. The other thing is the drug dealing and one officer said to me that the only way of handling that was to do daily inspections of cells and they just can’t do that because they haven’t got the staff and drugs come into the prison all the time by various means which I can go into in more detail at some time if you would like me to... Member of the Select Committee: And just a final question, if I may; it’s in relation to the number of staff out there - my understanding is that the reduction in the number of staff was in relation to middle management officials rather than front line staff, what would you say about that? Angela Levin: They cut 128 staff across the board out of 580. Member of the Select Committee: The interesting thing I want to dig into - I’ve got a report from the University of Oxford that says there were 140,000 cases of self harm between 2004 and 2009 on 26,500 prisoners,



of that 24,000 increase, is that the number of incidents or the number of prisoners? Angela Levin: That’s the number of incidents. Member of the Select Committee: Maybe some other members of the panel may have some thoughts on the earlier questions that have just been answered. I don’t want to deny you the opportunity - some of them will come up in later questions. But the general impact question that I raised at the beginning, is there anything anyone else wants to add?



Deborah Russo: Certainly lack of education and offending behaviour courses - and the latter are particularly relevant in the context of rehabilitation of indeterminate sentenced prisoners. Chairman of the Select Committee: Is that because the courses aren’t there or the officers aren’t there to support ... Deborah Russo: It’s both - but also the lack of availability of courses and education, with A4E pulling out of a £17m contract to deliver training and education to 12 London based prisons, and limited access to health care and counselling, fewer prison officers has a massive effect across the board. Escorts are unavailable to escort prisoners to healthcare appointments resulting in delays in prisoners accessing healthcare outside of prison and hospital appointments. Obviously, fewer prison officers results, as Angela pointed out, in more prisoners being locked up for longer. We receive a lot of complaints... Member of the Select Committee: This is a question for anybody that wants to answer it. Do you think it is possible to run prisons that are both safe and productive within current resources? Angela Levin: I do but it needs very clear thinking; I don’t believe that mentally seriously ill prisoners should stay in a normal prison. By law, they should be removed within two weeks to an NHS facility but that’s not happening and there are prisoners who are very very ill who are there for nine months or so. Then there’s a whole tranche of people who have personality disorders and are very difficult to manage and that takes up a lot of time and I feel that they should all be moved out. I think that it is not a place for serious addicts, I think they should be moved to where they can be helped to overcome their addiction and I think there is no need for detainees to be in London prisons, there are other prisons in the country where there are facilities that can help them. You’re then left with a nub of ‘criminals’ as it were, then they could be managed in a much better way. I also think that some of the paperwork should be cut down providing that it is secure in the details of care, but you get 125 page orders from the Prisons Service and prison officers who are very busy, just find themselves stuck behind a computer which is not what they signed up for. So there are ways but it needs a bit of clear blue thinking.



Justice Select Committee



Insidetime October 2014 www.insidetime.org the then Head of Education, from a company called A4E, who were then being paid for the South East prison education contract of £7.6 million. His exact words to me were: “Who told you to do Toe-by-Toe in this prison?” “Those people have no power in this prison. There will be no Toe-by-Toe in this prison. scrub the appointments.”



There are some very good prison officers; there are also, from my experience, some awful ones. Prison officers in this country are trained for somewhere between six and eight weeks - in Norway it’s three years. In my experience, the majority of officers saw themselves in a position of key handlers and not rehabilitators. That culture needs to change. Member of the Select Committee: When you were there, were you able to have any serious conversations with prison officers about the nature of their work, about how you and other inmates perceived them and were they receptive to these kind of discussions? Jonathan Robinson: Throughout my whole prison journey, I saw missed opportunity after missed opportunity of ‘fixing’ prisoners whilst they were in custody. It seems to me that a lot of recent reform has been focussed on what prisoners call ‘after sales’, the probation journey, rather than what we could do with prisoners whilst we’ve got them in custody. Deborah Russo: Can I just add that fewer prison officers tip the power balance; fewer prison officers per prison leads to more intimidation and violence on wings. Recently we have received lots of complaints from prisoners in fear for their safety on wings resulting in requests that prisoners be moved, either to other wings or to the segregation unit for safety. Jonathan Robinson: I was moved very early in my prison sentence to an open resettlement prison and on my first full day was identified as the only trained Toe-by-Toe mentor on site and asked if I would be willing to teach two illiterate adult prisoners to read. I met the two prisoners who wanted me to help them read. I set up appointments with them. I was then summoned to the office of



Deborah Russo: The new incentive and earned privileges scheme has had a very detrimental influence on prisoners being able to achieve privileges in prison, affecting shorter visit times, reduced association times, time out of the cell. Particularly we are experiencing the effect on prisoners’ access to education. They are only allowed 12 books in their cells now and I personally have a case of a prisoner who is currently wanting to undertake an MA but is unable to do so because of this restriction. The restriction on parcels from friends and families. A lot has been said about books but very little about parents being able to receive drawings, cards, little presents from their children which are also precious. Chairman of the Select Committee: Something we as a committee have raised with ministers, they are aware of it. Deborah Russo: And more generally the lack of sentence plans for prisoners and/or the lack of access to offending behaviour courses which later impedes eligibility for release on a temporary licence or transfer to category D open conditions. Member of the Select Committee: What are the problems encountered by prisoners trying to transfer to establishments closer to home? Deborah Russo: I’ve had a lot of experience in this because we receive a lot of complaints from prisoners who are unable to transfer closer to home. One of the issues is prison escorts and again reduction in staff has an effect on this. Often if a prisoner has to be transferred from one end of the country to another this would require a stop overnight in between and obviously if there are staff shortages then this is often not possible. The lack of centralisation in transfer decisions is a very prison based decision and there is little concern for prisoners’ family needs in the decision making processes although the prison rules provide that family concerns should be taken into account, these are not. They hardly ever form part of the decision process.
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Offender Management Services and I was treated like a naughty schoolgirl going to see the headmaster, saying ‘You’re completely wrong, you are totally wrong, you didn’t see that, no, that’s not happening.’ And I wasn’t talking there with my own voice, I was talking as representing a board of people who went there a lot. So that was one thing. Paula Harriott: What would a common complaint be? For prisoners it’s lack of voice and a sense of powerlessness within prison. And if I can draw upon my own personal experience here, I actually was in prison myself and there are things that I saw while I was in prison that actually if I had witnessed when I was in the community I would stop and challenge the individual. In prison, you don’t have that power. So there are certain things that you witness that you just have to turn the other cheek. So for instance I did see a young woman who was mentally unwell in prison for arson who was over-tariffed, who was clearly unwell, and the other prisoners would look after this woman when she was unwell, we would try to protect her. She became very unwell and I saw her dragged screaming by four male officers head down to the segregation unit with undue force. Now, if someone had taken time and spoken with her I’m sure they could have supported her to come to health care. I bring that up just to bring to light how I felt; I felt incredibly powerless in that moment and this is a common feeling amongst prisoners, that there are established complaints systems, under the scrutiny of the IMB, but many prisoners have no faith, sad to say in the IMB. Member of the Select Committee: I’d like to address a question to Ms Levin about the gap between government claims about what is happening in prisons and the truth. Angela Levin: Well, when I wrote the IMB report that ended in June 2013 on behalf of the Wormwood Scrubs Board, the key point that we all felt very strongly then, which was before the cuts, was that the prison was on a knife edge, and I used that phrase; I wrote about the violence and the self-harming and all these things that we have already discussed. It took four months before I had any sort of reply. I then heard from the Prisons Minister who, in his letter, explained how the prison worked, totally ignoring the point. I then sent another letter and I was asked to go and see Michael Spurr who is the head of the National
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Secondly, if you listened to the Today programme you would have heard the Secretary of State for Justice saying that rehabilitation is going on, prisoners are being given a strong work ethic and as near as possible they are doing a full working week. I heard that knowing that prisoners were being locked up up to 23 hours a day, that if they did go out they managed about an hour and a half in either the workshop or education a day, these often begin with a long tea break .. Member of the Select Committee: This is at Wormwood Scrubs? Angela Levin: This is at Wormwood Scrubs ... Jonathan Robinson: But I’ve seen it as well, at my prison ... Member of the Select Committee: Very quick last point. You all express concerns, about the way prisons are run. And also you make a point about the amount of training of prison officers. The POA indeed have made similar points to us. Can I ask you, what would be your priorities in re-training present officers, or offering training or indeed in training new officers? Angela Levin: Well, first of all I wouldn’t have got rid of prison officers who had twenty, twenty five years of experience; I would do anything to get them back. They are doing that; they spent £5 million on redundancy and they are now trying to get some of them back which is a good sign. I would give them mental health training, they have about an hour to be taught about how to deal with mental health ... Member of the Select Committee: An hour? Angela Levin: Yes, an hour. Jonathan Robinson: I was outside HMP Bedford yesterday for an interview. They’ve got a notice on the wall advertising prison officer vacancies and one of the strap lines was, ‘no academic qualifications required.’
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Parliamentary Questions Justice Questions - 9th September Toe and similar reading programmes from being mounted. Chris Grayling: The challenge we have in our prisons is not making space available in libraries for prisoners to visit but encouraging them to visit. That is why we are pursuing projects such as Toe by Toe and encouraging literacy programmes. To be frank, I wish more prisoners wanted to go to our libraries.



Reoffending



Books The Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice (Chris Grayling): Prisoners have essentially the same access to books as they did under the Labour Government. Prison libraries offer the full service offered to all of us by our local public libraries. There has been no specific policy change about books under this Government. Fiona Mactaggart (Slough) (Lab): But will the Secretary of State give Parliament a report on how many minutes each week each prisoner is able to visit a prison library? We regularly hear reports of lack of staff preventing prisoners from visiting prison libraries, and lack of space preventing Toe by



Heidi Alexander: A4e recently pulled out of a £17 million contract to deliver education and training in London prisons. It has been suggested that one reason for that is staff shortages so severe that there are not enough officers to escort prisoners to classes. If prisoners who want to learn cannot even get to the classroom, what does that say about the Government’s so-called rehabilitation revolution?



Heidi Alexander (Lewisham East) (Lab): What steps he is taking to reduce reoffending.



Chris Grayling: All I can tell the House is that the scenario painted by the hon. Lady is completely untrue.



Chris Grayling: Overall reoffending rates have barely changed over the past decade. Under our transforming rehabilitation reforms, we will draw on the best services from across the public, private and voluntary sectors in order to deliver better rehabilitation support to more offenders, reduce the number of potential victims and make our communities safer. For the first time in recent history, virtually every offender released from custody will receive statutory supervision, rehabilitation and mentoring support in the community.



Jenny Chapman (Darlington) (Lab): The right hon. Gentleman needs to know that the cost of reoffending is now the same as holding the London Olympics every single year. There is now more overcrowding, less education, and more violence in our prisons than ever before. Why will he not admit that the only intervention his Government have made in the past four and half years that has had the effect of reducing reoffending statistics is the one when he decided to change the way he would calculate those statistics?



Chris Grayling: I am afraid I have to correct the hon. Lady. At the moment our prison system is at its least overcrowded for 10 years, and the number of prisoners going through education is set to increase significantly this year.



Transforming Rehabilitation Programme Caroline Lucas: Does the right hon. Gentleman agree that it is deeply worrying that a recent survey of probation workers shows that more than 90% disagree with the view that the changes will provide value for money for the taxpayer, or improve service provision for users - they talk about spiralling work loads, stress, and dysfunctional IT? When will he stop ignoring the experts and admit that the best option to reduce reoffending and protect public safety would be to cancel the probation sell-off and re-integrate the two parts of the service at the earliest opportunity? Chris Grayling: I take greater comfort from the fact that 90% of probation officers chose not to respond to their union’s survey and are getting on with the job, the excellent work
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Insidetime October 2014 www.insidetime.org they do on a day-by-day basis, and their good work to help the new systems bed in. John McDonnell (Hayes and Harlington) (Lab): I find the Secretary of State’s complacency extremely worrying. Two hundred probation officers turned up last week to lobby their MPs, all of them consistently reporting that the system is not working. The Secretary of State refused to undertake pilot schemes in advance of these reforms, but he did enact what he described as assessments called test gates. There have been three of those. The fourth was meant to start on 1 June but I believe it has not started yet. Will he publish all the information from the test gates, so that we can see what they have reported regarding the implementation of the reforms? Chris Grayling: These reforms are going exactly according to plan and no test gate was due to start in June. We are on time and the teams on the ground are making good progress. I and my colleagues have visited the trust’s successor organisations, and members of my team are going out to hear what is happening on the ground. This is a nine-month process of delivering change in the public sector, before we reach the point of a change of ownership. We are trying to ensure that the new system is bedded in well, and so far I am happy with the progress being made. There is, of course, still work to be done, but good progress is being made. Mr Hanson: There have been some strong reports recently from the Chief Inspector of Prisons. For example, Glen Parva has been described as “unsafe”, Wormwood Scrubs as “filthy and unsafe”, and Doncaster as a “prison in decline”. I know from my experience as Prisons Minister that it is never easy, but has the Secretary of State any belief in his ownership of the causes of those problems? Chris Grayling: It is, of course, unfortunate



that press coverage is always of the bad reports. Today we saw an excellent report from Chelmsford, and two weeks ago we saw an excellent report from Parc youth offender institution. This year the chief inspector has rightly been looking at prisons in which there have been challenges in the past, but, as the right hon. Gentleman will know if he visits prisons around the estate, a great deal of very good work is being done by our teams. They are undergoing a process of change caused by budget pressures, but they are doing a first-rate job. For every report that questions performance in one prison, there are many others that show that a first-rate job is being done - as he himself will remember.



Sadiq Khan (Tooting) (Lab): The Secretary of State has previously said, and he said it again today, how proud he is of his prison reforms. The Ministry of Justice’s own figures show that suicides are up 69% in a year. More people died in prison last year than ever before. Self-harm is up 27% since 2010. Serious assaults are up 30%. The riot squad has been called out 72% more times than it was in 2010 and one in five prisons are now rated as “of concern”, double the figure 12 months earlier. We heard from my right hon. Friend the Member for Delyn (Mr Hanson) that four reports by the Chief Inspector of Prisons have been pretty damning; the reports on Glen Parva, Doncaster, Isis and Wormwood Scrubs. What will it take for the Secretary of State to accept that we are in the midst of a prison crisis?
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Chris Grayling: As always, the right hon. Gentleman paints a very partial view of what is going on in our prisons. Our prisons are less overcrowded than they have been at any point since 2001. They are less violent than they were under the last Government. More work is being done in our prisons today than under the last Government. The number of prisoners going through education is rising. Today we have an excellent report on Chelmsford prison, which I visited last week. Two weeks ago, we had an excellent report on Parc prison in south Wales. There are staff shortages in parts of our prison system but across the prison system we have a dedicated staff working hard and doing the right job. I take very seriously the issue of suicide in our prisons. We saw a rise in numbers earlier in the year. We saw a fall in numbers across the summer. We may see a rise or a fall in future. These things are difficult to track. We work very hard to tackle what is a real problem. Sadiq Khan: This is classic, head-in-thesand syndrome. “The Government cannot pretend any longer that there is no crisis in our prisons. Even their own backbenchers say the system is shambolic. Mr Grayling’s priorities, regardless of his budget, must be the security of the public and prison officers - and the welfare of inmates. His department’s failing on all three.” Those are not my words. They are from an editorial in The Sun. The House should bear in mind that the Secretary of State was appointed by the Prime Minister to appeal to the red tops. What has gone wrong? Chris Grayling: I will think that I have a problem in our prisons when I am forced through bad planning, as the last Government were, to release tens of thousands of prisoners weeks early to commit crimes that they should not have committed. I will know that I have a problem when I have to hire thousands of police cells when we do not have enough space in our prisons. The truth
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is that we have space in our prisons. They are less overcrowded. We are increasing education. They are less violent than they were under the last Government. We face challenges given budget pressures but we are doing a much better job than they did. Martin Vickers (Cleethorpes) (Con): It is an intolerable burden on British taxpayers that they should be funding the cost of so many foreign prisoners. Can the Secretary of State inform us what action is being taken to reduce the number and return more of them to their home country?



The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Justice (Andrew Selous): I share my hon. Friend’s concern about the issue. Reducing the foreign national offender population is a top priority for the Government. Last year, we removed 5,097 foreign national offenders compared with 4,072 in 2012-13 and 4,539 in 2011-12. Whereas this Government have begun to reduce the foreign national population in prison, the number of foreign nationals in our prisons under the last Government more than doubled. We have 10,834 foreign national offenders in our prisons. We have signed prisoner transfer agreements with the European Union, Albania and Nigeria and, as I said in an earlier answer, we removed 5,097 foreign national offenders last year. I can assure my hon. Friend that this is a priority for me, as it is for him.
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Appeals against conviction - conduct of trial lawyers David Wells, Partner with Wells Burcombe Solicitors, highlights that criticisms of trial lawyers is a common complaint and although successfully raising such issues remains difficult, it is far from impossible David Wells Wells Burcombe



O



f the many letters I receive, a large number raise criticisms of trial lawyers and how cases were prepared and presented. This article helps identify how the Court of appeal deal with such complaints by way of appeal and helps identify what such complaints trigger by way of investigation. I have no doubt that many convicted inmates reading this article can probably say that somewhere during the preparation or conduct of their trial Solicitors and/or Counsel just didn’t perform well enough. The fact is that lawyers are absolutely quite capable of making mistakes, and often do. The difficulty is always identifying such ‘conduct’ or ‘failings’ which is capable of forming the basis of an appeal. To allege that ‘my Barrister wasn’t any good’ or ‘my Solicitors didn’t really do much for me’ is a common complaint, but one which very rarely succeeds as an appeal ground without real substance. In past times, the Court of Appeal would only intervene where the conduct of the Solicitor and/or Counsel had been ‘flagrantly incompetent.’ In relation to tactical decisions, intervention only seemed possible when it could be shown that the decision complained of was taken ‘in defiance of or without proper instructions’. Later tests for establishing incompetence adopted the ‘Wednesbury unreasonable’ approach, i.e. when the decision taken was one that no reasonable Solicitor or Counsel would have taken in the circumstances.



V ells Burcombe LLP Solicitors



Over the years, the Courts’ emphasis has been on the safety of the conviction rather than attempting to try and point score the degree of ‘incompetence’ alleged. The Court of Appeal will tend to look into the entire case and focus its attention on what effect the conduct had on the trial and the resulting verdict. It will be necessary to establish a link between the incompetence alleged and the subsequent errors or irregularities in the trial which rendered the conviction unsafe. In addition to the issue of ‘safety,’ the Court can also be concerned about the overall fairness of the proceedings. If the Court of Appeal concludes that there has been unfairness as a result of the conduct alleged, the Court will consider quashing the conviction. The Court cannot ignore the fact that Article 6 of the European Convention of Human Rights has, as its main objective, the requirement of ‘fairness’ in every trial. Accordingly, if the conduct of the legal advisers has been such that this objective is not met, then the Court may be compelled to intervene. Indeed, in Thrakar [2001] EWCA 1096, it was said that ...’ the test is whether, in all the circumstances, the conviction is safe. Nonetheless, if such failures have prevented an appellant from having a fair trial, that will normally mean that the conviction is unsafe and should be quashed.’



undermine the prosecution case such as the failure to make enquiries of important witnesses or, having done so, a failure to call such witnesses; failure to call expert evidence, including psychiatric evidence; failure to object to evidence; putting forward cross-examination that is not in accordance with instructions; failure to advise on the need (or otherwise) to give evidence; failure to seek a specific direction (e.g. good character); asking questioning that adduce otherwise inadmissible evidence; guilty pleas entered on erroneous advice; Solicitor Advocate or Counsel not sufficiently experienced.



submitted for consideration by the Single Judge. When this happens, an important part of the appeal process will be for the applicant to be asked to waive privilege. This will allow the Court of Appeal to obtain the trial Solicitors file in order to establish whether the file discloses anything that might assist in addressing the complaint(s) raised. Trial Counsel can also be approached for his or her view on the complaints raised. This should allow the Court of Appeal to consider the instructions that were given during the case, what advice was given, and whether or not such advice was accepted or rejected (before, during and after trial). It is common for Solicitors and/or Counsel to be written to asking for a statement to respond to the complaints made. Once this has been done, the safety of the conviction generally and the issue of fairness can be assessed. Although criticism of trial lawyers is a common complaint in dealing with appeal work , successfully raising such issues does remain difficult. The Court of Appeal does recognise that Lawyers have a difficult job, and very rarely interfere with Judgments and decisions taken by Lawyers during the trial process which are later complained of. Of course, Lawyers will seldom accept that errors have occurred and will almost always steadfastly refute any claim made.



When criticism of this type are contemplated, it is always essential that new lawyers are instructed. Any applicant appealing on this basis should prepare a detailed statement However, the Courts do recognise that on setting out in as much detail as possible the occasions certain action or inaction by legal complaint or complaints. Criticisms that are teams has such an impact on the nature and regarded by newly instructed Lawyers as course of a case that resulting convictions being arguable and reasonable should then 509 Out and About Ad 22.08.14_Layout 1 22/08/2014 11:27 Page 1 are unsafe. be included the grounds of appeal to be
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The absurdity of the ‘Absconders Policy’ Allyce Swift, Prison Law Advisor, together with Alex dos Santos, Barrister look at the new ‘Absconders Policy’ and the impact that this will have on those who have previously been Unlawfully at Large



O



pen prisons form an important part of the prison estate. For those who have just arrived or are on the verge of a decategorisation to open conditions, the prospect can be strangely daunting. Undoubtedly, prisoners in this position will feel a mix of excitement and fear of the unknown. Open conditions is the surest route for many prisoners to freedom and is a valuable means of reintegration into society. Open prisons hold a variety of prisoners. Some will be serving short determinate sentences, others may be indeterminate sentence prisoners (ISPs) serving either a life sentence or a sentence of Imprisonment for Public Protection (IPP). For most, the opportunity is one they have worked very hard towards and have truly earned. The decision for ISPs to progress to open conditions will have been made by the Parole Board and ratified by the Secretary of State for Justice (SSJ). This process in itself is rigorous, daunting and often marked by confidence crushing rejection. Open prisons offer a very different level of freedom and trust to closed establishments this can also vary as between open establishments. They are geared towards resettlement and reintegration into the Community. However, the popular press image of them being a ‘holiday camp’ is far from the truth. The environment brings its own pressures. Whilst drugs are unfortunately freely available in all kinds of prisons, there can be a greater pressure in open prisons for those on day release to bring drugs back in. This can in turn lead to systematic bullying of the more vulnerable and can be a cause for some to take the regrettable decision to abscond. Reporting bullying to staff, for many is not an option. Prisons still have a widespread code of not ‘grassing’. Following a small misdemeanour or running late returning to prison, other prisoners may decide to abscond to avoid being returned back to the closed estate. As a Prison Law Advisor and as Counsel, we have numerous clients who have been returned to closed conditions for differing reasons, other than absconding. The most common thing they may say is ‘Perhaps I should have run!’ Those clients who actually have absconded and been caught would readily respond to the former that they are ‘lucky’ they didn’t. That more mature approach (to not abscond) is all the more valuable following the recent introduction of the interim ‘Absconders Policy’. In a nutshell as of 21st May 2014, all inmates in closed conditions who, in the currency of the same sentence, had previously absconded, failed to return from a Release on Temporary Licence (ROTL) or been convicted of a further offence whilst on ROTL, will not be transferred to open conditions. This is the case regardless of instances where the prisoner in question is



awaiting transfer to open conditions.



been utterly trustworthy and impeccably behaved.



However, those prisoners who fit into this criteria but who are lucky enough to have already been transferred to open conditions, will be permitted to remain in open conditions. This will of course also affect any ISPs who fit these criteria who have an upcoming parole hearing.



ROTLs are a fundamental part of resettlement, as well as a unique opportunity for a prisoner to prove his (or her) trustworthiness. However, the new policy removes this opportunity from a class of individuals who may have extenuating circumstances for prior failures or may have achieved real change since. The policy begs the question of how such ISPs may actually achieve release where they cannot achieve open conditions or ROTL no matter how well they are progressing?



By way of example, one such prisoner (let’s call him Prisoner A) has been in custody since the age of 15, over 20 years ago. He finally managed to achieve category D status and was transferred to an open prison in late 2012. At this point he was already more than ten years post tariff. He had completed numerous offending behaviour programmes and also completed treatment at a democratic therapeutic community. Following a period of consolidation in a category C establishment, he gained category D status. However, he made the unfortunate decision to abscond following a clinically confirmed nervous breakdown. Prisoner A was only unlawfully at large (UAL) for a short period before being caught and returned to closed conditions. Since being returned to closed conditions he has engaged with the Mental Health Team. Prior to his upcoming parole hearing his efforts were such that both internal and external Probation were recommending open conditions. However, due to the changes which have now been implemented, those recommendations have sadly since been rescinded. The Government introduced this new policy following a number of recent high profile and highly publicised abscondings, but strangely also at a time when abscondings have actually reached record lows. This contrast seems to have evaded the Press… However, to put matters into their true context, prior to these high profile abscondings, the number of ROTLs increased dramatically between 2008 and 2012 from 439,000 to 485,000. From these figures 19% of the releases were ISPs. During this time there were 428 ROTL failures recorded. This is a less than 0.1% failure rate! Of these, 26 were due to arrest or due to suspicion of commission a further offence and 248 were for failure to return when required. However, only 17% of these failures were committed by a life sentenced prisoner and 19% by an IPP prisoner. The remaining 64% (of the 


Following numerous queries of this nature, a new ROTL guidance note was issued. Taking effect as from 11 August 2014, the ‘Release on Temporary Licence (ROTL) Consolidated Interim Instructions’ set out further guidance in relation to PSO 6300. The matter may well change with the coming PSI which will replace PSO 6300. However, until then the present position is that discretion cannot be exercised in relation to determinate sentenced prisoners. Once they have a history of abscond the new policy will operate rigidly no matter the circumstances. The guidance contains a saving in relation to ISPs with a history of abscond, who may yet achieve open conditions if they can demonstrate exceptional circumstances. Where such an ISP is post tariff and the SSJ can be persuaded that they meet the listed criteria, they may progress. Those criteria are as follows: • the prisoner has made significant progress in reducing their risk of harm and risk of abscond such that a further abscond is judged very unlikely to occur; AND they meet one or more of the following exceptions: • there are compelling circumstances beyond their control which make a placement in open conditions necessary; or • a placement in open conditions is absolutely necessary, in that their need to provide evidence of reduced risk for their parole reviews and their need for resettlement work cannot be met in a progressive regime in closed conditions; or • preventing the offender returning to open conditions would in all the circumstances be manifestly unjust/unfair. The SSJ will request that the case is considered at the offender’s next parole review if NOMS, following an assessment believe that the above test criteria have been satisfied. The exceptional circumstances test will be considered a ‘strong presumption’ that #an ISP who has absconded from open conditions as part of their current sentence will not be eligible to return to open conditions’. Where the exceptional circumstances are not met, the new guidance outlines a new ‘progressive regime’ which will be implemented in



category C conditions. It will be down to the prisoner with the support of staff to demonstrate that they have taken responsibility for their actions. As part of this regime there will be no entitlement to ROTL absent exceptional circumstances. This will be evidenced by the report writers prior to the reviews. The new guidance does not prevent, those ISPs with an absconding history who are already in open conditions from obtaining ROTLs where a suitable recommendation is made following a psychologist case review. The principles in this new guidance appear to add nothing to those considerations which the Parole Boards already takes account of. The Government would be utterly naïve to think that any previous instance of open conditions failure would not be considered under a microscope by the Parole Board. This would be a major hurdle for a prisoner to overcome and the Parole Board would vigorously assess the risks and likelihood of further absconding. All the Government has done is implement a policy which has removed proper decision making from the best placed body to make the necessary assessments. By introducing the ‘Absconders Policy’ (even with the (minor) watering down y the new guidance) the SSJ has taken away or severely diminished the opportunity for ISPs to reduce their risk sufficiently to secure release. The new guidance may not save the new policy nor decisions made in accordance with it from being subject to challenge on the grounds that they are disproportionate. As such, continued detention may be rendered arbitrary and thereby a violation of Art 5(1) of the European Convention Human Rights (the right to liberty). We hope the SSJ further reviews the policy in its proper context and finds a more balanced, proportionate and equitable means to address any public concern over abscondings.
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Prison Law Specialists Serving the East and West Midlands • Parole Applications and Reviews • Licence Conditions and Recalls • Categorisation and Transfers • Cat A Reviews and Lifer Panels • Sentence Planning and H.D.C. For free professional expert advice. You can ring, write or e mail us with all your prison law issues. Please call our Prison Law Team:



01902 632123 24hr Emergency No: 07971 194 042



[email protected]
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Finding your voice in the recall process Emma Davies and Lucy Batten from Hine Solicitors look at the recent Prison Service Instruction for recall procedure and explain how prisoners can ensure their right to full and fair consideration of their case Emma Davies



Head of the Prison Law department - Hine Solicitors



T



he New PSI (Prison Service Instruction 30/2014). This PSI contains instructions on the current recall process where, in a climate of change, it is increasingly important for prisoners to understand their rights and how to find their voice. YOUR RECALL: The principles of the recall process remain the same. A person will be recalled to custody where the risk of serious harm can no longer be managed in the community or presents an imminent risk of re-offending. Upon recall being instigated a decision is taken as to whether this will be a Fixed Term Recall (FTR) for a period of 28 day, or a Standard Recall. Those subject to Standard Recall will only be released from custody if the Parole Board or the Secretary of State direct release based upon an assessment of risk and manageability on licence. If this does not happen then the prisoner will remain in custody until their sentence expiry date. The new PSI continues to encourage Probation Officers to issue Fixed Term Recall if the criteria



are met. The following prisoners are however not eligible for FTR:



l Indeterminate Sentenced Prisoners (IPPs, Lifers, discretionary Lifers) l Extended Sentenced Prisoners l Extended Determinate Sentenced Prisoners Offenders will not meet the criteria for FTR if they are assessed as posing a potential risk of serious harm or if it is considered that they might pose a risk of harm at the end of the 28 day period (for example if there are behavioural/addiction issues to address beyond this period). Those being recalled for a fixed term must be aware that if new information comes to light surrounding the circumstances of the recall or the assessment of risk then this could be changed to a standard recall. Both FTR and Standard Recalled prisoners can be issued with an emergency recall which means that recall can be instigated outside of office hours and within 2 hours of the decision being taken. If someone is arrested for a further offence whilst on licence they must bear in mind that an Offender Manager does not need to wait for a charging decision or a conviction before starting the recall process. The behaviour leading to arrest for a further offence will be the main considera-



tion in these circumstances and any representations against recall will need to focus on this. THE REVIEW PROCESS After being recalled to custody a review of your recall will take place after the initial 28 day period. If you are a determinate sentence prisoner the Parole Board will consider whether your immediate re-release can be directed or whether your case will proceed to an oral hearing for further exploration of your risk and the circumstances of your recall. Indeterminate, Extended or Extended Determinate Sentenced Prisoners however will have their case proceed to an oral hearing automatically. If you receive a negative decision either at this initial review or after your hearing it can be upsetting to know that you will either have to wait for your next review in 12 months or, if you are a determinate sentenced prisoner with a sentence expiry date within 12 months, that you will have to serve the rest of your sentence. It is important not to despair if this happens! PSI 30/2014 continues to make provisions to ensure that if you are in this position that your case is under continual review by requiring the Public Protection Casework Section (PPCS) to undertake an ‘initial assessment’ of the case within 3 weeks of the Parole Board review. This review is to further consider whether risk can be managed in the Community. If release is not considered safe at this time the PPCS case manager must liaise with the Offender Manager to agree a timescale for a further review, bearing in mind needs to undertake any offending behaviour work, further risk assessments or the outcome of an outstanding criminal matter. If no significant progress can be made until the next annual review then the case will proceed in accordance with this timetable. Alternatively, the Sentence Expiry Date may be before the date of the next annual review, in which case the prisoner will be released automatically at that time.



The art of talking sense Open, friendly solicitors working in Criminal Defence and all aspects of Prison Law including: Licence recall • Adjudications Parole hearings • IPP queries Judicial review • Sentence planning issues



Call us on 01865 518971 or visit www.hinesolicitors.com With offices at Beaconsfield, Bracknell, Cheltenham, Gerrards Cross, Oxford Summertown, Princes Risborough, Swindon, West Drayton and Worcester



Oxford Freepost address RTHU - LEKE - HAZR | Hine Solicitors Seymour House | 285 Banbury Road Oxford | OX2 7JF



Although the initial assessment is not undertaken in Indeterminate Sentence or Extended Sentence cases, remember that if your circumstances materially change, you can make an application for a fresh review. (Please see the ‘What Can You Do?’ section) The new PSI provides the same annual review process for all prisoners, regardless of the type of sentence. The process commences 12 weeks before the 12 month anniversary of the previous Parole Board decision. THE NEW OUTCOMES PSI 30/2014 contains new outcomes which accommodate the new structure of the Probation Service but also, to explore alternatives to recall. Offender Managers are now encouraged to consider recall as a final option with emphasis being placed on creating responsive ways to secure compliance short of recall, such as additional restrictive measures or supportive or protective measures. This means that if you are struggling to cope whilst on licence your Offender Manager is encouraged to help you, rather than recall you - so long as you make them aware of your difficulties.



WHAT CAN YOU DO? Have you ever heard the saying ‘A little axe can cut down a big tree’? If you have been recalled to custody things may at times feel hopeless but remember this proverb. The system may feel foreign and impenetrable but you do have the opportunity to challenge your recall to custody at various stages of the process and if you are unsure where to start, seek legal advice. Upon recall to custody you are entitled to be provided with a copy of the recall paperwork and the reasons for your recall within 24 hours. If you do wish to challenge your recall you should start by requesting this information if it has not already been provided. After considering this paperwork or instructing a Legal Representative to do so, the following action can be taken:



l You can appeal your recall (whether it is FTR or Standard) by way of written representations that you can either draft yourself or with the assistance of legal representatives. If your recall was based upon incorrect information or an alleged breach was beyond your control, the Secretary of State has the power to withdraw your recall and release you. This appeal should be submitted immediately. l If you are not appealing your recall but do wish to make representations that you should be released, you can submit these to the Parole Board within 28 days of your recall. Upon receipt of ‘out of time’ representations the caseworker has discretion as to whether these representations ought to be sent up to the Parole Board.



l If the Parole Board direct that your case proceeds to an oral hearing you will be given the opportunity to give evidence to the Parole Board as to the circumstances of your recall. You can instruct a Prison Lawyer to represent you at that hearing.



l You are also entitled to make representations at your annual review and if your circumstances change in the meantime you can request a fresh review of your re-release. Substantial change in circumstances can include completion of offending behaviour work or any matters which may have a material effect upon the decision as to whether you can be safely re-released. The PPCS caseworkers will consider any such application upon its own merit and will apply the criteria set out in the PSI. l Remember that when you submit representations to a member of prison staff these must be forwarded to the Public Protection Caseworker within one day! Although the recall procedure provides you with opportunity to challenge your recall this can be overwhelming. Remember that you are not alone and legal aid is still available if you require advice, assistance in drafting representations or representation at the parole hearing. If you need any help or advice with any prison law issues please contact the Prison Law department at Hine Solicitors on 01865 518971 or FREEPOST - RTHU - LEKE - HAZR Hine Solicitors, Seymour House, 285 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 7JF
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Supergrass evidence The law, practice and development of supergrass evidence in England Aziz Rahman, Solicitor and Jonathan Lennon, Barrister The First Supergrass In 1973 Bertie Smalls made legal history. He was a leading member of a gang of London bank robbers. Following his arrest he offered to help the police by naming his accomplices in return for his liberty. The Director of Public Prosecutions subsequently gave him a written assurance of immunity from prosecution and Smalls gave evidence for the prosecution in no less than three trials resulting in 16 convictions. The press provided the label ‘supergrass’ and it stuck. There is no particular definition for determining when a ‘grass’ becomes a ‘supergrass’. The only difference in reality is that a supergrass will be responsible for putting a number of defendants in the dock by providing information from the inside by admitting to involvement in crime and testifying against his former associates. One of the defendants in the Smalls trials appealed. It was contended that the Courts should not admit evidence of accomplices who could still be influenced by continuing inducements. The Court rejected this but said that the police themselves should never give immunity and the DPP should only do so sparingly; R v Turner (1975) Cr. App. R 67. In reality the Court was expressing its preference for those turning Queen’s Evidence to first of all plead guilty, thus reducing the obvious risks in relying on such evidence. As will be seen, things have changed.



The Dangers of ‘Grasses’ Arguably the supergrass is the most unreliable of all the categories of informer. Tackling supergrass evidence is never easy as fact and fiction are often interwoven in a series of so-called “de-briefing interviews” taken by the police, where the informant is expected to reveal the totality of his criminal history right back to childhood. This purging process is simply a kind of insurance policy enabling the Crown so say to the jury; ‘this man is a criminal, but he is honest now about all of his wrong-doing, and that means you can believe him when he tells you about the present case’. The more the supergrass reveals the more material there is to attack or use in cross-examination. In this de-brief material defendants can discover the shocking truth that the man they regarded as a long-time friend had a past which they never had any inkling of, for example a series of sex offences or a history of past informing. Wherever the truth lies, the informer knows he has committed himself once the debrief process is underway; the Rubicon is well and truly crossed. It becomes imperative to ensure that those he will put in the dock are convicted - he becomes a man with a motive, not least because in such cases the sentencing of the supergrass does not happen until after the defendants in the dock have had their trial. If they are acquitted then that could affect the Judge’s view of him. On the other hand, a successful prosecution is bound to lead to a very significant discount in the sentence. Thus, in any supergrass trial, the credibility of the informant will be the principal issue for both sides and the witness can be expected to face very critical and hostile cross-examination. The defence need ammunition for the attack. To that end the defence should be demanding, at the earliest possible stage, disclosure of formal records of the authorities’ dealings with the supergrass. If the supergrass is himself in prison then it may be possible to include in this category of disclosure his prison records as that material can assist the defence, e.g. in showing visits from police officers etc, see R v McCartney,



Hamlett & Ors, (unrep.) [2003] EWCA Crim 1372. In a drugs supergrass case in Leeds that the authors of this article were defending in, the extent of this type of disclosure was found by the trial Judge to include transcripts of the telephone calls made by the supergrass from prison. This in turn showed remarks made by the supergrass suggesting police involvement in special visiting arrangements and even a proposed temporary prison leave. Evidence like this of potential inducement or reward can provide powerful cross-examination material, or even a platform for an argument to exclude the supergrass evidence. In that case the Crown, failed to ensure certain recorded prison telephone calls were kept, and then had little choice but to offer no evidence against our client as the Judge had ruled large parts of the supergrasses’ evidence inadmissible. In another notorious murder case at the Old Bailey involving one of the authors the telephone records demonstrated that the informant, during his debriefing interviews, would on occasion telephone the lead investigation officer. This led to an almost irresistible inference on the facts of that case that what he said on tape was influenced by what the police wanted to hear - his evidence was excluded which was a principal factor in the case being subsequently dropped by the prosecution. It is important to remind the prosecution at the earliest possible stage that they have a duty to retain this sort of material; i.e. details about the life of the supergrass from the moment of his arrest to date. As a supergrass trial will almost certainly be all about the credibility of the supergrass himself the defence must be pro-active in seeking as much information about the man as possible. For instance has he informed before, how was he rated then; i.e. reliable or unreliable? What is his prison disciplinary record, what do his prison Security Information Reports show, what prison visits has he had, what telephone calls etc etc? De-briefing notes, first accounts, meetings with officers etc are all disclosable but often need to be asked for.



The Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005 Sections 71 - 74 of SOCPA 2005 came into force on 1/4/06. These provisions, for the first time enabled ‘specified prosecutors’ to offer immunity from prosecution to certain offenders in return for assistance (s71) and enables prosecutors to agree to limit the use of statements given by informants - i.e. immunity (s72). The Act also enables significant reductions in sentences to be agreed in advance when informants enter into written agreements to assist the prosecution - this will usually mean giving evidence (s73). In the past informers admitting their own role in a case would normally be sentenced after giving evidence against their accomplices. Under the new arrangements in the Act the informant can be sentenced in advance but the prosecution can bring the informer back to Court for a ‘review’ of his sentence if he “knowingly fails…to give assistance” (s74), e.g. he gets his reduction then changes his evidence at trial. R v P; R v Blackburn [2008] 2 Cr. App. R (S) 5was two joined appeals; it remains the leading case on sentence reduction for those assisting the prosecution. One of these cases related to information given by a prisoner serving a 17 year sentence for drugs offences who gave assistance in a notorious un-connected murder allegation. One of the authors of this article acted for a defendant in that murder case - in that case the allegations of the supergrass were being challenged. The supergrasses’ sentence for the drugs related matter had already been reduced by the Court of Appeal to 15 years after he initially provided information. This was under the old rules. SOCPA then came into force and the informant entered into a formal written agreement



with the prosecution - that enabled him to have his sentence ‘reviewed’ by the Crown Court. As a result of his witness statements in the murder case his sentence was massively reduced - to 5 years. Subsequently, not only was everyone in the murder case acquitted (the prosecution had to drop the case following disclosure problems in relation to a supergrass witness) it transpired during very lengthy legal argument that a senior investigator had, at the outset, given a potential supergrass a significant “head start” i.e. indicating what he wanted to hear from potential witness. These cases show that where the stakes are high - with massive reductions available - so too the risks of injustice increase exponentially. In R v Hyde [2013] NICA 8, a Northern Ireland terrorist related case the Court of Appeal considered a SOCPA informant deserved a reduction of around 75%. This is especially so where the informant has exposed himself to considerable personal risk.



Covert Human Intelligence Sources Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights guarantees an individual’s right to privacy. The State can only infringe this guaranteed right - e.g. by listening to your conversations, following you etc, if it is for a reason prescribed in Article 8(2), e.g. “for the prevention of disorder or crime” and then only if the interference is ‘proportionate’ and “in accordance with the law”. This last part (lawfulness) has landed the UK in trouble in Strasbourg, especially in the 1980s and 1990s. The result was the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA). Under RIPA the different types of surveillance are labelled as either ‘directed’, ‘intrusive’ or ‘covert human intelligence source’ (CHIS). There is a Covert Surveillance Code of Practice which sets out the rules and procedures for authorisation of each type of covert surveillance. A CHIS is defined as a person who establishes or maintains a personal relationship with a person for the covert purpose of using the relationship with a person or covertly disclosing information obtained by the use of such a relationship or as a consequence of such a relationship; i.e. an informant. This clearly includes under-cover officers but may also include the use of civilian informants. The use of a civilian CHIS comes with all sorts of problems - not the least the real danger of entrapment by an offender who knows he has to do something to land a bigger fish to get himself off the hook for other matters.
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In one case the authors were involved in Reading the client’s specific instructions were that a named individual planted some incriminating evidence at an address where he was arrested. This was reflected in the Defence Case Statement and the prosecution were forced to produce a witness statement from the named person admitting that in fact he was a police informant. In R v Thorne (1978) 16 Cr. App. R 6 the Court of Appeal found that even though evidence given by an accomplice is not supported or corroborated by other evidence a jury may convict, provided that the trial Judge gives them an adequate warning as to the dangers of doing so. In practice most Judges in supergrass cases are likely to give some kind of warning to the jury, especially if it can be plainly shown that the witness will receive, or has received, a benefit by giving evidence; Chan- Wai-Keung v R [1995] 2 Cr. App. R 194, PC. It is this use of strong jury warnings that kept the supergrass trials systems alive; see also R v Gibson [2006] EWCA Crim 1. Supergrass cases can be the most difficult for both prosecutors and defenders alike. Defenders especially must work hard to test the veracity of the debriefing process and the history of the informant. The work has to start at the very outset; if experience has taught us anything it is that the efforts made at the early stages which often produce results further down the line - the Bertie Smalls of this world are here to stay.



Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in serious and complex criminal defence case at 33 Chancery Lane Chambers, London. He is a contributing author to Covert Human Intelligence Sources, (2008 Waterside Press) and has extensive experience in all aspects of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. He is ranked in both Legal 500 and Chambers &Partners. Aziz Rahman is a Solicitor- Advocate and Partner at the leading Criminal Defence firm Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, specialising in Human Rights, Financial Crime and Large Scale Conspiracies/Serious crime. Rahman Ravelli have been ranked by Legal 500 as an ‘excellent’ firm with Aziz Rahman being described as ‘first class and very experienced’. The firm is also ranked in Chambers & Partners.
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Specialists in Defending Serious Crime Rahman Ravelli has built an enviable reputation as a leading criminal defence firm. Our Practice is nationwide and we have developed an expertise in handling substantial and complex cases particularly those involving difficult legal challenges, especially in the Human Rights area. We continue to successfully protect the rights of the individual in all areas of criminal law. We recognise that criminal cases today are not merely decided on eye witness testimony, but on other issues such as whether evidence can be successfully argued to be inadmissible or the prosecution made to disclose evidence helpful to the defence case. Our dedicated team of criminal lawyers are always up to date with the latest developments in the law to ensure that no stone is left unturned. The lawyers have wide ranging experience of defending cases of significant complexity and seriousness. Our reputation means that we are able to instruct the most able counsel to conduct trials. We appoint Counsel, Queen’s Counsel and Experts who have passed our vigorous vetting procedures. High Profile Cases Rahman Ravelli routinely deals with large, high profile cases and is experienced in dealing with criminal matters all the way to the House of Lords. RIPA Our speciality is defending cases involving large scale police operations where authorities have been granted under the Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA); i.e. The use of Informants / Covert Surveillance (including Covert Listening devices) / Undercover Offices; and Material which demands an expertise in disclosure & PII concerns
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Legal Q&A



If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Legal’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. (including your name, number and prison)



Name and prison supplied



Q



I have been remanded along with my partner on charges of intent to supply Class A drugs - 21g of Heroin. After speaking to my barrister I’m thinking of pleading guilty on the grounds that my partner knew nothing about the heroin in the house and not concerned in the supply of Class A drugs. The problem I have is that this would make me a 3rd strike prisoner and my partner might not get off anyway, what are the chances of me getting my partner off and am I best to run the trial?



A



Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Carringtons Solicitors, Cartwright King Solicitors, Henry Hyams Solicitors, Hine Solicitors, Olliers Solicitors, Rhodes Law (Scotland), Rodman Pearce, Thomas Horton LLP Solicitors, Wells Burcombe Solicitors Send your Legal Queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to: Lorna Elliott, Solicitor c/o Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. For a prompt response, readers are asked to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible.



Firstly, it is important to remind you that the only circumstance in which you should plead guilty is if you accept committing an offence. People should not plead guilty to simply expedite a matter if they do not accept any wrongdoing, as this could constitute what is known as an equivocal plea. Insofar as your idea to plead guilty but only on your version of events is concerned, it may be possible to do this by way of what’s known as a basis of plea. This is a document in which you can make clear that you intend to plead guilty to an offence but do so on your own version of events. You would outline your involvement and in this instance could clarify the position regarding the criminality of your partner. It will then be a matter for the Crown to determine whether your basis of plea is acceptable. In the event your basis of plea is rejected by the Crown, the Judge will have to consider whether the difference between your version of events to that of the Crown’s would make a material difference for sentencing purposes. If the Judge took this view, the matter would progress to a trial of fact (known as a Newton Hearing) whereby evidence would be heard and the Judge would decide which basis of events he considers acceptable; according to the evidence in the case. It is worth noting that pursuing this



CG LAW SOLICITORS



course of action can often result in a loss of credit for a guilty plea for defendants, even if it is their version of events that is accepted. Whether your version of events will be deemed acceptable, and whether you can negotiate with the Crown over the involvement of your partner will largely depend on the strength of the evidence against both of you. Response supplied by Hine Solicitors



..................................................... NG - HMP Wealstun



Q



I received a 60 months sentence, and have currently served in excess of 31 months. I have asked for an early review of my category status to consider my suitability for open conditions. In addition I have an exemplary prison record, this is my first offence and there is no outstanding confiscation order. On 4th June I was told the amount of time left to serve till my release date (Dec 2016) ‘impacts on my risk of abscond’. Do you have any advice?



A



In those circumstances, you will be in a position to make a good application for open conditions. In exceptional circumstances, there is a possibility of being transferred to open conditions before the 24 month point to conditional release date. However, in the circumstances, this is very rarely applied. I note that you were informed on 4th June that your transfer to open conditions was not supported due to your potential risk of abscond, if you have no outstanding Confiscation Order and no history of escape then I would advise you to appeal against this decision. It is correct that, as a consequence of information being leaked by the Ministry of Justice to the media in relation to absconds from open conditions; prisons are becoming far more
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reluctant to grant a transfer to open conditions. Response supplied by Olliers Solicitors



..................................................... PR - HMP Wandsworth



Q



I moved to London from Scotland in 2008. I have a large family in Scotland and do not receive visits so I am keen to transfer to Scotland to serve the remainder of my sentence there. I want to know how I go about obtaining a transfer?



A



As you had actually moved to London before you were sent into custody this does not help your situation in trying to persuade the Prison Service that you should transfer to Scotland. Welsh prisoners in prison in England can apply to transfer to prisons in Wales within the ordinary transfer system as the two parts of the UK form part of a single jurisdiction and overseas prisoners can apply for repatriation to any country that has an agreement with Britain regarding transfer of prisoners under various conventions and treaties. Unfortunately no such agreement is in force for Scotland. A prisoner may apply for transfer to Scotland from England under the Crime (Sentences) Act 1997. They will need to demonstrate they have: • At least six months of their sentence remaining • Proof of family ties in the part of Scotland they wish to move to • No outstanding appeals • No pending criminal charges The Prison Service will consider the application and look at the reason for the transfer, behavioural reports and whether there are clear ties to the area requested. If deemed suitable the Scottish Prison Service will need to agree to accept the prisoner. Response supplied by Carringtons Solicitors



61 Birkenhead Street, London WC1H 8BB 020 7843 4344



[email protected] www.cg-law.co.uk



CG Law Solicitors is a London based firm of criminal defence lawyers and can assist in all defence cases regardless of where the court may be. We specialise in the following types of offences:



• Murder • Serious Drug Cases • Cannabis Cultivation • Fraud Charges • Money Laundering • Confiscation Matters Clients can be represented at the Magistrates or the Crown Courts and a team of lawyers are available to undertake representation on all types of criminal cases. They can also advise on matters of :



Appeals against a Conviction and/or Sentence When representing you, you can be assured of the very best attention at all times and committment to achieve the desired outcome. Only the best barristers are employed to assist and represent you.



We will not turn our back on you, you will not be alone. Please write to us at the above address.



Kendi dilinizde davanizin hazirlanmasini istiyoursaniz bizi arayin veya bize mektup gonderin gelip sizi gorelim, sizi dinleyelim, size yardim edelim cunku bizimle yalniz oldugunuzu unutacaksiniz. Turk vatandaslari cezanizi Turkiyede tamamlamak istiyorsaniz bizi arayin size yardimci olalim. Nese ju duhet ndihma yne ne gjuhen tuaj na kontaktoni.



Getting your life back on track after you leave prison isn’t easy. We understand. Are you residing or being released in London? Our service will support you with:



• Benefits and Housing advice • Getting identification documents • • GP registration • Mental health advice • Drug and Alcohol advice • • Employment and training advice • We will help you develop a plan for positive change



Penrose Solutions



www.penrose.org.uk



If you are being released in London, contact the Offender Advice Line 0800 035 6471 (Freephone) or 020 8690 8561 If you are being released in the South London area, visit our resource centre for One to One Support 2nd Floor, Ivy House, Bradgate Road London SE6 4TT [email protected]



Registered name: Penrose Options - Registered in England No. 8466743 and with the Charity Commission: 1151455



If you have a question you would like answered please send to: ‘Robert Banks’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. (including your name, number and prison)
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Banks on Sentence Robert Banks, a barrister, writes Banks on Sentence. It is the second-largest selling criminal practitioner’s text book and is used by judges for sentencing more than any other. The book is classified by the Ministry of Justice as a core judicial text book. The current edition has recently been published. The book is available for tablets and computers and costs £80 + VAT. The print copy costs £102 on the web and there are regular updates on www.banksr.com If you have access to a computer, you can follow Robert on : @BanksonSentence and you can receive his weekly sentencing Alerter.



Q



I am in a cheaply built prison and they have doubled up the cells. To make matters worse, nearby some of the prisoners are always shouting and there is one who is making a protest about his sentence. This noise goes on day and night and I can’t sleep properly. We all think our governor is weak which in some ways is a good thing but it isn’t as far as this noise is concerned. I would like to move but are there any rules about this as it is doing my head in?



A



Jason writes: There are some minimum standards that a cell must comply with. These relate to ‘size, lighting, heating, ventilation and fittings’ adequate for health, Prison Act 1952 s 14(2). Cells need a certificate that they conform to these requirements, Prison Rules 1999 1999/728 Rule 26. There is no specific requirement that deals with noise. The closest to any reference to the impact of noise is contained in PSI 17/2012, C1.5. This says that one of ‘the principles underlying the Accommodation Standard’ is that ‘environmental conditions must be adequate for health’. Requests to move fall under the rules for allocation. There is no clear national policy on allocation of prisoners to individual prisons any more. It used to be set out in PSO 0900 which also dealt with categorisation. The newer categorisation policy, PSI 40/2011 is silent on the subject of allocation. This may be because an overcrowded prison system leaves governors with less room for manoeuvre. That said, a lack of available spaces in a lower security prison should not be used to prevent progressive re-categorisation, PSI 40/2011,3.2, although, in reality, it may mean that a change in security category doesn’t even result in moving to a different prison.



www.banksr.com



I suspect any request to transfer to a different establishment based on the level of noise at your current prison would fail. If your application to move was granted, then all your fellow inmates could also ask to be moved. I suggest you think of another reason why it would be sensible for you to be moved. If you invent factors that will destroy the application.



Q



I got IPP for a stabbing in 2007. I had a section 18 stabbing before and there wasn’t much of a fight put up for me by my brief. I got a 4-year term. I was transferred to hospital and I have been in here ever since. The doctors are saying that I suffer from a mental disorder which was not in the reports when I was sentenced. I’m told it’s easier to be released from a Hospital Order than IPP. Is that right? Also can I ask to change my IPP for a Hospital Order? I talked to a solicitor and he seemed completely out of his depth. Can you help?



A



It is possible, even after a long delay, to substitute a Hospital Order for IPP. As you would expect there are a number of obstacles to overcome. It is not something that you would be able to do on your own as the application is complicated. So firstly you need a solicitor and I will ask David Wells to write to you. The solicitor would need to collect two up-to-date reports from senior psychiatrists who have to show two important matters. They must show that the original report(s) before were wrong and secondly in 2007 you were suffering from a ‘mental disorder which made it appropriate for you to be detained in hospital’. The test is whether the IPP with the new evidence was wrong in principle. Normally the Court of Appeal considers the



factors which were before the sentencing Judge. With those new reports you would have to ask the Court of Appeal for permission to appeal and to use the new medical reports. This is because you need to ask permission to rely on fresh evidence and for a Hospital Order, the Court may require the evidence from doctor(s) to be given from the witness box. Your advocate would also have to ask for permission to appeal out of time. The greater the delay after sentence normally the more difficult it is to appeal. The best way to overcome this obstacle is to have clear merit on your side. If not, then your appeal is likely to be refused. Even if you get this far, your advocate would need to persuade the Court to intervene. The Court of Appeal routinely supports the status quo. They also like supporting the trial judge. It is not enough to show a hospital order makes sense. The fact you are now in hospital is not a key factor. It is necessary to show that a Hospital Order is the sensible/appropriate order. The Court of Appeal would, if IPP had been considered suitable, impose a Restriction Order which makes the test for release more stringent. A key factor is often what would be the effect on your treatment and your mental health if the hospital no longer thought you required hospital care and you were returned to prison. If it is clear that a removal would be detrimental to your health, then that is helpful. A recent example of a Hospital Order being substituted for an IPP sentence (which was imposed in 2006) was R v Colborne 2014 EWCA Crim 286, which was heard at the beginning of this year. You ask about the differences in release. The test for the removal of the Restriction Order is that the Secretary of State considers it is no longer required for the protection of the public from serious harm. The test for release from a sentence of IPP is that the ‘prisoner’s confinement is no longer necessary for the protection of the public’. This is known as the ‘life and limb test’. On the face of it there doesn’t seem much difference. The difference is in the procedure. IPP prisoners are beset with a lack of courses, delays for a hearing, inadequate reports and a bias against release. Clearly hospital consultants don’t want to take risks with discharging patients because the mistake would invariably receive damaging publicity in papers like The Daily Mail. However the decision is a clinical one. I understand the general view is that it is a fairer procedure with a hospital order. As the procedure for release from IPP is grossly unfair that may not be much of a comfort. For you there is a clear reason why a hospital order might be preferable. With your IPP you need two release decisions. Firstly you need release from hospital and then you need release from prison.



Have your lawyers let you down?



Forensic Accountants



Do you want Robert Banks or Jason Elliott to represent you?



CONFISCATION PROCEEDINGS UNDER POCA!



Robert is a specialist in criminal appeals against sentence. Jason is a specialist in criminal appeals, trials and prison law. Contact: David Wells, Wells Burcombe, 5 Holywell Hill, St Albans AL1 1EU



Bartfields have considerable UK wide experience of analysing and revising prosecution benefit calculations within tight deadlines. (Legal aid available) Free prison visit for all pre-confsication hearing cases



Appeals against Conviction & Sentence, CCRC, IPP Appeals and Parole, Prison Adjudications & Discipline, Criminal Investigations, Confiscation & POCA proceedings.



01727 840900 5 Holywell Hill, Saint Albans, Hertfordshire, AL1 1EU.



Recent Cases:



Prosecution Benefit Mr M £69,000 Mr C £3,684,000 Mrs D £271,000 Mr O £378,000 Mr L £1,015,000 Mrs N £785,000



Bartfields Benefit £8,000 £47,000 £45,000 £16,000 £111,000 £103,000



Contact Raymond Davidson on 0113 2449051 Bartfields, Burley House, 12 Clarendon Road, Leeds, LS2 9NF. [email protected] www.bartfield.co.uk/services/forensic



Legal Q&A
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I wish you luck and I hope you do not suffer the discrimination mental patients frequently receive from a community that neither understands the issues nor wants to understand the issues.



Q



In 2011, I was sentenced to 4 ½ years for conspiracy to rob after going guilty. 9 months later I was released and was arrested for two robberies and a theft. I again went guilty and received 5, 5 and 2 years all concurrent. I did them for my baby. I now really regret doing it and wonder if I can rely on the baby which has just been born as a change of circumstances to get a shorter sentence. This wasn’t mentioned at the sentencing hearing. My co-defendants got a year off in 2011 so I’d like that too.



A



If you ask round your prison you will find achieving a reduced sentence at the Court of Appeal is difficult. The reason is as follows. The Judge determines the sentence on the material before him or her. For offences of robbery he or she considers the 2006 sentencing guideline. The rules are intended to ensure that the sentences passed are consistent with each other. In fact the structure of the guidelines is so poor the intention is frequently not realised. The Court of Appeal will only intervene with a sentence if they consider the sentence is manifestly excessive or wrong in principle. You provide few details of the latest offence so I am unable to say whether it is manifestly excessive or not. I note you don’t suggest it is. It is unhelpful you have committed a similar offence before and your latest offences were committed when on licence. There have been occasions when someone has had their sentence reduced because they have turned their life around. That doesn’t apply to you as you were not turning your life round. The court is likely to have considered you were returning to your old ways. I regret to say that a new baby could be seen as an aggravating factor as you were committing crimes risking imprisonment while you partner would clearly need your help. In reality, now that the sentence has been imposed the fact of your change in outlook and the recent birth will not grant you a ground of appeal when none existed before. I am sorry I can’t be more help.



Asking Robert and Jason questions: All letters should be sent to Inside Time, marked for Robert Banks or Jason Elliott. Letters are then sent by Inside Time to David Wells of Wells Burcombe, who forwards them to Robert and Jason. Please make sure your question concerns sentence, prison law or release and not conviction. Prison law and release are dealt with by Jason Elliott, (PO Box 847, North Shields, NE29 1FJ). Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published in Inside Time, it will be assumed you have no objection to publication. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Analysing all the paperwork is not possible. The column is designed for simple questions and answers. No-one will have their identity revealed. Letters which a) are without an address, b) cannot be read, or c) are sent direct to Robert, cannot be answered. If your solicitor wants to see previous questions and answers, they are at www.banksr.com.
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Reading
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Get Into Reading



Reading group round-up



Megg Hewlett and the Book Break Group (funded by Central London Community Healthcare) in Wormwood Scrubs discuss a poem by Emily Dickinson.



Image courtesy of Matthew Meadows



This month the Heathfield group at HMP Wandsworth report on Orange is the New Black



After great pain a formal feeling comes The nerves sit ceremonious like tombs; The stiff Heart questions - was it He that bore? And yesterday - or centuries before? The feet, mechanical, go round A wooden way Of ground, or air, or ought, Regardless grown, A quartz contentment, like a stone. This is the hour of lead Remembered if outlived, As freezing persons recollect the snow First chill, then stupor, then the letting go. Piper Kerman’s memoir is subtitled ‘My Time in a Women’s Prison’. It’s also a new series on Netflix and the group was keen to see what all the hype was about. Kerman graduates from college in the early 1990s, a middle class white girl from Boston with a taste for adventure. She gets briefly caught up with drug traffickers but is soon spooked out of it and settles down with a good job, a steady boyfriend and happily ever after on the horizon. But ten years after her money-muling, she is tracked down, tried and sentenced to fifteen months in a federal prison. Orange is the New Black is partly a story of female bonding across barriers of race, class and education, and partly a guided tour and critique of the US prison system. The group was intrigued by both similarities and differences between what Kerman presents and their own experiences. Her sentence doesn’t start until two months after the end of the trial. She spends the time reading books on Amazon about surviving prison but finds they were all ‘written for men’. When she’s finally summoned to appear at the ‘Federal Correctional Institution’ in Danbury Connecticut, she walks into the lobby and formally announces ‘I’m here to surrender’. Kerman does her time in a prison with a dining room and a salad bar, a dental hygienist, and kitchenettes with microwaves. Prisoners move around freely, from their shared cubicles to separate bathrooms and toilets or to the running track outside. ‘Like a luxury D-Cat’ as one member put it. But the group recognised Kerman’s account of her first night, and especially the sense of bewilderment, fear and humiliation. She is issued with a pile of clothes that includes ‘granny panties, a cheap nylon bullet bra and a pair of elastic-waist khaki pants’. The strip search follows: ‘Open your mouth and stick out your tongue. Turn around, squat, spread your cheeks and cough’. I would never get used to the cough part of this drill. She is also bemused by the ‘chickenshit rules’ and regulations: I never understood why laundry soap was the one free thing provided to us… Why not soap to clean your body? Why not toothpaste? Somewhere within the



monstrous bureaucracy of the Bureau of Prisons, this all made sense to someone. Kerman has a few tense encounters with fellow prisoners but overall she is befriended and supported by a large cast of other women inside - whites, blacks, Latin Americans. The book is dedicated to ‘Pop’, the Russian ‘ruler of the kitchen’ and prison godmother, in both the Cinderella and Mafiosi senses of the word. Books are her lifeline amid the stress and strangeness of prison. Friends and family send her dozens and she shares them freely. The group agreed wholeheartedly about the value of books in prison but could only marvel from ‘book ban Britain’ at Kerman’s easy access. There was also talk about how poor the prison education offering is for higher level learners and how important the reading group is in filling the gap. Kerman ends the book with a critical overview of US prisons, especially of the fact that no-one running them seems to have any idea of what prisons are for: The leadership vacuum was total. No one who worked in ‘corrections’ appeared to give any thought to the purpose of our being there. We talked about ideas of punishment and rehabilitation, about what makes people change, and about the challenge of resettlement. As one member put it: ‘The sentence starts when you leave prison’. But another spoke up for the power of family to help you through the sentence and what comes after it. All in all, we had reservations about the book but it sparked a great discussion about things that matter to all of us. The Wandsworth group is part of the Prison Reading Groups project (PRG), sponsored by the University of Roehampton and generously supported by Give a Book www.giveabook.org.uk, Random House Group and Profile Books. If your prison doesn’t have a reading group, encourage your librarian to have a look at the PRG website www.roehampton.ac.uk/ prison-reading-groups. PRG has also worked with National Prison Radio to start a radio book club. If you have access to NPR, listen out for details and ways to take part.



Emily Dickinson I read the poem aloud. One person sighs, his face expressing exasperation. Another intently studies the paper on which the poem is written. C puts the paper down and closes his eyes. It’s in this moment I feel the pull from some of the group to give up. I suggest we listen to it again and invite someone else to read. After a space T offers to do so. We’ve been discussing poems together for some months now, more or less the same people in the group, getting more skilled at negotiating the difficulty and applying our brains to the task; increasingly knowing that one persons tentative thought is likely to enable another person to catch a thread of possibility and to extend that thread to their own thought, which will almost certainly connect with someone else’s and eventually we will all have an individual experience of the poem which is a result of collaborative effort. As he finishes reading T notes that ‘things are never the same after a great pain, something changes forever.’ There is a moments silence as this is given the space it seems to require, to let us focus perhaps on our own experience of ‘great pain’. We are underway and I become aware of a subtle shift. C picks up his paper and looks again at the words on the page. Someone else chips in The nerves sit ceremonious like tombs... ’they’re on edge aren’t



Specialists in Family and Child Law Social Services Relationship disputes Children matters



Offices in Barking, Romford, Grays and Kentish Town In the first instance please contact us at:



Focal House, 12-18 Station Parade, Barking, ESSEX IG11 8DN Tel: 020 8591 3366



they, jangly, like when you’ve had a shock. “Ceremonious” that’s an interesting word, don’t you think? ’ ‘Oh yes !’ says C ‘I can see that now, yes it makes sense, all stiff and awkward, like you don’t know what to do anymore’. He’s really with us now, not just a body in the room, but his whole self wakened up to the excitement of comprehension and collaboration. We puzzle over The stiff Heart questions... and yesterday or centuries before and are not sure what this means but again someone comes up with an idea, that it might be that the great pain is connected to an event from before, that it’s not just about the now. We gather momentum as people see their ideas contributing to the understanding of us all, that together we are helping each other.  It feels exciting this process and as I look around every person is engaged, present, listening, thinking. The feet, mechanical, go round... ’she’s repeating patterns perhaps... she’s robotic just goes on as if on auto pilot’ says R  ‘She’s not feeling anymore, like she’s in shock.’ says E  ‘Her barriers are up maybe protecting her?’ offers C. Remembered if outlived...’it’s not certain she will survive that’s how bad it feels, the shock is so big it might kill her.’ R says, beginning to understand the scale of the event under discussion. T says that the poem has hardness and heaviness in it....stone, tombs wooden quartz, lead - ‘they’re all hard and heavy things’. Then E notices that there is coldness too and suggests that ‘we get a sense of the feeling of the person in this situation, she’s all cold and cut off maybe, like when you have a shock.’  It is possible for us to imagine, or remember perhaps, being that cold and heavy and leaden. R then says about the line... As Freezing persons, recollect the Snow...‘ it’s the snow that made the person freeze so if they were thinking of the snow it might be with dread or hatred or fear...’  For me this is a wonderful moment. I’ve not had that realisation about the relationship between the snow and the freezing person that is being spoken of here.  One of the great things about shared reading is that other people’s contributions are so incredibly helpful in our own understanding. The Reader Organisation is an award-winning charitable social enterprise working to connect people with great literature and each other. Our groups meet weekly to listen to a short story and a poem being read aloud by a trained practitioner. No one else has to read aloud, although some choose to do so. There are pauses in which we discuss how we feel about what we’ve read. Through the literature we discover more about the world, each other and ourselves.



Book Reviews
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Life Imprisonment; an unofficial guide by Alan Baker - Review by Noel Smith This book should be issued to all life and indeterminately sentenced prisoners straight after sentence. It seems surprising, perhaps even shocking, that the prison system does not readily supply the information contained in this book to life sentence prisoners as a matter of course. Having served a life sentence myself I would have found this book invaluable. The prison system is notorious amongst prisoners for doing its best to keep any helpful information (helpful to prisoners, that is) to itself. In order to gain the simplest piece of information the prisoner will have to jump through many hoops - written applications for which you rarely see a reply, constant changing of PSIs (Prison Service Instructions) and PSOs (Prison Service Orders), and the fact that you can only view the information for a limited time frame during one of the infrequent visits to the prison library. So this book will be a boon to the lifer/ indeterminate community in our prisons.



Set up in 40 easy to read sections the book covers everything from tariffs to parole in all the detail you would need. The author has served 20 years of his own life sentence and the experience and information he has gathered over this time has been hard won. The only fly in the ointment here is that the book was written before Justice Secretary Chris Grayling’s unneeded and spiteful interventions into the British prison system that are presently causing mayhem all over the system. So the sections on ROTL (Release On Temporary Licence) for lifers, recategorisation and parole may have to be rewritten in any future editions of the book. With a Foreword by former prison governor Tim Newell and a glossary of prison slang words and phrases this book ticked all the right boxes for me. An essential and useful tool for anyone serving a life or indeterminate sentence.



Wrongly convicted of a crime?



The Coroner by M R Hall Review by Lucy Forde I picked this book up from a second hand book stall as I’d finished a book and wanted to try a new author. Fortunately I’d picked up the first in the Jenny Cooper series - nothing more frustrating than starting a series half way through! The book opens with the coroner signing off the death of two teenagers as suicide - one found dead in his cell at a young offenders unit, the other in the undergrowth close to the Avon Gorge. Within days the coroner for Severn Vale, Harry Marshall, is dead - natural causes? Enter Jenny Cooper, a lawyer who specialised in family law; her life is not without complications; she is dependent on medication for ‘a psychiatric episode’ and therefore a tad unstable, she is also a divorcee with a teenage son who lives with his father, an arrogant, overbearing consultant. Just the kind of stability needed to become a District Coroner! Whilst going through her new office she comes across the file relating to one of the teenage suicides. At first it isn’t obvious but could this have been left as a clue to Harry’s suspicion that all was not as it seemed. However, Jenny is more inclined to think that the haphazard nature of the office and general neglect is more likely to be because the former incumbent was losing the plot and maybe interest. Enter Alison, the coroner’s officer - an ex police officer with more than a little link to her previous role as a police officer and fiercely loyal to her former boss. She is not impressed when Jenny asks her to move into the coroner’s office rather than her hidey hole at the local



nick - it is the start of a stormy relationship; the reader is never left in doubt as to where Alison’s loyalties lie. Jenny gets a phone call from a local reporter hinting that the death in custody was not as it appeared and maybe she should look into the fact that the girl by the Gorge had been in the young offenders unit at the same time. A call that triggers a chain reaction where Jenny finds that evidence had been withheld, post mortem reports have been less than adequately presented. Someone, somewhere wants these two suicides to be given as little attention as possible, for the inquests to return suicide verdicts and move on! Of course this isn’t going to happen and we are led along the assault course that the coroner has to face to ensure that justice is seen to be done. Needless to say she is met with stonewalling from the authorities and to a degree by her officer who cannot accept that the police are not whiter than white! Jenny goes beyond what I believe to be the job of the coroner, add a touch of Miss Marple to the mix, which does not make her popular and subject to some rather unpleasant episodes. There is a bit of a love interest but not enough to detract from the plot. It is unusual to read a book that is not necessarily a ‘happy ever after’ ending, albeit a satisfactory one. Jenny’s personal life is ever present and I wondered how she could cope, but cope she did. The ending leaves with a natural step towards ‘The Disappeared’, number two in the series and I am now hooked on the series. Jenny Cooper has turned out to be an unlikely heroine but it is refreshing to have a main character who is far from flawless; the storyline is creditable and held my attention throughout. A good test of a book is if my daughter and I consider it worthy of a television series - this is; we’ve cast the main characters already and ordered the rest of the books in the series! The Coroner - Published by Pan ISBN 978-0330458368



Lost your appeal?



Our Team of over 25 specialist advisors have a wealth of experience to offer you including:



What next?



The CCRC can look again If you think your conviction or sentence is wrong apply to the CCRC



• • •



It won’t cost anything Your sentence can’t be increased if you apply You don't need a lawyer to apply, but a good one can help You can get some more information and a copy of the CCRC's Easy Read application form by writing to us at 5 St Philip’s Place, Birmingham, B3 2PW. or calling 0121 233 1473
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National means near YOU! We can help you in ANY PRISON in England and Wales, at ANY TIME. You can also write to us FREEPOST at:



FREEPOST RTAB-BATB-HGAU Carringtons Solicitors Nottingham NG2 2JR



986 3472 0983 Tel: 0115 958



• Parole Board Hearings • IPP Sentence Issues • Mandatory Lifers • Discretionary Lifers • Automatic Lifers • Sentence Planning Boards • Re-categorisation • Category A Reviews • DSPD Assessments • Accessing Courses • Parole • Recall • Independent Adjudications • Governor Adjudications • Challenge of MDT’s • HDC “Tagging” • Transfer • Judicial Review • Tariff Representations • IPP Sentence Appeals • Police Interviews
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Inside Poetry



If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Star Poem of the Month



For salty sanded boys and girls Now strewn with pitch roof burnt in curls Along with charcoaled plywood wall Cremated print of Holkham Hall Scorched and smoke stained blackened rafter Echoes of much half-term laughter Soaking swimsuits dripped here often As the eastern skies would soften Into Norfolk’s restful eve Where we and swallows took our leave



© Steve Mann - Fotolia.com



Eulogy to the Beach-Hut Alan Patey - HMP Chelmsford



A missing molar in the smile Of rainbow coloured beachfront mile Cavity of anarchic night The arsonists did set alight The memories of a thousand days Of summers spent in North Sea haze Scum and spume and shifted shingle Among the sodden contents mingle Paint flakes lodge in coastal hedges Anaemic ash coats sighing sedges The tortured timber, leaning lumber Disturb the dreams of solstice slumber Discarded tin of paraffin Betrays the coward’s hasty sin And on the pebbly scrubby patch Lies damp in the grubby guilty match Gazebo gutted, as are we And mournful seems the sullen sea The tea-time Spode is spread no more With Cromer cup-cakes on the floor



No more the canvas camping stool The Primus stove, hot tea the rule At Whitsunstide, on Easter break A feast of festive buns we’d take Down to our homely dune-fenced nest Where we would brood with chosen guest Maudlin, sighting ships no more Or rambling round the rock-pooled shore Horizon scanning, sails to spot With Grandad’s ‘bins’, kept near the pot Of seashells, gathered year on year From high-tide mark or near the pier Now gulls have pecked the Wellie boots And rodents nibbled worn wet-suits Umbrella, windbreak, swept away ‘Is that them there, among the spray?’ ‘Are these the curtains underfoot?’ ‘It’s hard to say with all this soot’ Withstanding storms from German Bight Our edifice remained upright Impervious to hail and gale Through seasons wild on Beaufort Scale Perennial pride, retreat for me Now matchwood through delinquency



Congratulations to this months winner who wins our £25 prize for ‘Star Poem of the Month’.



PTSD Paul Stewart - HMP Lewes I just can’t get my thoughts in check, it’s driving me insane I feel the rage burn deep inside, as I cut time and time again The release is very instant, but it never lasts that long I thought I could cope with it all, I guess I’m not that strong See, I have many demons that continually haunt my past I’ve tried many different remedies, but nothing that ever lasts So now I sit in turmoil, not knowing which way to turn But I will no longer run away, from past mistakes I will learn So do not give up on my love, I love you more than you will know So this time I will fight for keeps, ‘cause I can’t let you guys go I will do whatever it takes, as there is no denying That I will turn my life around, or at least I will die trying Don’t get me wrong, I’m terrified; I want to run and hide But I can’t accept anything, other than growing old at your side



Look at Me Now Abz Raif - Kneesworth House Hospital Take a look at me now I ended up in here don’t ask me how Was born in the picturesque Kashmir Hills Life was an adventure it was full of thrills I hiked through valleys, swam in streams My beautiful homeland was one big dream Mum grew corn, in the summer she grew wheat Come harvest time the whole village came to feast First to the huts came satellite phones Then under darkness patrolled deadly drones ‘Boom boom’ there goes the flesh scattering bones Leaving kids orphaned in minefields to roam By air, land then sea came the boy refugee Asking the imperial power to grant him sanctuary Asylum refused incarcerated with a label of PTSD Nightmares have now replaced the dreams of his country
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Killing Time



Wesley Bradbery - HMP The Mount We’re all just killing time Everyone’s got things to get back to Can’t wait to get back to mine In this prison of brick and steel We just soldier on, no matter what we feel We don’t count how many days it’s been Since we’ve been guests of the Queen Substandard food, thinking what have I just ate At least I’ve got my release date We work out We zone out Got a visit, get the gel and the comb out I miss the wife and the kid But I’ve got to answer for the wickedness I did But we’re just killing time So you do yours and I’ll do mine



Countryman Yousaf Amin - HMP Kirkham I see the blood on your hands of another countryman The blood is red, as is mine, as is yours Then why is it amongst us We are fighting such wars? He was a son, a father and lover You have given wounds from which they may never recover Why such hatred of another? Because of their creed, occupation or colour? What is the source of your hate? Why so much anger, the eagerness to cause pain We will not let you win Nor continue to commit such sins This is our land Our home We shall stand strong Not allow you to roam This country allows you to do as you please Just don’t break the law and life is a breeze Free thinking and personal choice are promoted Stand for elections and you may even get voted But you chose the darkest path Now you must expect our entire wrath You will never be forgiven for what you have done Be it in this life or the next As your crime is unforgivable As it was unbelievable Your actions make me feel like screaming For some to awake me, tell me I was just dreaming From the day I opened my eyes This country has wanted me to strive Encouraging me to do my best Live and prosper amongst everyone else We are all God’s creations But my loyalty lies with the colours of my nation I saw the blood on your hands Of another countryman
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Free



If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Mr Grizzly Grayling



Kelly Morse - HMP Bronzefield What’s the point? Of thinking of you When all you did was hurt me And leave me black and blue I’m stronger now More than ever before I look to the future Without you anymore It feels so good I’m not gonna lie You’re out of my life And now I can fly You had me back then But not anymore Just left me with bruises And my head so raw Bruises fade But the mental scars remain But I ain’t no victim Of yours anymore I don’t know why I bothered Ever listening to what you said Just gave me hopes and dreams And then cruelly snatched them away But that’s the past I’ve finally moved on You hurt me so much You can’t do it anymore Hate’s a strong word But it’s the only one for you I feel sorry for your future relationships And all the pain you will put them through Now I’m finally free After everything you done ‘Cause for me this chapter’s finally over And a new ones just begun
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Peter Howell - HMP Garth Do they know just how it feels Sat behind these bars of steel Does Mr Grayling have a plan He’s written with a dodgy hand Or does he play it all by ear Condemning us to rot in here We sit inside our prison cells There is no staff to let us out They’ve been laid off because of cuts There is no plans, he got it wrong The inmates ask when will it stop Not till Grayling gets the chop The alarms go off yet again It’s kicking off in other jails But Grayling doesn’t hear the noise We’re not allowed to voice our fears And if we do it’s to deaf ears One day I’ll print this in the paper And hope that Grayling takes note To see the crimes that he’s committed To all the inmates in all the prisons He should try six months in all the prisons But he won’t, he’s got no bottle Admit that you have got it wrong And put these reforms where they belong We’d send a match if we had stamps Or phone you up if we have credit But we don’t have a job, oh well ‘Forget it’



Life Doesn’t Have to be Perfect Stephen Marsh - HMP Swaleside A tiny crack of ambition Peeps through the coupled cloud Reminding me of beauty That makes us scream out loud The bad times ebb and flow But ambitions stay carefree Like laughing with that special one As two lovers scamper by the sea Please remember to recite This potent pocket snippet To ensure that you relish Your raptures to the limit Life doesn’t have to be perfect To be absolutely wonderful!
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Release



Overcome It All



Atonal chimes Excited strings Percussive hearts



I was always in and out of block No television just the sound of my clock Going mad just staring at the wall But I never thought I’d overcome it all



John Byrne - HMP Pentonville Jordan Duff - HMP Aylesbury



Decks turned Beats voiced Words true Guitars scream Bass grooves Souls soar Familiar melody Warm mood Memories re-lived I climb out, transcend, overcome I am empowered to ignore your barriers Just for a moment



Assist Me to Death Andrew Luby - HMP Hull Assist me to death I just can’t wait for her I want her to come I want to embrace her Coz I’ve decided this sentence of ‘life’ Is really a living death They say ‘time’ is a killer But I can’t wait It’s too slow for me I need to get out now I’d die for some good company I don’t want to die slowly I don’t want to decay I don’t want to just rot and fade away I’m weary of ‘life’ I don’t want to be earthbound I want to be chosen I want to fly So assist me to death I want to taste her This ‘life’ is only brief Just a prelude to the next But I know furious angels Will swoop down to me They will not let me die They want me to live They know there is good in me



I’m never coming to jail again I don’t wanna make new friends I just wanna live a normal life And settle down, maybe find a wife I don’t wanna let my family down I don’t wanna keep moving around I just wanna stay in one place And not disappear without a trace So I’m gonna help my sisters out By making sure I’m always about I’m gonna get my brother out of crime And save him before he gets some time I never thought I’d overcome it all Doing education feels mad, like school Got my GCSE’s, it’s great I’m finished, now I’ll help my mate Two years left, the end is near But secretly outside’s most I fear But if I stay calm in jail and keep my cool I know for a fact I’ll overcome it all But it’s time for the poem to end If you need to talk I will be a friend I know it’s my time to change You know what, I’m out the game! We will award a prize of £25 to the entry selected as our ‘Star Poem of the Month’. To qualify for a prize, poems should not have won a prize in any other competition or been published previously. Send entries to: Inside Time, Poetry, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire, SO30 2GB. Please put your name, number and prison on the same sheet of paper as your poem. If you win we can’t send your money if we don’t know who or where you are! By submitting your poems to Inside Time you are agreeing that they can be published in any of our ‘not for profit links’, these include the newspaper, website and any forthcoming books. You are also giving permission for Inside Time to use their discretion in allowing other organisations to reproduce this work if considered appropriate, unless you have clearly stated that you do not want this to happen. Any work reproduced in other publications will be on a ‘not for profit’ basis. WHEN SUBMITTING YOUR WORK PLEASE INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING PERMISSION: THIS IS MY OWN WORK AND I AGREE TO INSIDE TIME PUBLISHING IT IN ALL ASSOCIATE SITES AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS AS APPROPRIATE.
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Crossword



TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 1. In 1969, Golda Meir became prime minister of which Middle East country?



11. Which wizard was an important adviser to the legendary English King, Arthur?



2. Which British scientist was famously inspired by a falling apple?



12. The abbreviation LW stands for which radio frequency range?



3. The name of the English theatre manager Richard D’Oyly Carte is particularly associated with the work of which duo?



13. Meaning ‘butterflies’ in Italian, what name is given to ‘bow-tie’ shaped pasta?



4. Which Comic Relief single was a number one hit for comedy duo Hale and Pace and the Stonkers in 1991? 5. Conservative Party leader David Cameron attended which leading public school? 6. Which boxer retired in 1956 as the undefeated Heavyweight Champion of the World? 7. Which future US president was born in Hope, Arkansas, in 1946? 8. Which Australian singer is known for his infamous jungle-penned song ‘Insania’? 9. Brent, Barnacle and Greylag are all types of which large bird?



Across



Down



1. A device for keeping an aircraft on a set course (9,5) 8. Perspiration (5) 9. Province of north west France (8) 11. A British soldier, formerly (7) 12. The dried leaves of wild marjoram used as a culinary herb (7) 13. A popular Walt Disney animated film (5) 15. A long thin cigar (9) 17. 1992 Olympic Games venue (9) 20 The head of the municipal corporation of a city or borough (5) 22. The total quantity or weight of organisms in a given area or volume (7) 24. The country in which the writer Georges Simenon was born (7) 26. A design of letters, usually initials (8) 27. Alcock and —, the first aviators to fly non-stop across the Atlantic (5) 28. A novel by Daniel Defoe (8,6)



Andrew Brown HMP Moorland D A T Z P W E R T F H H U P O U N F G B



F S R E A C T I O N R T T G V O E D E L



Atomic



R D N V R C A T Y O G R A V I T O N R K



T F H B T V T O K N H V F S B G T R N J



10. In 1773, in which US city was the so-called ‘Tea Party’ held in protest at British taxation?



Y G J E I N S T E I N M L B V C D E O J



H H P G C M C G H H G U W S D C V B R H



D J H H L B I U J M P C Y F F Y H N T G



W K Y J E V E S R E V I N U H Y M C C F



1. Computer company founded by Alan Sugar (7) 2. The horizontal part of a stair (5) 3. A device marking time at a selected rate by giving a regular tick (9) 4. A sleeveless close-fitting upper garment with a scoop neck (4,3) 5. A plant related to the globe artichoke, with leaves used as a vegetable (7) 6. Fatuous (5) 7. Popular name for the Central Criminal Court in London (3,6) 10. Garment worn by a Roman citizen (4) 14. Venetian traveller who explored Asia in the 13th century (5,4) 16. Former western gateway of the City of London, between Fleet Street and the Strand (6,3) 17. “Bringing Up —”, a film starring Katherine Hepburn and Cary Grant (4) 18. The period of a female animal’s readiness to mate (7) 19. The white of an egg (7) 21. A story dealing with love (7) 23. Mayonnaise seasoned with garlic (5) 25. Jeremy —, star of the film “Reversal of Fortune” (5)



SCIENCE N L S K S C N A R B F M A S Y J A V E D



E P I L A X T S A N G O R I T G S B L S



U O C M S Z I D S R A T I O I F S N E A



T I S N F F F F D M S A Y J V D O N D Q



R U P H Y S I C I S T S T U A S E S H D



I Y S V G B C V H J M V F F R R O D F F



N T D A T O M S Y K J F O R G D U P G E



O R F X H B M T J T U R R Y S F T R J R



Q E G C J N J Y G H T W C G E G D O K Y



Y W C O L L I S I O N S E B G Y G T L U



U Q G R U M A T T E R W E R N O T O H P



O T H E O R Y B G T D I J O P L H N H B



ACTS Atomic COLOSSIANS Atoms CORINTHIANS DEUTERONOMY Collisions EPHESIANS Core EXODUS GALATIANS Einstein HEBREWS Electron ISAIAH JAMES Energy JEREMIAH Force JOB JOHN Graviton JOSHUA LUKE Gravity MALACHI Mass MARK



Matter



Reaction Repulsion Scientific Theory Universe



Check forward, backward and diagonally, they are all there! Thanks to Andrew Brown HMP Moorland for compiling this wordsearch. If you fancy compiling one for us please just send it in max 20 x 20 grid & complete with answers shown on a grid. If we use it we will send you £5 as a thank you!



15. When Harold Wilson became British Prime Minister in 1964, which Conservative Party incumbent did he take over from? 16. Which comic actor played Terry in the TV sitcom Terry and June? 17. On being bombed in 1940, which Royal said, ‘I’m glad we have been bombed. I feel I can look the East End in the face’? 18. In motor racing what name is given to the advantageous starting position on the inside of the front row? 19. In the eighth century, Offa ruled which Anglo-Saxon kingdom? 20. Launched in 1934, which record-breaking British ocean liner is now a tourist attraction at Long Beach, California?



Inside Chess time to do that but all of your letters are very gratefully received and duly noted. If there are any special requests or queries I will do my best to answer them personally or via this column. Be assured that all of your entries to the competition do go into the hat and a winner will always be selected. Do note that sometimes the letter you send is not necessarily the letter that I receive. In one case someone has removed half a page of writing so I cannot get the gist of the whole letter. Ray from HMP Doncaster asks if I would have a Q&A section. I would be delighted to answer queries through this column so ask away - I am writing this for YOU! Please note that you should always write to me at the ECF not via InsideTime.



MATTHEW Neutrino



NAHUM Particles PETER PHILIPPIANS Photon PROVERBS Physicists PSALM REVELATION Physics ROMANS SAMUEL Proton THESSALONIANS TIMOTHY RatioTITUS



14. Which Broadway musical is based on the play Green Grow the Lilacs by Lynn Riggs?



What can I say? The response to this column has been extraordinary and I want to thank everyone who has written to me. Clearly a great many of you play chess and welcome a chess column in InsideTime. I have received many articulate, thoughtful letters, in some cases giving me a priceless insight into how and when you play chess in your prison. Using milk bottle tops and cardboard for chess is like something out of 1930’s Russia and I am astonished that this happens in the present day. I have much to learn so please bear with me everyone. I am one man, doing a voluntary job so I can only promise to do my best! Through this column can I say that due to the volume of mail (my postie has a bad back!) I cannot reply to everyone individually, there just is not the



Have a go at solving this chess problem - you could win a chess magazine if you are the first correct entry out of the hat. Study the position below from the game Urban - Krasenkov, Polish Championships 2001. White certainly thought he would be first to deliver mate with his queen so actively placed but black (to play) struck first. How? White always plays moving up the board. You can write to me care of the English Chess Federation at The Watch Oak, Chain Lane, Battle, East Sussex TN33 OYD or you can email me at [email protected] and they will forward it to me. The answer to the September puzzle was that of course taking the black queen was a big mistake due to the fact that the next move for black is Nd3 checkmate. Thank you for so many entries. The first correct entry out of the (bulging) hat was Justin (you know who you are!) so congratulations to him. A chess magazine is on the way.
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“QUOTES” If I want, I can take Kiev in two weeks



Vanity drives us to reproduce, says the actress Maxine Peake, who has tried IVF without success.



Russian leader Vladimir Putin to Jose Manuel Barroso, European Commission president



There should be laws against what I just experienced. We should have learned from the death of Princess Diana ...I don’t have a problem with Paparazzi but when they act recklessly they put us all in danger



Celebrities, make it harder for hackers to get nude pics of you from your computer by not putting nude pics of yourself on your computer A helpful tip from Ricky Gervais (and please, let him follow his own advice)



Justin Bieber was reportedly being tailed by a paparazzo while in his Ferrari when the photographer’s car collided with his. Although nobody was injured in the fracas, the singer took to Twitter to vent about the paparazzi’s dangerous behaviour, with a somewhat controversial remark.



We just feel like we’re little scumbags We don’t deserve our fame, says Louis Tomlinson of One Direction



Having children is very selfish



8



Louis Tomlinson



8 7 6 3 7 6 4 2 2 3 7 6 7



8 4 3



2 5 8 2



9 2 7 3



Maxine Peake



Justin Bieber
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4 6
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Aachen Arnhem Barents Sea Bastogne Caen Dunkirk Eder El Aleimein Flanders Gallipoli Hiroshima Malta Midway Mohne Monschau Murmansk



Neil Speed is a former prisoner who came up with the concept Narvik of GEF BAD CHI whilst in prison. Inside Time features a GEF BAD Passchendaele CHI puzzle on this page. GEF BAD CHI by Neil Speed is published Pearl Harbour River Plate by Xlibris. RRP: £12.35 Using the letters G,E,F,B,A,D,C,H & I fill Scarpa Flow in the blank squares. Each letter A-I must appear only once in Somme each line column and 3x3 grid. Sorpe



27



Double



21



+64



80



÷10



Daily Sudoku: Sat 6-Sep-2014



PROBLEM? WE CAN HANDLE IT! (c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



3 5 8 7 6 1 9 4 2 2 4 1 3 9 8 5 6 7 9 7 6 5 4 2 1 3 8 4 2 3 9 7 5 6 8 1 We guarantee a prompt response, friendly 8 6 and 5 2 thoroughly 1 3 4 7reliable 9 advice representation team. 1 9 7 from 6 8 an4 experienced 2 5 3 7 Hearings, 1 9 4 3 Judicial 6 8 2 Reviews, 5 Parole Recalls,6 Adjudications, & Categorisation 3 2 8 5 9 7 1 4 5 8 4 1reviews 2 7 3 9 6 We are Criminal and Prison Law Daily Sudoku: Sat 6-Sep-2014 hard Specialists The latest video link interview facilities are http://www.dailysudoku.com/ available to speed up the processes and avoid delay in having your concerns addressed. Write to Mark Bailey Bailey Nicholson Grayson Solicitors 15 Bourne Court Southend Road Ilford Essex IG8 8HD or call



0208 418 2909



For a prompt service throughout the midlands and the south of England



• • • • • • •



Aachen Arnhem Barents Sea Bastogne Caen Dunkirk Eder El Aleimein Flanders Gallipoli Hiroshima Malta Midway Mohne Monschau Murmansk Narvik Passchendaele Pearl Harbour River Plate Scarpa Flow Somme Sorpe Tobruk Trafalgar Verdin Waterloo Western Approaches Ypres



P athfinder B attle S ites



Indeterminate / Life Sentence issues Lifer, ESP & IIP Panels Recalls & Oral Hearings Adjudications (North West region) Parole Representations Extensive Judicial Review experience Appeals / Criminal Cases Review Commission



Accreditations include: • Members of Criminal Appeal Lawers Association • Association of Prison Lawyers • Manchester Prison Law Practitioner Group



If you would like to win £5, please submit your Pathfinder - grids should either be 15 x 15 or 12 x 12 squares. Remember when you send us your Pathfinder to include your name, number and prison otherwise you will not receive your prize money.



Tobruk Trafalgar Submitted by Emilian Patriche HMP Wandsworth . Start on the left with the first number and Verdin Waterloo work your way across following the instructions in each cell. See how quickly you can do each Western Approaches puzzle and how your times improve month by month! Answers on page below. If you would like Ypres



MIND GYM



3 2



Ricky Gervais



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



SUDOKU & GEFBADCHI



Vladimir Putin



Pathfinder
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to submit similar puzzles we will pay £5 for any that are chosen for print. Please send in a minimum of three puzzles together with the answer!
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CAPTION COMPETITION



Read all about it!



Peter Smith HMP Wakefield



£25



Fonesavvy providers of ‘landline type numbers’ for mobile phones.



prize is in the post



LAST MONTH’S WINNER



I hope you all believe in the power of prayer... I’ve got the only parachute



Proud sponsors of Inside Time’s new PRIZE quiz ‘Read all about it!’ If you don’t want callers to be disadvantaged or put off by the high cost of calling your mobile - just get a landline number for it.



1. Who was runner up in this year’s Celebrity Big Brother? 2. Who is the new Dr Who? 3. Which supermarket has overstated its profits? 4. Did Scotland vote Yes or No?



Calls to mobiles don’t have to be expensive! Full details are available on our main advert in Inside Time and at



5. Which team won the Ryder Cup?



www.fonesavvy.co.uk



6. Until the Duchess of Cambridge gives birth, who is 4th in line to the throne?



Sponsors of Jailbreak



7. Who supposedly missed out a large chunk of his speech at Labour Party Conference? 8. Which mobile phone shop went into administration in September?



LAST MONTH’S WINNERS



Dan Churchill HMP Swinfen Hall (£25) Robert Bradley HMP Wealstun (£5) James Lench HMP Littlehey (£5)



9. What is Iceland’s Bardarbunga? The winner will receive £25 and the two runner ups £5. See black box to the right for details of how to enter.



Answers to last months News quiz: 1. Shaun Wright, 2. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, 3. Wayne Rooney, 4. Helen Wood, 5. Ice Bucket Challenge, 6. Boris Johnson, 7. Cliff Richards, 8. Tax Disc, 9. Ebola, 10. Panda



insideknowledge The prize quiz where we give you the Questions and the Answers!



All the answers are within this issue of Inside Time - all you have to do is find them!!



?



The first three names to be drawn with all-correct answers (or nearest) will receive a £25 cash prize. There will also be two £5 consolation prizes. The winners’ names will appear in next month’s issue. 1. Who said ‘life doesn’t have to be perfect?’ 2. Whose number is 0113 242 2290? 3. What is Jenny Cooper’s profession? 4. At which prison was the First Night Centre in poor condition? 5. How many years was Roger Kearney sentenced to? 6. What is the maximum fine for breach of the Data Protection Act 1998? 7. What year did Carl start his journey with the Open University?



Pope Francis welcomes journalists aboard the flight to Seoul en route to South Korea for a five-day visit. It is his first trip to Asia since he became pontiff in March 2013.



President Barack Obama visits with a departing United States Secret Service agent and his wife as their son face plants into a couch in the Oval Office, June 23, 2014. (Official White House Photo by Lawrence Jackson)



>> To enter



10. Jimmy Choo is to float shares on the stock exchange. For what is he most famously known?



Need Help?



Another £25 prize is on offer for the best caption to this month’s picture. What do you think is being thought or said here?



Please do not cut out any of these panels. Just send your entry to one or all of these competitions on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure your name, number and prison is on all sheets. Post your entry to:



Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. You can use one envelope to enter more than one competition just mark it ‘jailbreak’. A 1st or 2nd class stamp is required on your envelope. CLOSING DATE FOR ALL IS 28/10/14



8. Which country’s probation service allows people convicted of crimes to move abroad to work? 9. In which country can prisoners apply for 45 days temporary release? 10. Who spent 18 months on the run before being re-arrested? 11. How much has the Ministry of Justice paid out in compensation to prisoners in the last year? 12. When will the next edition of ‘Open Road’ be broadcast? 13. Who received a petition to protest against the re-employment of Ched Evans? 14. Which event was hosted by Kevin McGrath? 15. Who feels unable to study their Deen?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz 1. HMP Whitemoor, 2. 52, 3. 76,000, 4. John McLaughlin, 5. Pope Francis, 6. The Hardman Trust, 7. $1 Trillion, 8. Highdown, Cardiff, Send, Styal, 9. Steve Battram, 10. Gema, 11. Unlock, 12. Carl Portman (Chess), 13. 25,413, 14. Sid James, 15. Tom Clark



Our three £25 Prize winners are: R King HMP Hull, P Hanlon HMP Edinburgh, Michael Garner HMP Risley Plus our £5 Consolation prizes go to: Thomas Smyth HMP Frankland, Kevin Whitehead HMP Buckley Hall



Birchall Blackburn - Specialists in Prison Law Be represented by a Qualified Solicitor with experience in prison law with a reputation for success



Have the Parole Board refused you the right to an Oral Hearing? If so, Contact us urgently Video Link Facilities available NATIONWIDE SERVICE



We also offer assistance with: Magistrate/Crown Court Representation, Family Law, Personal Injury Initial Enquires to: Matthew Bellusci - Head of Prison Law Birchall Blackburn, Prison Law Department, Merchant House, 38 – 46 Avenham Street, Preston, PR1 3BN B B Tel : 01772 552229 Fax: 01772 202438 Mobile:07834 630847
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ANNIVERSARIES



ROCK & POP QUIZ



17th Oct 1814 // 200th Anniversary The London Beer Flood. A huge vat of beer ruptured at a brewery and caused neighbouring vats to also rupture, sending a 323,000-gallon (1.47 million litres) wave of beer into the streets and flooding basements. 8 people were killed (7 by drowning).



1. Who released his album Trilla in 2008? 2. Which Kanye West album won Best Rap Album at the 2005 Grammy Awards? 3. Several members of which band died in an airplane crash when the plane ran out of fuel over Mississippi in October 1977?



5th October 1914 // 100th Anniversary World War I: the first plane to be shot down in combat. A French plane piloted by Joseph Frantz, accompanied by observer Louis Quenault, shot down a German plane over Jamoigne, Belgium using a machine gun.



4. What title is common to a 1997 movie starring Joshua Schaefer, a 2007 TV sitcom and a Beatles’ song? 5. Chris Martin, who has played rhythm guitar for Coldplay and appears on Kanye West’s album Graduation, was married to which movie actress?



1st October 1939 // 75th Anniversary World War II: British war cabinet minister Winston Churchill (later Prime Minister) described Russia as ‘a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma’ during a radio broadcast.



6. Corin Tucker and Carrie Brownstein were the two halves of which band who released their last album Into The Woods in 2005?



14th October 1964 // 50th Anniversary American civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr. was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for combating racial inequality in the USA without violence.



7. SexyBack was a No 1 hit single from which 2006 album by Justin Timberlake? 8. In 1992, the management of the Cleveland Orchestra took legal action against Sony Music over unauthorized sampling, on Michael Jackson’s album Dangerous, of a 1961 recording of the music of which composer?



5th October 1974 // 40th Anniversary



Guildford pub bombings, England. The IRA detonated bombs at two pubs that were popular with British Army personnel. 5 people were killed and 65 injured. (The ‘Guildford Four’ and the ‘Maguire Seven’ were convicted, but their convictions were ruled unsafe in 1989 and 1991 respectively).



9. The classic song Wherever I Lay My Hat (That’s My Home) was part-written and first recorded by which singer?



30th October 1974 // 40th Anniversary The Rumble in the Jungle, Kinshasa, Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo). A historic boxing match between the former world heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali and the undefeated world champion George Foreman. (It was won by Muhammad Ali).



10. Which band’s biggest American hits have been with the albums Evil Heat and Riot City Blues?



HOWARD AND BYRNE Nationwide Coverage



‘in-house’ video link facilities available



Specialist advice on: 4 parole reviews 4 recalls 4 adjudications 4 judicial review 4 human rights 4 criminal appeals 4 criminal defence experts 4 confiscation & proceeds of crime Members of the Association of Prison Lawyers



Contact our prison law department



01904 431421



[email protected] or write to:



Howard and Byrne



Chestnut Court 148 Lawrence Street York YO10 3EB ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



© MW



SOLICITORS



PRISON LAW EXPERTS LEGAL 500 RECOMMENDATION
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12th October 1984 // 30th Anniversary An IRA bomb exploded during the Conservative Party conference at the Grand Hotel in Brighton, UK, killing 5 people. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher was apparently the primary target but she escaped injury. 1st October 1989 // 25th Anniversary The world’s first same-sex civil unions were introduced in Denmark. 19th October 1989 // 25th Anniversary The ‘Guildford Four’ were released from prison after their convictions for IRA pub bombings were quashed by the British Court of Appeal. 27th October 1994 // 20th Anniversary The U.S. prison population exceeded one million for the first time. 27th October 1999 // 15th Anniversary Britain’s House of Lords voted to end the automatic right of hereditary peers to sit and vote in the upper chamber of Parliament. Of over 700 hereditary peers, only 92 would remain, chosen by election.
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Radio? Tue



Wed



Thur



Fri



Sat



Sun



hind Bars



Bars is your award-winning daily feature show focusing on a different side of prison evening. We bring you the best chat, music and information to keep you informed son life and give a voice to your thoughts about life behind bars s Induction Show - all the basics about how prison works s Women Inside - focusing on life for female prisoners days Your Life - looking at how to keep your body and mind healthy ys The Inside Story - your in-depth guide to staying out of jail The Album Show - we play an entire album in full from start to finish ys The Love Bug - helping you keep in touch with family and friends on the outside s The Magazine - featuring the best bits of National Prison Radio



Request Show



requests in to: l Prison Radio, HMP Brixton, London SW2 5XF



ge



of this morning’s show



r



The A List



w us xes



Running through the latest music to hit the National Prison Radio offices



The Brixton Hour



For information, see edition at 07:00



19:05 Oldies Sounds from the 60s, 70s & 80s



19:05 Gospel Hour Uplifting gospel music



20:05 This American Life Stories from the US



20:05



21:05 The State We’re In



Brit 40 A repeat of Friday’s show



ove Songs Hour



s of classic love songs, the perfect soundtrack for writing those letters home



Bull Music Academy Radio



dings, interviews, mixes and documentary features, exclusive to NPR.



Request Show



The Brixton Hour



rom 18:00



For information, see edition at 07:00



top Music and Information



rison Radio:



ational news from the studios of Sky News, every hour, on the hour prisons across the country at 10:00, 12:00, 16:00, 18:00 and 22:00



t 9:00, 11:00, 15:00, 17:00 and 20:00



Inside Time are proud to sponsor the NPR schedule along with the following advertisers.



a Prisoner



1st class post n a 2nd class stamp



r 100 UK prisons now get e mails y, friends and legal representatives ils call 0844 873 3111



Week commencing 3rd November 2014



> LOOKING AHEAD



MIND GYM



9



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



6



www.fonesavvy.co.uk for more info.....



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2014. All rights reserved.



Upon his release, what started as a business plan created in a prison cell became a reality - the only service of its kind. Now Fonesavvy customers throughout the UK receive calls from people in prisons, hospitals and many other situations where keeping the callers’ call charge to a minimum is vital. Perfect for self employed people who are out and about all day



7



Fonesavvy - the brainchild of a former prisoner.



2 3



Please note restrictions may apply in some geographical areas.



> NEXT ISSUE
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Simple solutions tailored to the individual requirements of our customers.



SUDOKU



2 5 8 2



***Try trialmembership membershipfor forjust just£1 £1--no noobligation! obligation! **Try aatrial Enter the the code code ‘itlovefonesavvy’ ‘itlovefonesavvy’when when you you sign sign up up Enter



8 4 3



• No minimum term or hidden charges! • No mystifying bundles! • No catches or gimmicks!



PATHFINDER



7



All packages are Pay-As-You-Go.



4 6



Contact a member of our friendly team



9 2 7 3



13 Northenden Road Sale Cheshire M33 2DH



Daily Sudoku: Sat 6-Sep-2014



MOTOR, HOME & PUBLIC LIABILITY



3



AWARD WINNING INSURANCE PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR FORMER PRISONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES



2 9



A perfect solution for mobile phone SIS Insurance users wishing to reduce costs for those 0161who 969 6040call them.



ROCK & POP QUIZ



4 8 1



plus DVD’s, PS2 Bundles and pre owned



games and new Xbox 360 consoles. For a personal catalogue send a £2.00 postal order to: Gema Records PO Box 54 Reading RG1 3SD



GENERAL KNOWLEDGE



CROSSWORD



hard



Gema Records - Supplier of the UK’s Largest Back Catalogue of Music



> ANSWERS



7 6 5



of our friendly team



Prisoners in over 100 UK prisons now get e mails from their family, friends and legal representatives For full details call 0844 873 3111



Daily Sudoku: Sat 6-Sep-2014



69 6040



• Faster than 1st class post • Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp



1. 270, 2. 6, 3.7 Ypres Somme Arnhem 5 8 7 6 1 9 4 2 Bastogne 4 1 3 9 8 5 6 7 Aachen 7 6 5 4 2 1 3 8 Monschau 2 3 9 7 5 6 8 1 Waterloo 6 5 2 1 3 4 7 9 Trafalgar 9 7 6 8 4 2 5 3 El Aleimein 1 9 4 3 6 8 2 5 River Plate 3 2 8 5 9 7 1 4 Dunkirk 8 4 1 2 7 3 9 6 Tobruk Pearl Harbour Mohne http://www.dailysudoku.com/ Sorpe Flanders Verdin Passchendaele Eder Caen Midway Western Approaches Hiroshima Scarpa Flow Narvik Murmansk Barents Sea Gallipoli Malta



PUBLIC LIABILITY



Sale Cheshire M33 2DH



Email a Prisoner



1. Rick Ross 2. The College Dropout 3. Lynyrd Skynyrd 4. Eight Days A Week 5. Gwyneth Paltrow 6. Sleater Kinney 7. FutureSex/Love Sounds 8. Beethoven 9. Marvin Gaye 10. Primal Scream.



surance



NSURANCE PRODUCTS SONERS AND THEIR FAMILIES



See advert page 3



Down: 1 Amstrad, 2 Tread, 3 Metronome, 4 Tank top, 5 Cardoon, 6 Inane, 7 Old Bailey, 10 Toga, 14 Marco Polo, 16 Temple Bar, 17 Baby, 18 Oestrus, 19 Albumen, 21 Romance, 23 Aioli, 25 Irons.



ue send a £2.00 postal order to: PO Box 54 Reading RG1 3SD



• Faster than 1st class post • Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp



Across: 1 Automatic pilot, 8 Sweat, 9 Normandy, 11 Redcoat, 12 Oregano, 13 Dumbo, 15 Panatella, 17 Barcelona, 20 Mayor, 22 Biomass, 24 Belgium, 26 Monogram, 27 Brown, 28 Robinson Crusoe.



S2 Bundles and pre owned ew Xbox 360 consoles. For a



SIS INSURANCE Second chance! 1 in 5 people are routinely refused insurance (See full advert page 33)



1. Israel 2. Isaac Newton 3. Gilbert and Sullivan 4. ‘The Stonk’ 5. Eton 6. Rocky Marciano 7. Bill Clinton 8. Peter Andre 9. Goose 10. Boston 11. Merlin 12. Long Wave 13. Farfalle 14. Oklahoma! 15. Sir Alec Douglas-Home 16. Terry Scott 17. Queen Mother 18. Pole position 19. Mercia 20. Queen Mary.



rds - Supplier of the UK’s ck Catalogue of Music



GEMA RECORDS Supplier of music, dvds and games (See full advert page 36)



• November Scottish Focus • December 2015 Year Planner • January Inside Poetry
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Private pensions are not affected and can be paid into a bank account and. money transferred to a prisoner's private cash. And a prisoner who earns over the tax ... 
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